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us in,
kindly words,
hearts to win,
song of birds;

the ascent, brings us to Montanvert, a barren cliff more. than six thousand feet in

hight, and notorious for the view it affords
of the’ Mer de Glace and its neighboring
glaciers. Here we look out upon the motionless billows of the Mer de Glace,

‘with its lower arm stretches out before us a
stream of ice thirteen ‘miles in length, below the junction of the three great glaciers
which unite to form it.

;

After a brief rest we are glad to resume

our journey,

for the cold wind whistles

fearfully on this wild ledge, and all the
extra clothing we have with us does not
so, clambering

down the steep cliff, in a few moments we
find ourselves on the Mer de Glace. Think
of walking over

a sea

frozen after a heavy

whose billows had

gale,

when the wind

its hight; add

untold depth,
avoided

by

to

this

crevasses

most

intricate

of

realm of eternal

windings, and

this ice-arch

bottom.

(some

six

feet in length) down far out of sight, but in

this
in

and

some

the

next

wave,

crevasse.

most

Now

diflicult

to

us

borne

of this

on its

bosom

frozen sea is detted

the

and

have

above,

and

which

The

ascent was for-

year passes

but numbers

make

the ascent.

When it is attempted, the return of the
party is looked for by the sojourners in
Chamounix with great interest. However,
we are not sorry that we relinquished for
the present our intention of standing on the
summit of Mont Blanc. For the party
(consisting of two Americans and one
Scotchman, with eight guides) who attempted the ascent while we were in
Chamounix, were overtaken by a sudden
storm, and lost.

The

anxious

ones below

Still, for nervous ladies

it must be rather trying. Even we might
have thought it a little unpleasant only for
the recent glacjer experience.
Here, if
we should fall, our bones, though broken,
“would still be left to our friends, but to

watched them Lill they were within half an

fall into a glacier crevasse, even

down, and

fort is denied.
Here a fall of a hundred or
two feet would land us on the moraine below; but many of the crevasses slope so
gradually that to fall into one would be a

though diligent search was made at the
earliest possible moment, only one of their

living death. Think of being locked in an
ice-chamber, the top of which is a hundred

bodies could be found.

feet or more in thickness !
The Muuvais Pas safely passed,

the

less burigd
ever,

the

cannon

They

in the snow.
sun,

melting

vealed dark spots

mountain,

came not

near

were doubt-

Recently,
the snow,

the

howhas re-

summit of the

which are believed to Le the

bodies of the missing ones, but the deep
snow below them has made the ascent of
the mountain impossible, and although the
bodies may bé discerned from

Chamounix,

they can not be reached ;—‘‘ so near and
yet so tar I” One of them was recovered,and

with it a diary, the various entries of which
told of their surviving for two days in a
snow cave which they had dug, hoping

that the blinding storm would pass and set
them at liberty.
bly made a few

The last entry was probamoments befire the writ-

we

Hillsdale

Correspondence.
nt

The snow falls fast. Tis winter’s early
menace.
We have enjoyed an unusually
The calm, hazy, dreamy

few

minutes’ walk brings us to the Chapeau, a
little hut high up the cliff, over Which
hangs an immense rock in the form of a
hat-crown,

from

which

seen

the

Glacier

du Bois,

which is really the lower arm of the Mer
de Glace, and below all the beautiful
Chamounix valley. Taken all in all, the
view from this point is quite as fine as that
from the Montanvert, although the latter is

some twelve hundred
former,

feet higher than the

There the view

was

at

the old home-

precincts of this classic Academus,

only a vast

and con

If going

of

ice,

directly

while
down

here
to

mules,

we

geta

Chamounix,

and think we

lose received them as they were brought to sliould prefer walking, even if returning
ght,

;

breadth

and depth of

mind, “emulate at least the Christian purity
and noble integrity of his life.
HoWwARD.
Hillsdale, Mich., Nov. 8, 1870.

Week

[

i ete
The Executive Committee of the Evangelical Alliance of the United States of
to

be

prepared

and

issued the following programme for the an-

nual Week of Prayer,ibeginning with Sunday, New

Year’s day; Jan. 1, 1871.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 1.
SERMONS.—Subject :—Inspiration of Holy Scripture : its sufficiency and sole authority for religious faith and practice.
MoNDAY, JANUARY 2.
PRAYER ;—Grateful review

of

calling for renewed confidence
creased

devotedness;

the

past,

and for in-

humiliation

for

the

worldliness of the church; and for national
sins provoking divine judgments.
TUESDAY, JANUARY

3.

ings of peace.
WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY 4.

the

conversion

of chil-

dren; for Sunday schools; and all seminaries of learning; aad for the raising up of
more-laborers in Christ's service.
. THURSDAY,
PRAYER ;—for

JANUARY 5.

the-outpouringof the

ly Spirit on all who profess and

‘in

a crowd

through

his

evenings of the week,
the devoted young evangelist
conducts public services which are crowded, the
room ‘holding about 1,000 persons.
It would

of auditors

the avenue

Ho-

call them-

has been formed in the city of

Valladolid which has taken the name of ‘‘ The
church of the Martyrs.”
Three centuries ago
many suffered martyrdom in this city for the
faith of Jesus.
Now each Sunday,and on two

take long to tell all the encouraging circumstances connected with this effort,

In Guadalajara, in the midst of a fanatical district, the gospel has found a prepared soil. In
Avila, some of the most faithful workers in the
Spanish field took advantage of the annual fair to
make a mission effort. They engaged a large
hall for a week, and in
y which has always
been esteemed a hot-bed’ of priestly intolerance,
out of its population of 8,000 souls as many as

1,200 men,—the

greater part, therefore,

of the

male population,—pressed in to hear the truth.
In the meantime, the manager of the theater
complained to them tbat his place was being
emptied.
In Segovia,also priest-ridden, the messengers’ of the Word have
been welcomed by
many, one of whom,a priest, has boldly renounc~
ed Catholicism, sold his goods and gone to Madrid. From a village in the diocese of Toledo, an

of a naval

war,—excite not a little attention and remark.
The republican press does not seem

generally inclined to endorse his views or
‘echo his demand.
:
THE ENGLISH MISSION.

invitation has come from one who offers his hos-

All sorts of statements circulate respecting the appointment of a successor to Mr.

pitality and a place to preach in to any” minister
who will explain the gospel to the people. Were
there men to send, congregations would await
them wherever they might set their foot. Says

Motley. Rumor has given the appointment
to most of the prominent
men of the party

the Christian Work: ‘ Let the whole church of
God cry to the Lord ofthe harvest that he send

who

men

might

be supposed to like it or be

liked ‘by the President. But the dignity
appears to be going begging for a candidate and coming back jilted. Itis hardly
likely that the position has really been tendered

to

many

of

Mr. Carpenter,

persons, though not a few

Mr.

effort.
M.

But the real

does not yet putin a

public appearance, and Gen. Grant's reticence is probably more compulsory than
chosen. He does not tell us who is to go to
the Court of St. James, but the decisive
reason is probably found in the fact that he
does n't know.
INTERVIEWING ILLUSTRATED.
The practice -of interviewing public men,
and then of reporting their views and suggestions in the papers, has become a nui-

writing

from Bassein to the

year from-the funds of the Association.

Perhaps

fifteen or twenty have eked out the support of
their families by the labor of their own hands,—
no new thing among the Baptist ministry.”
WOMEN’S

MISSIONARY

SOCIETIES.

Within a few years several important organizations have been formed among women in the
United States for missionary purposes. They are
mostly co-operative societies, aiding the Boards
of missions of their respective religious denomi=
nations.
The * Woman’s Union
Missionary
Society” (New York) acts independently.
Its
income for the last year was $59,599, its mission-"
aries (females) in Jan., 1869, were 19.
* The

sance to the public, andit ought to be an
unendurable pest to the men who are thus

chased and harassed by these small knights
of the quill. A ludierous illustration of the
utterly irresponsible character of many of

Woman's Board

of Missions”

(Boston), and the

‘ Woman’s Board of Missions for the Interior”
(Chicago), co-operate with the Am. Board, and
with an income rapidly increasing now support
more than 30 of the unmarried females connected

these reported conversations came out last
week.
Letters from Washington to several

papers

;

Miss. Mag.,says: * Probably very few Baptists in
America have any idea of the extent of the work
here, or ‘of the remarkable progress
made
towards self-support aud independence.
. . .
For the past two years, not one of the fifty-eight
pastors in this Association received a pice from
America or other foreign source, Most, but not
all, had a comfortable support from their own
churches. Some eight or ten of the neediest
pastor§ have received twenty or thirty rupees a

of cur best statesmen have very likely been
made aware that the post would be attain-

able without great

into his harvest,”
BURMAIH,,

gave detailed accountsiof conversa-

tions with Mr. Sumner, in which he unfolded his views upon most of the great ques-

PrAYER ;—for nations ; all in authority;
for soldiers and sailors; for all who have
suffered in recent war; and for the bless2

revolving

tant organization

would bring the Canadas to us,and

successor

of Prayer—1871.

America have caused

such as

probably

with the missions of this Board. The “ Woman’s
Foreign Miss. Soc. of the Methedist Episcopal
church,” having branches in vario1s sections of
this country, co-operates with th: Board of Missions of that church.
.

ions of the time with remarkable frankness
and force. Some of the statements were
startling, and appeared quite incredible.
On inquiry it was found that Mr. Sumner
had not been in Washington, but was leeturing in the west. Two trunks bearing

EASTERN AND CENTRAL TURKEY.
The late Annual Report of the Am. Board
states that the theological schools at Harpoot and
Mardin in Eastern Turkey, and at Marash in

the senator's name had arrived by cars, and | central Turkey, have yielded this year a large
had been seen by these prying newsmonreinforcement of excellent lahorers, native pas-

gers, and on that basis, they sat down and
conjured up the lies which they sent abroad
for publication. If such ridiculous. procedure can put an end to this sort of business,
our statesmen can well

directly to C.,

to descending

on

a mule

not

one

he

Jooks to the hour when, like his fathers,

he shall bring in his own “Penates,” sit at
his

own fireside, and that not unattended,
This week also ends our prize meetings,

The usual enthusiasm of contestants and the
generous interest of citizens have suffered
no ahatement this season.
The Theological Society, first upon the tapis, did itself

and the Institution abundant credit, And
that the standard of Theological instruction
here is being raised, is evinced by the sterling merit of a good share of the exercises
presented ;—these of course were intimately
related to the brain power that produces
thém, and this, in turn, must bave been
attracted hither by the advantages afforded.
The Amphictyons sustained their ancient
credit, by candid, well timed sentiments, in
a

bold

and simple
and

earnest

dress, and enforced by
delivery,

The Alpha

of

Love—essential witnesses for the truth.
This is substantially the programme issued by the Evangelical Alliance in foreign

is

afford

to

be

tors and teachers, who have at once been welcomed to waiting
places
among
the native
churches.
Of the twenty-two graduates from the
Harpoot Seminary, four found ready work in the
Bith’s field, one at Erzroona, one at Diarbekir,
and sixteen in the. Harpoot field. Thirty-three

thus

countries,

lack

of

same, with slight alterations, . adapting the

those

. who

whole

breadth

to

The subjects for the day are the
the

specific

wants

of our

own

WirLiaM
EVENTIDE.—In

E. DobGe,

President.

that hour,which of all the

forth

to

do

real

not

suspected

real
and

overrated,
have

of

sinister

patriotism;

question

'

.

'e

He

motives,

but

whether

or

there
his

are

sagacity,

official decision have not been

and the defenses of his policy

not wholly

removed

the distrust,

industries, the

THE SITUATION IN EUROPE.
The last week has been one of excitenervous

Europe.

anxieties,

The

fears

French

and

army

hopes

its

work. Then the peculiar, strange work of
the soul, which the intellect can not do—
meditation—begins.
Awe,
and worship,
and wonder, are in full exercise; and Love

begins then in its purest form of mystic adoration and pervasive and undefined tenderness—separate from all that is coarse and
earthly—swelling as if it would embrace
the Allin its desire to bless, and lose itself
in the sea of the love of God. This is the
rest of 1he soul—the exercise and play of all
the nobler powers.—F. W. Roberison.

and is now put on the defensive, if it be not
retreating in real peril.
The Prussian
forces near the Belgium frontier have been
suddenly sent down to Paris or beyond.
Thionville has surrendered. Parisis looking famine in the face, and Trochu says
the troops inside are badly demoralized.
Everything indicates that the military crisis

near the capital is hastening.
German

Parliament

The North

is in session, and

the

King's speech is firm and hopeful. Bavaria
is formally united with Prussia. The latest
advices from Russia greatly lessen the
probabilities that she will rashly attempt to
cut the knot of the eastern question with the

sword.

Her dispatches grow considerate

and pacific. Eugland is half frightened at
the bold tone of Lord Granville, and is try-

ing to back down from the position he assumed for

her.

Spain

is threatened

homes

of

taste and comfort

were

in delightful contrast to the scenes of fifty years

under

with

ago. .
Here was a commerce amounting to
four millions a year,instead of the poor,wretched
barter with passing ships. Here was a Chistian
literature with its newspaper press, and. its issue
of printed volumes in six different languages.
Here were educational institutions of all grades,
from the common school to the college, 10 which
qver $40,000 a year are appropriated by the government,
The first Sabbath I spent in
Honolulu, I looked into that stone church,
A

Sabbath school was in session, with a large infant
class in one room, the

older

classes’ in another,

and Bible classes of adults in the church. Besides
these, thie church had six branch schools in out~
lying districts.
I found there, in all, fifty-eight independent,
self-supporting churches, forty-four in charge of
a native ministry, wigh a membership of 14,850
about one-fourth of the entire population,a larger

proportion than 1s to be found in Great Britain
or in the United States, . . Out of their com
parative poverty, the Hawaiian Christians con
tributed, lust year, to various Christian objects,
upwards of $30,000. They have a foreign mission
of their own in successful operation. . . These
Hawaiian churches give up thirty per cent. of

their ministry to preach the gospel abroad; the

another revolution, Austrid is feverish, Tur«

American churches, as a whole, less than one
per cent. and the-churches this year co-operating

key uneasy, and the continent

with the American Board,

less than three,

Hawaiian churches

twenty-two

generally

is

shuddering.
But the week closes with a
strong hope that there may be no general
war at present,

Wd
ec?

dence of the great change.
Th¢ first object to
greet the eye was the great stone church whose
foundations were laid by the veteran Bingham.
The barren waste of a few years ago, where was
neither tree, shrub nor flower to relieve the eye,
had been changed as into the garden of the Lord,
The ships in the harbor, the whtrves, custom
houses and other public buildings, the consular
flags of different nations, shops, stores, the busy

complaint;

Paladines seem to ‘have ended its successes,

twenty-touris most emblematic of heaven,
and suggestive of repose, the eventide, in
which instinciively Jacob went into the
fields to meditate,—when the work of the
day is done, when the mind has ceased its
tension, when the passions are lulled to
rest, in spite of themselves, by the spell of
the quiet, star-lit sky,—it is then, amidst the
silence of the lull of all the lower parts of our
nature, that the soul comes

bitterness or

it is rather one of regret and anxiety.

in

Kappa Phi proved itself worthy the steel
of its quondam rival. If, however, the
orations were characterized by' a nicer

give

in

been

SPAIN. .

Marvelous indeed is the spread of truth in this
country so long cursed by papal darkness .and
the cruel murders of the Inquisition. A Protes-

as England's liability to become embroiled
in the European war makes the disposition
of this question one of great practical consequence to her, these views of Mr. Butler,
urging a prompt and decisive settlement

tended by divine favor.

impressed with these

not

of ;

ministration ; as Mr. Butler is said to have
been lately closeted with the President ;and

do not regard him as hereby entering a sickly plea against the fickle edicts of foflure,
By no means. On the contrary, with a
large faith in the future, with confident eye

chaste

Ido

be Sumners

has

a speech delivered to

ments,

we may take a mule from this point. Eut
somehow we have not been very favorably

Cmist.”

The method

last week in Boston. As the public is feverish- over that question; as Mr. Motley's
recall is by many supposed to indicate a
change of policy on that subject by the ad-

will unite in the Week of Prayer, which, for
many years past, has been go signally at-

find in it the welcome words,
Jesus

not

which he

country. Itis earnestly hoped that in all
places, this or a similar series of topics may
be adopted, and that Christians everywhere

variety with a pleasant combination.

on

CLAIMS.

mind, and occasionally hinting to the newspaper correspondents as a method of feeling
the public pulse, was fully brought out in

for the first time a Fiench grammar, so
that, some day, he may appreciate the delineations of Corneille, the beauties of
Racine; and the impassioned harangues of
Mirabeau, Lamartine and Talleyrand.
But

it takes its name.

Here we obtain a magnificent view of the
Mer de Glace looking up the valley; while
far below us, and. extending down toward
Chamounix, is

friends

This particular fellow (sub-

seriber), peither pedagogue nor rightful
claimant to a place at a single home fireside in the "world, is to linger about the

that com-

a

best

stead hearth,

and frozen limbs, and contaiuing an unfinished message to his friends. But we

more of these sad particulars, as you doubt.

which has never per-

nor to bow his superb figure the
part of a degree when principle

PRAYER ;—for

wilderness

lieving

of honor

demanded that he should be vertical.
Let American youth, although all can

places to

‘er's death, speaking of exhaustion, hunger

** I die be-

of right,
millionth

the pathis

hope to give
AMATEUR.

ALABAMA

Field.
———

travestied a few times.
are now in training atthe Marash Seminary,
days have indeed been a pleasure. But selves Christians; for the increase of chari- |
DEFENSES OF THE PRE:IDENT.
!
SANDWICH ISLANDS,
this is certainly the blustering premoniter
ty; and of affectionate communion and cofullow the base of the lofiy cliff which
Nothing could show more clearly how
Secrétary Clark of the American Board, at its
of
coming
cold.
God
pity
the
poor,
and
skirts the Mer de Glace on this side.
operation among all in every lard who love
much the events of the last few months have late session, thus referred to his recent visit to
Rocks tower above us to a great hight, help -us to alleviate as well as humanely ¢he Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity.
done to lesson the almost unlimited faith the Hawaiian Islands: * The journey occupied
and during the walk of about a mile be-- commiserate their condition.
FRIDAY,
JANUARY 6.
in Gen.
Grant's thorough independengg, sixteen days and a half traveling time from Boston by the way of Chicago and San Francisco.
Our fall session closes in less than a
fore reaching the Mauvais Pas, we pass
simplicity and straightforwardness of chi As I rode at my ease across the continent in
PrAYER j;—for the circulation of the Word
week.
The play-ground on the Campus
numerous waterfalls, the most noticeable
of God; for a blessing on religious litera- acter and conduct, than the general tone
a Pullman ear, and took a commodious steamer
of which is probably five hundred feet in is deserted, and the ‘ Boys” are either
ture; for an end of religious persecution; of the best portion of the religious and se- at San Francisco for Honolulu, I could not help
hight, and of great beauty. The Mauvais equipping for examination, or speeding
and for the removal of- all hindrances to cular papers, and the earnest and almost contrasting the long and wearisome voyage of
preparations for an early departure.
This
Pas is,as its nime indicates, a bad pass,
desperate ‘attempts of certain sheets and the first missionary company of 163 days, in the
the spread of the Gospel.
where the path is cut for some distance
in fellow is to don the garb and solemn portof
pens, that are intent on defending him, to little brig Thaddeus. But the contrast between
SATURDAY, JANUARY 7.
my experience and theirs on reaching the Islands
“Ye Pedagogue,” to the glory of whom our
the granite ledge which forms the mounshow that his course toward Secretary Cox
was, if possible, yet greater, They found a peoPRAYER; for Christian Missions; for the
tain side. Here we walk for some distance own Green M untain Sixe has scribblea
was every way considerate, manly and ple sunk in ignorance and given up to all the
over steps which are in reality only niches such felicitous lines; that one is to bie conversion of the world; and for *¢ the glo~ statesmanlike. The fact that he needs such superstitions and degradations of heathenism. I
cut in the rcck.
There is now an iron rail- gladly homeward in time to share *“Thanks- rious appearing of our Lord Jesus Christ.’ a defense is suggestive; the fact that it found them a Christian nation, with the arts,
ing nearly the whole distance, so there is giving turkey,” and pass the evenings of
SUNDAY, JANUARY 8.
seems to weigh so little with the public is usages and institutions of civilized life. The
very shore on which [ first set my foot bore eviin reality no danger so long as. one keeps the two fleeting weeks of vacation with
SERMONS ;—Subject :—Faith, Hope
and still more so. The feeling toward him is

hour of the summit, when a cloud suddenly
enveloped them, and they disappeared, to
be seen
no more alive. The welcome
sound of

some

more,

one; an account of which
in our next letter.
Geneva, Oct. 18, 1870.

earthly

to reach it.

or

must be
piade tc-day or postponed indefinitely.
e are determined to make the
attempt, land accordingly. after a trief rest
and an early dinner, we are off at half past

the

necessary

merly attempted but rarely. Lately it has
been made more frequently, and now not a

to as-

reached which soon joins the high-road,
by which Chamounix is reached at half
past eleven: We should think this quite

firm hold of that.

by no méans

preparatory

rises in

the hight of fifty feet

Autumi.

view

rest

sense

may

cending the Flégére this afternoon. After
a walk of u few moments over the cébris
deposited by the force of the glacier from

beautiful

the

lizhted candle

of the Arveiron, which
similar ice-cave, only

a-litide

heavily into some yawning chasm.
Half
an hour of such experiences brings us to
the farther side of the glacier, whence we

summit is gained,

a

“We had come almostto

of him as one, of the American Insti-

to yield the tithe of a hair in a question

supports

valley.

pinnacle, which, becoming detached, rolls!
down the surface of the wave and drops

but if

mitted him, during his long political career,

this is

much larger, its only visible source.
Now we must hasten back to our hotel

our readers to the

compensates for the three days of hard labor and the series of hair-breadth escapes

thick;

of nature and

that

dull thug of some boulder-fragmeat or ice-

and have them stand with us on the ** cold
tip of the earth’s nose,” more than fifteen
thousand feet above sea-level.
This we
had intended doing; a project afterwards
given up for what we believe to be wise
considerations. We are told that when the

feet

rous

fee,

enough for one day, but to-morrow we
must be
off ‘without fail, so the Flégere

reverberations

towards

three

we visit the source
here flows from a

so man§’ places to visit at Every few moments we are startled by the

of Mont Blanc,

a small

already thoroughly chilled by the damp
air, and are glad to see the light of day
once more. A few rods distant from this

points in the-

under the ice,

deep

pillar is such,

Chamounix and in its immediate neighborhood that we will give only onegay as a
sample.
We regret that we can not take
summit

for

easily be seen through it. This is by no
means a pleasant place to tarry inj we are

come

sounding like the roll of distant thunder.
The surface

are

is afforded

the roof, which, without it, must be greatly weakened.
The
transparency of this

or still

we

Massachusetts,

tutions ;”—a man who possesses in perfectest degree that high-souled, pure, chival-

illumination of

work

find no

| with immense boulders, a single one of
which.in many cases would weigh several
tons, and which are being irresistibly

AND VICINITY.

An

entirely the

can

Alpen-stocks

there come up

ye

ice.

and

but

our

of

said of Webster,
think

the

ten feet high

send

during these

crevasse, bending far away

Correspondence.

valley,—into

several of them,

We

Sumner

and one of whom it might be said; as it was

from

hot summer months, and in places the ice
is filled with pores, varying in diameter
from two inches to ore or two feet, and.
filled with water. We attempt to fathom

The sun has been at work

a wall of ice perhaps two feet wide at the
top over which we must walk. Oar guide
goes before a little, plants his Alpen-stock
firmly and reaches us his hand; taking

Side.

and in two minutes’ time pass

down into this narrow

what it is to cross the

which we are drawn safely across.
We
roll a large stone into one of these crevasses, and hear it strike far below in the dark
abyss, and as it follows the course of the

— Bright

We

which produces a fine effect, especially as
without it total darkness reigns, the course
of the arch being somewhat tortuous. Its
width varies from three to ten feet, we
should say. Inside, the ice is of a deep
blue color and quite transparent, Just inside the entrance is a square pillar, some

to one of the

All we ask is a little place,
We are to children’s hearts akin;
They will hail us withgoyful face,—
Open the door and let us in.

chips.

THE

+Gen. Butler has spokep,

of the Alabama, for thefinjury suffered by
our fishing interests, and for other wrongs
endured directly or indirectly at her hands,

Charles

of

—

settling with England for the depredations

would set

a’ basket

Mission

of the Week.

the climax of the season was reach-

who, in our opinion, may justly be regarded
the Nestor of the United States Senate.
There may be grander living men than

down

Events

No- 48

ed last evening, in a lecture delivered
before the Amphictyon Society by him

But

are thor-

the presence of theiscorching sun,—the heat
of which is almost insufferable as it pours

which must be crossed, or

you may imagine
Mer de Glace.

They

oughly orthodox in all/respects, and each
follows precisely in (the footsteps of preceding generations. Itis unnecessary to
tie them. When throngh using for a few
bours, it is customary to leave them as one

enter,

had subsided a little, leaving the waves a
little less abrupt than when the tempest
was at

safe!

known as an etherial teridency in the subject-matter.

should ag soon think of finding a run-a-way there be, certainly it has not been our forsaw-horse as a run-a-way mule, in these tune to know of them. We must confess
regions. We pass close by one, but he ourself to have been entirely carried away,
takes no heed; he stands with eyes de- as his finely cultured and well stored mind,
voutly closed, oblivious to all around him, finding utterance in a voice, deep, rich and
as if in the midst of a profound analysis of resonant, depicted to the life that extraorthat question which has vexed many great- dinary man, Marquis de Lafayette. Again
er intellects—** Why are these things so?” and again during the two hours or more,
A steep descent from the Chapeau, of which passed scarcely perceived, did he
receive most generous evidences of the
perhaps half an hour, and a walk of afew
minutes across the burning sand, a bed of high ‘appreciation of the large and intelliwhich is pushed far out into the valley, gent audience which was assembled. Mr,
and we arrive at the Grotto de Glace, which Sumner is a representative American,—a
extends into the lower end of the Glacier du man to be whose countryman President or
Bois to adistance of perhaps fifty feet. We private citizen may reasonably be proud,

which

{ route; on one side is a deep crevasse with
almost perpendicular sides, &nd on the
other is one deeper yet, the bottom of
which can not be seen, and between them

Seeds of patience, of hope, of truth,
Heavenly harvest one day to bear ;
Strength of virtue for wayward youth;
Store of comfort for age to share.

There

safe, uncomfortably

A walkof two hours and a half up the
mountain side, so steep that a zigzag
course is the only possible way to make

worse,

Tales from beautiful childhood's realm,
Pure and sweet as the winds that blow;
Hopes to comfort when griefs o’erwhelm,
Sumrny memories from long ago;

CHAMOUNIX

Mer de

at ah early

hour, and we set out, | Alpen-stock in hand.

between

Scent of flowers o'er the meadows borne,
"Odors fresh from the breezy sea,
Peaceful rustle of growing corn,
Quiet hum of the happy bee;

Special

and

Our guide calls for us

80, 1870.

finish in the elocution, perhaps they suffered by yielding more to what is commonly

this narrow path, which is in many places
80 steep as to be difficult. for foot passengers. These Alpine mules possess one
virtue to an unlimited degree,—they are

a moment they pop up again, as though
hurled back by some unseen hand below.
Now we cross a heavy swell in the sea,
the ice is very glassy, and a single misplacing of our sharp iron-pointed Alpenstock, and in a few seconds we should find
ourself sprawling in the pond of water |

Bright-Side Fancies.
Open the door and let
Pleasant fancies and
Loving counsels, your
Gush of waters, and

route including Montanvert

keep out the piercing cold;

DECISIONS.

post-office—whether directed to his name or another’s
or whether he has
for the payment,

But we must hasten, as a hard day’s labor is before us. First we will take the
Glace.

No, 39 Washington St., Dover, N. H,,
No. 80 Vesey 8t.,, New York City,
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spend

The

per cent.

of their contributions for the cause of Christ in
the fornign field ; the churches of this pre-emis
nently Christian land, less han five per cent.”
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@ommunications.
A

Small

Son

pletely gratified.

been ata good deal of trouble to give their
youthful pastor elect a distinguished inijiation, and the Council did n't want

rate without

of Thunder.

putting their

him, somehow.

admittatur

ice proceeded, however, the charm wore
off, When he stood, and just before an-

on

* The choir was ready with

nouncing

recognizing it as setting off real follies and
mischiefs that are not unfrequently found
in connection with existing churches and

was——well,

young preachers,

So did

the time.

it wanted

More

but half an hour

and

more

the

mortification

the

prayed

with

his eyes
some

five

lines,. it struck the stranger disagreeably.
¢ Better have said those words to God while
in your seat, young man,” he thought to
himself; and after that little piece of affect-

to

embarrassing

of

text,

shut, a third time, a sentence of

grew the quandary of the grave examiners.

sake

his

ation he found it impossible to get up any

candidate,

of the important lessons which it has to | in justice to him be it said. As he stood glow towards. the juvenile wonder. The
teach. Some of the keen ‘things may be there among his elders, weighed and found text followed, And now abideth faith,hope,
edged with satire, and some of the descrip- wanting, he could not help envying the charity, these three; but the greatest of
tions may possess a little exaggeration; young man in the gospel one thing, viz.: these is charity "ghd then the stranger
but this young Freshman is no myth, and his ability to answer questions. He was began to look in tl for the signs of the
.the foolish gpd Bhs flese) is less than a caught for once in his life, where his fluen- speaker's power. Soon it became evident
thousand miles awdy from any namable cy failed him, and even his most original that a good deal of the peculiar quality and
point. We commend the suggestive story extemporizings could not extricate him. effect of his delivery came from the ‘habit
to the attention of both parishes and preach- It galled him to the soul, and, for the time of trying to ‘“talk pulpit.” He went on.
ers:
:
? at least; effectually crucified his assurance. Oue would think he could not help dividing
Atlength’/the venerable moderator, in. a his sermon systematically this time, for it
At a time within the memory ef some
No.
who are still young, a Freshman in a cer- sortof desperation of pity, took him up on was all divided for him in the text.
He
roved
and
rambled
like
a
a
‘Primer
Catechism.
Young
Boanerges
tain celebrated college supplied the pulpits
of sundry churches near his place of study, was not very familiar with that, but the
“Child amidst the flowers at play.”
and, quite invocently, acquired the reputa- questions were. so simple that he could
guess
them
by
trying
once
or
twice.
The
tion of being a second Summerfield—
But did he not kindle, the Young Boaneralmost. He came to college, and came to first time he guessed right the Council
ges, when well into his theme? Not a bit
Here wasone plank, at least,
the churches ¢ with a history,” and pre- pinned him.
of it. The keen stranger listened and
ceded by the "vaguely known and conse- and the anxious Doctors, who had hung longed in vain for the inspired fervor
quently romantic particulars of that his- about their candidate like would-be rescu- whegpof the rumors of the student-preacher
tory, he appeared before listening strangers ers-around a boy in a bog, began now to had said so much.
He had heard of his

with a prestige that, joined

to an

excel-

hope that he was not

quite

beneath

their

ability to thrill an audience. He knew that
he fhad drawn
and still drew crowds.
But the power
that did it was
certainly an unknown factor to his practical

reach, after all. * Slowly and tenderly they
laid out the ground for him, helping first
| this side and then that, till at last they sucdo ceeded, by patient hints and leading inter-

* Jent voice, an average amount of talent,
and more than an average of assurance, ena*bledhimto ¢¢ strike twelve the first time,”

"and make a good many think he

it several times.

could

An interesting record of

conversion, of early developed

boy-exhorter,

of

gifts

as a

disenthrallulent

from a

heterodox education, of struggle of mind
and fortune, engagement in business at his
father’s death, a call to the ministry, and
finally the offered privilege of a full course
of preparatory study from a liberal stranger
who * saw the jewel in him,”

seemed

to

constitute the main offense for which the
popular whim inflicted on him the tremendous credit of being a pulpit-lion. For,
certainly, level-headed people (a minority,
of course) persistently fuiled to discover
what he had done, or what he could

deserve such treatment.

No

vote had been declared.

do

to

matter.
young

‘nan

was a Boanerges, and in spite of the

cool

eritie

who

stood

The

The

outside

his halo,

would

stay one—until he became something
a

tion.

congregations

City

and

suburban

continued to be set all agog

quence;”

new

else,

or the crowd were ready for

by

country churches

sensa-

his

* elo-

admired and

coveted him in the impossible distance, and
¢ only wished they were rich enough to,
&c., &c.;” and metropolitan supply-committees watched for him to fill their pastorless first-class pulpits, happy if they
could find him unengaged.
He was even
talked of as colleague to old Doctor Heavyhead.
:
Being

in such demand,

it was

not

supposed that young Boanerges

main

long

were found

without’

a.

who, after

to

would

call.”

hearing

be

re-

Enough
him

brain.

rogations, in prompting answers enough
from him to just save him the chance of a

moment's notice, and make him the champign ofthe armies of Israel.
So the inevi-

table call came

before

he was

out

of his

Freshman year, and the first was followed
by a second,
the second by
a third,

till (as he was not at all backward in telling) he carried as manyas half a dozen in
his pocket at once.

Evidently, if the strip-

ling eventually committed the error of run-

ning before he was sent by the Divine Master,

he

must

thank

his

human

admirers

For a

while

he

having .the

re-

for it as well as himself.
put himself on his dignity,

fusal of six churches.

But

made offers so tefibing

one

and

of

these

overtures

flattering, that neither nature nor
was strong enough in him to decline.
‘should he go on five or six
"drawing on his kind patron's

grace
Why

years
purse,

his way was already providentially
competence and usefulness? Some
ers were born, and some were
Friengds bad sold him that he was
the born ones, and who was he,

so

more,
when

open to
preachmade.
one of
that he

should assume to know more about it than
they did?
Accordingly, young Boanerges
gave up his studies, and set up for a ¢* Rev-

pa

erend” before his beard was fairly grown.
The time drew near for him to be ordained, and great preparations were made
forthe interesting occasion. The church
determined that their favorite should be
installed in unexceptionable style. Modern
musié¢ of the highest order was engaged.
A local poetess contributed two gushing
original hymas.- Eatertainment was pro-

vided for
guests,

an

and

unprecedented
the

number

of

brilliant

Dr. Archangel

was to preach the sermon.
ments were perfect, and

All the appointat length the

expected morning came, and the ordaining
Council met. Pending the event: of his
examinatign, young Boanerges had found

little leisure and no mood

to read

up

or

make up his system of divinity, and accordingly went in on his intuitions. The result.
was that his answers and his no-answers
madd’ the ministers’ eyes open wide and
the corners of their mouths twitch. Never
had his Homer or Horace or History or Algebra or * Balbus” or ** Sophroniscus” been
80 badly recited as was that day his lesson

in theology before that examining

council.

True, he was nothing if not brilliant,

even

then. Bat the Doctors thought his ‘flashes
of silence’ better than - his speeches.
Worse than even the amateur schoolmaster
“in the old * Columbian Orator,” he could

not hit the mark one time inten,

The man

who crooked his gun to fire round a corner
could not have scattered so unspeakably.

If the points of doctrine had been the thirty-

two pointsof compass, the gifted candiy have ‘‘ made” them

date would ¢

allin his zigzag divings during the. hour
thathe was questioned for his ordination

What was to be done?

The expectant

and enthusiastio church and society had
#
)

nevertheless

verdict, without too great violence to their
veracity.
In short, they taught him his lesson, and then made him say it as well as

became

evident

The ¢ thriil” did not ‘come.

that

Failing in matter,

@nbellishments, and

tried

to

make

derers back to their Father's house.
to elevate
heaven.

left

because others

eccentricities.

But

this,

added

to

his natural manners, was decidedly‘‘ one
feature too many,” and where it gained
him one gaper it lost him ten friends.
Boanerges was overdoing badly. Occasionally a ‘‘thoroughly furnished” mun of
God from some neighboring church would
exchange pulpits with him, and the people
beganto make

unfavorable

comparisons.

They remembered the haste and flourish
with which their favorite had been welcomed among them, and repented at their
leisure of their enthusiasm. The ordination
trumpet was a penpy-whistle, after all;

There

thunder too small’

10 be

called

thunder.

cises proceeded

in the afiernoon

per

an-

a Reverend with full credentials, so far as
ceremony could make him so.
We now
follow

him as he enters upon

his career,

long looked forward to by himself
admirers as a career of trinmph.

so

and

his

These last

were sufficiently numerous in his church,
being precisely of the sort to care very
little for his doctrinal qualifications.
They liked him. He was their man, and
they had no patience with, anybody who
ventured

to allude

to

his

deficiencies,

parent at the examination,

ap-

¢ What of it,”

old man

had brains,

and naturally, when he witnessed the poor
figure made by the youth before the Couneil,
he gave a thought or two. to the question of
his fitness for a spiritual teacher. He was
even overheard to remark (partly to himself and partly to his wife) at the close of
the examination, ¢¢ Mr. B. may be a ‘chosen
vessel,’ but he ain’t more’n half full yet.”
* - Possibly there were two or three others
who felt faint misgivin gs towards Boanerges

when he began his
they nor the

pastorate.

deacon

But neither

showed

any

lack

of

cordiality toward him. Oaly they had had
their eyes opened a little and did not swallow all he gave them without looking

at it,

asthe rest did. In fact, everything was
auspicious for the new preacher, and he

found himself rich at the start in first-rate
promise of influence and power, if he showed himself able and willing to win them.
At first his congregations were overflowingly large. He knew his * poicts” (better
than he did his theology), and he played
them off to fine advantage. His capital
voice and good appearance, his interesting
antecedents, and the romantic

anomaly

of

his position in the character of a eférical
school-boy, did not fail to keep up in shallow minds the illusion of his greatness.
And for such hearers as mostly thronged his

meetings he needed no heavier stock in
trade to make him a Number One sensation. Little Boanerges had things his own

way, and for atime swam on the flood of
popular favor,
A leading member of a large church in a
distant city heard of him,

his way to attend one

ices,

and

made

it in

of his Sabbath

serv-

He was looking about for a pastor

at the time, and thought he

would

see

for

himself if the eloquent stripling was the one
he wanted. At first he liked him. The
clear, ringing roundness of the preacher’s
tones and enunciation impressed him very
favorably. But he waited . till the hymns
and prayers and lesson were over, meaning
to make up his mind on the sermon. He
wad prepared to make the best of the young

celebrity, being naturally
favor of youthful

talent,

prepossessed
and

in

for a while

it seemed as if he was destined to be com‘
7 |

Kprde

say

that

this young man gave up his course of education, when he bad such an opportunity
to fit himself for great usefulness.
He
betrays his mistake, 1 assure you.
Itisa
pity.”
““ But
he has gifts—don’t you think
he has?
Peter and James and John were

not educated men,

you

know,” replied the

and John were mirac-

-ulously educated on the day of Pentecost,
sir, as well as personally in the school of
the Master.
With all his gilts,” in ‘the

was any exception to this disposition to
back the young preacher blindly, it was his

The

to hear you

deacon.
¢¢ Peter and James

they. said, ‘if he don’t happen to know all
the dogmas by rote?
Pat him on his legs
in the pulpit, and he’s all right.”
If there

senior deacon.

“J am surprised

please.

absence of miracles, your minister should
have taken the training of a course of study,”
said the stranger.
ol

“It seemed

a long

books would have

work

for

while to wait.

kept him away

years,”

mildly

His

from his

suggested

the

deacon.
‘* A sad comment cn the times, sir,” said
the stranger.
¢ ‘Do-quick’ has its way

among us now at the expense of ¢ Do-well.’
I'm sorry for the young

man.

[f the church

had let him alone till study had given him
knowledge, and discipline had given him
method, and he had strengthened his mind
with solid and exact acquirements, these,
with piety, and the much that nature has
done for him, would have made him emi-

nent in coming years. As it is, he won’t run
long, sir.”
¢ Well, I don’t know but you're right,”
said the old deacon (who had believed it
all the time).
‘ Right!

To, be

sure

I

am,”

said

the

stranger.
“I know what I am saying.
Ours is.a fast age, and a fast people, sir.
Wetalk by telegrams, we name men by
their initials, we read

books by their tables

of contents, we jump at things generally, by
a happy-go-lucky faith in a good advertisement ; and this habit has so largely developed the dramatic or pantomimic élement
in American taste,

that

the

people now-a-

days care a good deal less for what a man
knows and can say, than for how he looks
and how he sounds. The vicious fashion of
hustling smart young men into the ministry
before they are fledged, is quite in keeping

with this headlong spirit of the country and
the age. We haven’t time for anything beyond title-page and manners when we pick
our candidates, and so we let the matter
go.
Good mind, strong abilities, solid acquirements get snubbed, if, with all these,

a man doesn’t happen to have the ring in
him, and the audacious qualities that
¢ draw.’. What the people want now in a
minister is ¢ good points,’and good poin's
they will have. St. Paul himself, with all
his intellectual and
spiritual greatness,
would stand no chance before a modern
congregation. ¢ Bodily preseace
weak,’
and ‘ speech contemptible,’ would be fatal
to his prospects of settlement. He couldn’

dven get a call to the Gay-Head

Indians.

Good-day, sir.”
For six months young Boanerges con:
tinued to pour forth his peculiar sensational
oratory to a full house, and then his ‘‘ pond”.

began to show signs of ravning dry.

With-

L

reclaim

his

great

pitiful

ripe.”)
affairs.

Thinking

cite the

ridicule

of

all his

well-informed

hearers%” Frequently‘his use of a text was
so inaccurate and grotesque as to produce
an

Once

actual , travesty.

he

preached

{ denial,

done

much

‘to cheer the hearts and

and

endure

the trials of life

single-

afterwards.”

The

crisis came at last, and the good old senior

deacon declared that he must go to the
minister and quote Eli to him—*¢ Lie down,
my son, till the Lord calleth thee.”

The young man resigned, disgusted
his profession, and chafing with a
of injustice at the false kindness
early flatterers, and the desertion of

with
sense
of his
those

liberal

education

renewed his offer, and we

ministry, so far, at least,) as

to put himself

The great work of converting the world
is in progress, and Christians have a part
init. Christ will do his work well.
The
only possible failure is on our part.
We mhy fail to interest meu religiously.
Our silence may be so continued, our words
may be so few and cold, our manner so

half-hearted and formal, as not to stir a
thought of God or waken a desire for true
spiritual life. Or if we abound in appropriate words, our lives may be so worldly
and selfish as to render our testimony powerless for good. Earnestness and unself-

ishnees, therefore,

lie atthe ‘very founda-

tion of a good Christian nduence.

}
l

Selections.
Study

of the Bible,

A late issue of The Living Church closes a
suggestive article on this subject in the following way:
The infallibllity of a book, like the infallibility of a man, is a proposition involving
absurdities in the statement of it. Inspiration is not a postulate of biblical study, it is
the last and highest result of it. The char-

“Silent grief shall be my glory,—
Grief that stoops not to complain,”

than

parade

their

sufferings

the

May God bless the new fledged Association, and may it be well patronized by our
brethren, especially those in the ministry,
whom it shall aid to provide in time for
.

ries

:

Different

:

that

religious

a

state

of one he met, asked, ‘* Are you a Christian?” It had a thrilling effect. The person. was a church member,

First.

Some are carried by their emo-

ularity of the thing at the time,
coming religious. There is no

the

character

of

to see

and trifle with;

it

world ;—ijt depends on the man himself, his
devotion®to the quest, and his purity of
purpose, how large a light will be vouchsafed him. It is not given to all men
equally to feel in their souls the echo of the
Some men read the poets
| divine voice.
and

never

catch the

poetic

enchantment;

some men hear music and it never touches
their souls; some men read Phdlgvephy and
are never awakened to thought. With all of
us, these are things which

we

are

capable

of only in a greater or less degree. So it
is with religious sense. In some men it is
far more active than in others, and the

it would

pop-

many bereal peni-

need

an

Isaiah

to

Probably

comprehend

and sound to its depths the inspiration of
Isaiab, the sense and the degree to which
his soul was penetrated and possessed by
the spiritot God.
uo

Oa the contrary, a man may be a clergy"

but had no evi-.

tions on the tide of excitement, or

peculiar

In oth rs these echoes are faint.

ty
A
es,

Christian, not knowing the

searching.

voice of God, whether in history, in nature
or in theBible,makes loud and clear echoes,

Classes of Professors,

It is related in one of the papers

stu-

is deep, and is only visible to him who has
grace to see it. The myth of the Holy Grail
is true for every revelation of God in the

world.

their own!

and thorough

Its unique features are discerned

perficial observer

before

to

the Bible is not something which lies on
the surface of it, for every careless and su-

again upon a course of thorough prelimina- tence for sin, no breaking down before
ry training. He may make a big Son of God and yielding to him. They get into
the church and rest there. Church memThunder yet.
bership is a ticket to them. They risk that
#
to carry them through, allowing themselves no more trouble as to being saved.
" Christian Influence.
——

Titus.

The essential and

dence of being a Christian, The answer
was to that effect. It was stated that the
whose advice had done so much to thrust; usual forms were"gone through, rising for
on him the mortification of failure. The prayers, kneeling with the anxious, and
foolish counsel that had influenced him to then that some relief was felt, uniting with
neglect his preparation for the ministry by the church, but still no clear evidence of a
hurrying him to ordination,a raw Fréshman, thorough change of heart and newness of
had prevented him equally from educating life. This person was now thoroughly
for anything else. But where was he to awakened and became a Christian in deed
find redress? Nowhere. Uafitted for either and in truth,
professional or business life, it was a wonder
This, with other observations made by
of good Providencs that he was met then the way, has led to an examination of failin his discouragement, and
saved
from ures in a professedly religious life. ‘The
throwing his gifts away. The noble friend causes may appear by specifying some of
who had at first proposed to give him a | the different classes of, professors.
rejoice to say our little Boanerges has
thought better of his regolution to quit the

build on the sure foundation, and all will be

earnest

*
I am thavkful the Association has been
from the words,‘ When I became * a man
I
called
into existence, erethe sands of my
put away childish things,” and occupied so
glass
had
run so low as to exclude me from
much time in describing how an infidel had
the
privilege
of enrolling my name among
taken up the passage to argue the foolishits members,
J. PHILLIPS.
ness of the gospel, that some one remarked,
Santipore,
India,
Sept.
10,
1870.
¢ B. must have been reading Paine, and

forgot to read the Bible

baptism,

more clearly
as one
penetrates
more
and more deeply into its spirit and purpose.
They are not external characterisiics; we
do not getour knowledge of them by the
traditions of our fathers, for our fathers
never could bave appreciated them as we
may to-day.
They are inwoven into its
most essential character, and are only revealed, as all other manifestations of God's
Spirit are revealed, after Jong and deep and

them

and navigation for illustrations, but with so
many blanders in facts and’ terms as to ex-

decline

well.

dent of it.

longer, for {would never allow them to beg while
strength remained to dig, and even when
sermons were strength fails them, would sooner sing:

to make

them

| and who by dint of hard labor, rigid econ{omy, and great personal sacrifice and self-

reputa- | storms

“draw,” he filled them with sensational
stories and strange tricks of rhetoric, and
made raids. into agriculture, science, law

of

parent only to the ‘deep

him a year

His last

Some

man in the history of the world,becomes ap-

their own foolery in ¢* plucking him before

he .was

religion

acterof the book, as arevelitioffof God

tion.- But he only made a fool -of himself. -handed and alone,—a class all the more
his pp
iti
ochre
:
(In this
condition
his2: church
ought to havave€.| deserving
because their noble independence
been forced to keep

home

{ though not unfrequently needy and even
neglected class,—persdns who have in very
| deed been ‘fellow helpers of the truth,”

him anything.
- °
| strengthen the hands of God's fai hful servHe floundered on six months more in the | ants, but who are at length left to breast the
vain attempt to

At

not be interested in

Fickle souls!
Meanwhile the young man made convulhe could under the circumstances. Few
ever accomplished a greater stretch of phized ina pretty piece of poetry as the sive efforts to keep his place. Certain good,
charity and good nature than those minis- ‘sweet bee of heaven.” No other motions plain brethren and sisters complained that
ters did, when they finally voted to adniit or indications of the divine fire! Mostly ‘‘ they were not fed ” by his ministrations.
that young brother to holy orders. 'Read- the language was coemon-place, the illus- (The senior deacon had long been a silent
ers will remember a Council that once met trations threadbare,—the whole performance sufferer in this regard.) Boanerges heard
“Pare and undefiled religion before God and the
of it, and determined to preach some docand parted through a trouble of another
Father is this, To visit . . . widows in their af
disappointingly . tame.
The visitor felt
JAMES,
kind, whereupon the fact was announced himself to be the victim of areal misfortune, trinal sermons. He preached them. And fliction.”
“The Free Baptist Mutual Benefit Assoin a dispatch which meant to say, ‘‘ Presby- To have been told so much about the poor such work as he made ofit! Of all his
tery lacked a quorum to ordain.” But the youth's marvelous pulpit prowess,and then pulpjt gymnastics, these were the wonder- ciation” must be hailed by our ministers as
telegraph being then in its infancy, the hear this! He tried, in the kindness of his fullest. It was as if a school-girl had un- a thing which has long been a great desidoperator blundered, and sent, ¢‘ Presbytery heart,to think that the little Son of Thunder dertaken to manage a battery of columbi- eratum. A hint in the Star about its being
tacked a worm on to Adam.” In the case had not done himself justice that day, but ads. His shot not only exploded all over forthcoming had led us to look with interof our small Son of Thunder, there might seriously he did ache to administer a rebuke the field, but came back on him like boom- est for the announcement which the Star of
erangs, and battered his .own casemates. July 20th brings us the present week.
We
be an application of even that preposterous to his flatterers who were helping to inspire
Not
knowing himself whether he was an can not but rejoice in the important move,
message. What he knew of the first and him with the conceit of powers which, had
second Adam, and the extent of human de- he possessed. them, he must have shown Arminian or a Calvinist, an Antinomian or believing it to be a step in the right direcmerit, and the nature of regeneration, and some sign of during this half-hour’s effort a Supralapsarian, his use of the projectile tion, and sincerely do we hope it may be
didactics of the several schools was dan- duly patronized. The-Association will not,
the rest of the fundamental doctrines, as to on one
of the richest texts of the New gerously miscellaneous, as might have been
of course, meet all cases, but if judiciously
their proofs, and the terms in which these
Testament,
expected. One momenthe out-Bellamied managed, it can hardly fail to do good in a
should be taught, he wore *‘ tacked on to
“ How do you like our minister?” said Bellamy, and the next he out-Beechered
variety of ways.
It mustawaken and enhim,” when he came out of his examination.
the senior deacon to him, as he was leaving Beecher.
list the sympathy of Christian people in
That he felt the truth of the Scripture,
the meeting-house.
Two experiments in this line were behalf of a most worthy and deserving,
“man is a worm,” a great deal more forci. ““ Guess I shan’t try to get him away from enough. He was begged to desist, and he
bly than when he went in, ought to have |
you,” replied the stranger, evasively.
‘The | did.
There was Ho safety for himself or
been more benefi: to him than it proved.
old deacon, however, grew commuaicative,
any one else if he preached the doctrines.
Well, the ecfficial endorsement having ‘and walking out upon the street with him,
Half his stanchest adherents now drew
been ¢ tacked on” to the person who was! : provoked him at length to utter what was |
aloof, believing him to be heterodox.
The
the central ficure of the occasion; the exer- in his heart.
other halt were ‘too confounded to believe

In public they are

They speak and pray

church relations and the Lord’s Supper.
such « work? Wilt thou not be earnest in Some neglect meetings when they might
such an enterprise? God is earnest. Christ attend. And all of this class neglect seis earnest. Angels are earnest. Can I be: cret prayer, and generally all public duties
half-hearted? Is it possible to remain in- of religion. We fear they may find themdiferent, when’the work is so much above our selves mistaken when it is too late to have
little,short-lived, worldly enterprises. By as it rectified.
:
ics
much as eternity exceeds time, by as much
worldly. We
supremely
Fifth, The
as a true spiritual and eternal life rises doubt not many of these have known the
above sensuality and sin, by so much does joys of pardon.
But neglecting to cultithis work demand our noblest éuthusiasm, vate holy affections, to watch and pray,
Every day should find us doing something satan took advantage, they yielded to sin
in this direction, and doing it with the zeal in a love of the world, vanity and show.
and energy of a life all devoted to a great They are now lovers of riches, or in puband sublime work.
lic and especially at church they are seem in
Then a seifish life should not be allowed the hight of fashion, no matter how inconto. cripple our influence. The worst fail- venient the forms of it. What is the use of
What good influence
ure lies here.
It is allowing ambition, religion to them?
desire of preferment, or greed of gain, to are they exerting over others?
Sixth, Those in severe conflict, truststand éut mora prominent than a desire for
Hope in
the well being of men. In our business ing, trying to live, yet fearing.
enterprises, if selfishness eclipses benevo- Christ cheers and supports. But often in
lence, we not only fail to make the appro- looking to the Saviour, his example and
priate impression, but we prejudice the spotless purity, and then at themselves
world against religiod. The danger in this and how they come" short, they almost
respect is not confined to the common peo- throw themselves away. Yet they can not
ple. Sometimes those who should be Iead- give up. They endure amid seeming discouragements.
Let them endure. The
ers thus block the way of a whole community, and ‘keep away from Christ those crown is for those who fight.
Seveuth.
A class strong in the faith.
whom-their words warn and invite. It may
no5 be intentional,
yet it is no less effective. They are somewhat naturally confident.
Plain truth being presented, they receive it.
This grest error of life works, whether we
mean it or not. If we would exert the God is taken at his word. They do his
widest'influence,
we must guard well against will, know of the doctrine, and know in
whom they have Believed. They are not
the power of worldliness and selfishness.
free from some conflicts, but hard battles
=
!
B.
are fought and great victories gained.
Reader, to which of these classes do you
Mutual Benefit Association.
mi
bf
belong? Examine well and wisely, now
‘0 my soul, wilt thou

did. His church stood up for him as long
as they could, but murmurs began to be
heard about the minister, and some of them
reached him. Assuming that the lessening
of the congregation was the cause of the
discontent (and he was more than half right
there) he resorted to clap-trap, and affected
smart

for love, its war and blood

for peace, kindness and good-will,

their expect-

Their religion is

fares worse on their account.
:
Fourth. There is a class who intend to
be saved, but they must have their way
about it. They seem disposed to dictate
to God the terms. They will do as they

It is to exchange its falsehood for

truth, its hatred

Some left because

and some

It is to be heard of men.

purify human character,—

hope, its darkness into light, its hell into

ations, Some “left because they found,in
the long run, that solid sermons satisfied
them better;

apparently devoted.

turning its sorrow into joy, its despair into

these

he revolved his thoughts in a kaleidoscope
to hide their poverty. ‘“ His mind went on
hinges, instead of wheels. There was motion, but no progress.” Gradually his congregation began to drop off. * Some left because they found the novelty exhausted,

and wanted a éw one.

and

Hypocrites.

sham, an outside sham,

It is the salvation of the

world. . It is bringing lost, homeless wan-

take the place of substance. As Robert
Hall said of one of his clerical neighbors,

the preacher had not fulfilled

Third:

Thé magnitude of the work should inspire

us with holy zeal.

he had

he repeated himself, and turned ever and
over what few ideas he had, till he wore
them to the bone. Then he put on more

was some thin talk on the contrasts of time
and eternity. Sinners’ consideration was
dramatically invoked. Faith and hope were
glitteringly eulogjzed. There was some
loud pulpiteering to Christians on the
duties; and last,charity had herself apostro-

once, | nouncement, and passed off to universal
poch-povhed at'the idea of his needing any satisfaction, not excepting
the ‘benediction
more education, and declared their readiby the candidate.” Young Boanerges was

ness to harness him with. Saul’s armor at a

out any abatement of his good ‘* points,” it

As the serv- -told about all he knew.

of earnestness, that won him.

sepa-

its splendid music. Dr. Archangel was
ready with his splendid sermon. A great
audience would soon be ready.
Dinner

We find the following article in a recent
’ issue of the Examiner & Chronicle,
and

we insert it for the

to

There was a certain ease

of manner about the boy, and an appearance

30, 1870.

man, spend his life in reading the Bible,and
assert his faith in its every.letter as the
voice of God, and yet net come into com-

munion with the spirit which speaks through
it, any more than as if he had spent his days
in feverish absorption in the variations of
the stock exchange. Divine revelation in
this world is a greater thing than we try to
make it by our theories, and the *“ Word of
God" is a spiritual communication

spirit of God to the soul of a man,

than a few words on a

printed

from the

rather

page.

But

this penetration into the spirit of Scripture
can only be won by deep and patient study
of it.
The church, therefore,is bound to encour-

age biblical leaxning as the highest calling
to which her sons can devote themselves, in
order that she may have a class of men
capable of revising and correcting
the texts
and the translations, and putting her in
possession of her authorities in the purest
possible form. ~ She is compelled, as one of
her life principles, to insist that her clergy
cashall be well instructed in the Scriptures,

pable of explaining
them to the

people, and

their instruc-

making them truly the basis of

tion. One ofthe signs of life in the church
is the energy and
zeal with which the
Scriptures are studied, and the number and

We pray God to awaken such to a sense of character of the books in regard to them
which are published. It is one of the marks
their danger.
Second.

Some

have

convictions,

espe-

cially that religion is a reality apd indispensable to eternal life; and go into the
church for the purpose of gain, honor or
social
position. Simon, named in the
eighth chapter of Acts,

was

of

this

which

has attended

revival of life, in the
in

the

Scriptures

every

reformation,

church,

has

been

or

that interest

revived,

and

every period of stagnation and decay has
been marked by a corresponding negleet of
them.
¢
“ppenin Ye

class.

Fy

This bad conduct soon showed that he was
Kingsley says: ** If you wish to be misera stranger to the work of grace. So now. able, you must think about yourself; about
We find professors in high standing in so- ‘what you want, antl what you like, what
ciety, some even in the ministry, and it respect people ought to pay you, what peocomes out that they have been guilty of
great offenses, evincing in many cases that
they never were thoroughly cemented to
God. “What will they do in the end
thereof P”

ple think of you ; and thento
will be pure. You will spoil

you nothing
everything

'you touch ; you will make #in and misery
for yourself out of everything God sends
you; you
choose.” .

will

be [as

wretched
fie

us

you

i

wh

| THE

Dealing with Symptoms.

Sounds,
f—

:

The room was darkened, and the house
was kept quiet. [n the bed lay a very sick
man. All the family spoke ia whispers,
and the meals were eaten in suspense and
The sufferer was very ill and
| sadness.
getting worse. The rising young doctor,

Where hidden music dwells:
The song of birds when the day is young,
The chime of distant bells;

The echo of children’s voices, borne
From the shady primrose dells.

"The tiny tread of a childish foot,

whose name and titles had been emblazoned

That strays about the room;

on a nice window in Broadway—for the
village had ite broadway as well as New
York—was
brought. He found the pa-

The tiny voice of a childish song,
That comes to you through the gloom,

‘When the evening shadows are long without,

tient’s

And the light grows dim at home,

The murmuring rustle of the leaves
That breathes a quiet tune;

"

had

The word that calls back to your heart

Some old, old memory,
That sealed the promise your soul has held,
Silent and gacredly.
.

You can forget they were?

——
Br FarrnrurL AT Home. We have met
with Sunday school teachers who have
studied hard on- Saturdays to prepare for
their class, and who have urged the young
people to come to the marriage-feast and

Bible

Neg them for heaven.
bristian father,

Christian

children

thus educa-

about God, and his

mother, have

Remember the

promise,

of saying

very

things,

tongue.

and even a

sharp rebuke may be given in gentle-words.
The children of the poor, who form the
bulk of our Sanday scholars, are too much
accustomed

to

harshness

at

home,

uge from the sorrows, small though they
be, of its daily life; that within its walls

children should feel in an especial manner

within the Saviour's jnknence, because there

hely love reigns as it™did and does. within
his breast. ‘¢ Suffer little children to come
unto me,” the Saviour says. It is not,
‘ Bring them to me,” ** Make them come ;”
bus, ‘ Let them come.”
As if he would
say, ‘‘ They will come readily, if you hinder them not.” Now, kind words spoken
by the teachers of our Sunday schools will

I

have, during the past year, received forty or
fifty children into oh
membership.—
Among those I have had at any time to exclude trom church-fellowship,out of a church

of twenty-seven hundred membegs, I have
never had to excludea single one who was
received while yet a child. Teachers and su-

perintendents should not merely believe in
the possibility of early conversion, but in the
frequency of it.— Spurgeon.

ly, through his untiring
estness, to the

head

man, who
rose rapid-

industry and earn-

of an

extensive busi-

ness, which he conducted very successfully.
Meeting an old friend one day, he spared
a few moments to describe to him briefly
the extent of his prosperity and d Kis pros-

pects.

His friend inquired the secret of his

success.

‘‘ I put all my

plied the prosperous
that 1 make
teacher do.

it

soul iato it,” re-

Bly

only by throwing my

“Iuis

soul into my business,

succeed.”

So

must
fo

the

that he always

appeared before his, boys

head.

is found

creature.
The disease is then really attacked ; and as it is subdued, the outward
and sensible signs of it vanish. | A man
who is created anew in Christ Jesus, born

with uncovered

‘* Who can tell,” said he,‘* what may

yet rise up amid these youths? "There may
be among them those who shall be legrized

ddctors, sage legislators, nay, princes of the

criminal, it is true, ** He that hath not
Son shall not see life.”—Dr. Hall. .

the

Even

then

there

the shooting vine, and to

was

among

train them as we

would have them go.—Jackson.
ENCOURAGEMENT
FOR TEACHEBS.—A
bishop of the church of England, who was
tator to a

that my

princess, said

instructions

Iitsle better.”

to

have

her,

made

“I

find

you but

She replied, ‘* Ah, my lord,

but you do not know how much
should have been without them.”

worse I

MissioN oF SUNDAY ScHOOLS.—Among
the old Romane, there prevailed the touch-

ing custom of holding the

face

of every

new-born infant toward the heavens, signifying, by thus
presenting its forehead
to

the stars, that

it was

to look above the

world into celestial
glories, It was a vain
superstitition ; but.
Christianity dispels the
fable, and gives us a clear realization of
that pagan yearning, in the deep solicitude
which all its disciples cherish for the spiritual welfare of the young. The great design of the Sunday
gehool organization is
to turn the faces J the little children
towards heaven, and’ prepare their spirits
for immortal glory.— Biblical Treasury.
Tho sweerest

love.

word

in our

language is

The greatest wordin our language

is God, The word
est time is now.

expressing

the
;

knows,”

wife, children, nor all the world,

saw such a set ol hatchet faces as there

can

severe injary

Hints to Preachers.
Mike

peasant.”

no apologies.
message,

1f you have

deg¢lare

it; if

hand

‘BY MRS.

is

hold

AND

Freewill

mbst

appetite for dinper by too much thin soup.
Leave yourself out of the pulpit, and take

profitable
investment
offered in the market.

short-

thing

else

after.

Do

nog

passages of Scripture,

‘+ and so forth;” say what you mean and
stop.
Leave out all words you cin not
define.
Stop preaching and talk to folks.

Come down from your stilted ways

and

and

FOR

these

now

Be-

begins,

devotion

»

Secret of a Happy

Life.

As long as there is nothing

between our

soul and our Saviour; as long us we can
look him in the face and feel that it is clear
and bright between us and him, we are
happy,

and

we

are

jubilant.

cheerful,

But

we

are even

by and by.

gay

thereis wis

little defect, this stirring up of the malign
feelingsin us. And out of one and another of these

things comes

more

or

less of

aberration, and larger tran-gressiony till
by and by, though we do not stop our

prayers, we pray insimcerrly, and m.ke our.

petitions

general; and

so

we

get into a

miserable state of unhappiness, which creates more sin, and at last there must come

a time of breaking

down;

ends.

him, and repent, and confess,
and lamentations. And then

with tears
comes the

SURE

moments

mark;

32

then

H.

every

onoe

WANTED

foilew = humiliation,
transgressions.

and

Then

‘sook of

land

No other

book

like it.

’

J. W.GGODSPEED

@

& CO.,

that is what I want

to be;

or. if he

wants

stitch.”

myself so much as when I please God.”

not be appeased

not

general

:

tearing it.

and expens:

hand is stretched

out to them,

life, when I lived as a missionary

‘in

some

sense, expecting to live and die there in
obscurity, encountering the diseases of the
country and the payers of early settlements; and I know that I used to live for
months and months on a very high plane,
conscious that if I forgot myself und wandered alittle, the first sound of the name
of Christ, almost like the first note ota
trampet, bropght me back; and I lived
jubilant and rejoicing. Though I have hud

many joys since

(for I think I generally

live near to joy), I am congcious that care,
and business, aud so much of the world as
I have to handle, interfere with my epiritual enjoyment, Even if they do not cloud
the temper of my mind, they take away
of that rare,

etherial,

indescrib-

able joy, of that joy unspeakable and full
of gl Ji which it is our privilege to have,
which I believe multitudes of Christians do

have from day to day, and which all of us

Jillage

ask,”

said

the

famous

«it

I have entered

He was
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yeligions

freedom

endeavors

to

the poor

to

secure

Nether-

landers, the brave prince replied,—'‘he
regarded the weltare and security of the
having already
public before his own,

placed

toot, and was-still resolved to,

so long

his

as

ein
life should endure.”
Geleyn de Mater, a school master, beifg
found addicted to reading his Bible, was

accu-ed of heresy. Summoned before the
Inquisitor, he was commanded to make

insjant.

recantation.

“Do

you
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Forty pages
The best machinein the world. Stitch
of other matter,
Yearly, $1. Sold by News-dealers at ‘MACHINES.
10 cts, per copy.
Splendid Premiums,
$50 cash to be alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY,
For further particulars address THE WILSON SEW.
awarded for prize clubs, Spectmen copy free, Address
INGWMACHINE CO., No. 6560 Washington street,
8.8. WOOD, Newburgh, N.Y.
ya
\
Boston, Mass.
~
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FURNITURE

ANTED—AGENTS,
the

emwn (YY menses Jp

CHURCH,

TOA R,
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CARRIAGE
AND

CTUSHIOINS.
AF BPECIAL

ATTENTION

GIVEN

OHAIR

WARRANTED FREE
Send for Circular to

HALLS,
FROM

&C,,
|

BOSTON

»1870

The old stundard r medy for Coughs, Colds, Consumption. ** Nothing beiter.”
CUTLER Bros, & Co., Boston,
24146

to sell

SEWING

WANTED

the American
MASS.,or

($225

Knitting

8ST. LOUIS,

A

MONTE

Machine
MO,

Ce

md

“The Bible in the Public Schools.”

Washington Street,

1826 Pvimonany marsam

day)

SHUTTLE

TO .&¥

CHARLES
L. FOWLE,
121 Summer Street,

46

GENTS

ny

MOTHS,

8wil

($20per

HOME

burgh, Pa., Chieago, Ill, or St. Louis, Me,
.
.

BOSTON.

Upholstering
CHURCHES

celebrated

MACHINL.
Has the under-fer d, makes the
“Jock stitch” (alike on hoth sides, Jand is fully
licensed.”
The bestand cheapest family
Sew.
ine machine in the market.
Address
JOHNSON, CLARK & CO., Boston,
Mass.,
Pités.

ALL
KINDS,
ELASTIC BPONGE MATTRESSES,
PLAST.

>

King [1.4

his particalar interests under

Do YouWant

"

Removed from Astor House after 33 years,
Prices reduced 10 to 40 per cent.

mm ail points,

MFG

12 to 15 per cent. per annum; thatis,at ‘the.expiration
of one, two or three years, we pay back the principal
and 12 or 15 per cent. interest per annum, if the purchaser then prefers that amount of money to the
property he has purchased, we, of course, taking the
The time and rate
property upon payieg the money.

J I» WENT, General Agent,
40 Cortland: St, New Xeork.

A

SUPERIOR TO ALL OT:anius
FOR
'
Coughs,Colds; Sore Throat, Influenza and Bronchitis
RUSHITON'S
[F.V.] COD
LIVER
OIL
For Consumption,
Use no other,
WHOLESALE & RETAIL DEPOT, 11 BARCLAY
STREET,

MACHINE

Send for Circular.

hd

1

ENITTING

6m30

ISAAC BARKLEY.”
A

RICHARDSON

B

HES

H

and \¢

ill find it for the advantage of their Schools to send
NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869.
rders direct to
H. C. BANDUSKY & Co.:—The (Empire) Mill 18!
I grind 7
bought of you gives perfect satisfaction.
Messrs. ID. LOTHROP
& CO., Boston,
or 8 bushels per hour; in fact, it is just the thing for
whose Stock is one ofthe LARGEST and BEST Sefarmers aud feeders.
Nowe should
be without one.

a

his almighty hand.”
Afterwards, when offered évery personal
and family favor if he would but give
life-long

1v28

1870

$8,500

who put their trust in him will be saved by

his

York,

bm43

of kings; and I gm firmly convinced that all |

over

0

LAMB

n..

RO01’S
oppressed Christians in the provinces. I had
the

|

21

contract for assistance with the cause of the

entered into a close allisnce with

for

WORLD.

1836

William,
made

to canvass

A

This

the governor,

into a treaty, or

Country,

to the WESTERN

in

flat

circular,

that knits

and cheaper than any other.

Yours, &c.,,
THOs8. H. BATE.”
perkour.
nion Grist and Feed (now Empire) Mill is
all that you represent-it.
It will grind with egee 6 to
8 bushels of corn per hour.
It also makes excellent
I considerit a boon to farmers, and
Graham flour.
it will be indispensable when once tested,
There is
but one opinion—it is a success.
JOEN BI'BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.

[0

seems 80 grievous, that the life of God, and
the light of God, and the Heaven of God,

“You

the

MACHINES

wherein the Lamb Machine is superior

“The

Wanted.

KNITTING

only machine

The

of corn

ACKS.—A
victim 01 early Indiscrevoi
Q
tion, causing
nervous debility, premature decay
in vain every advertised remedy
&c., having tried

be saved will at the last be altogether
damned ; his being almost convinced will

Prince of Orange, to Sonoy

in

subscribers

=

altoge her dead despite the almost escape.
A man who has been almost persuaded to

are a great

A gents

handsomely

LAMB

seamed work, narrowing and widening on each. Ev1
ery Family should have one.
Send for SAMPLE STOCKING and circular showing

J.D. Wesr—Sir: I worked my No. 4 Union Grist
Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two horses at 160
revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of
corn per hour.
I then ground corn and oats mixed,
and it ground that somewhat faster. 1 am perfectly
satisfled with it. Yours &c.,
R. M. PALMER.”
“MeNROE, N.Y., May 10, 1869.
“J, D. WgsT—Sir: I have used my No.3 Empire
Mill to my entire satisfaction.
I rum it about 100

revolutions, and ground

%

use, sold on their merits, with little ad:

State Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virginia ard
Kentucky—the only ones at which it has been exhibited.
A
.
p
“BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 1869.

{ want a Local Agent in every Town and

"should glide by some of our readers, and
Now, I think many of us have too many you should be almost persuaded, and yet
know
to
world
“this
of
of the good things
should miss them, through not being Chriswhat the happiness of religion is. I thivk, tiuns.
sometimes, that persons living, asit were,
from hand to mouth, dependent every day
Noble Answers.
on Divine Providence, brought so near to
a
need that every day they feel that God's
deal happier than persons who have so
much. I look back to my own Indiana

°
vertising:

and is case-hardened 80 as to run for years without
injury.. It works with less power than any other,and
It has taken the First Premium at the
less expense.

We

Aya.

Styles.

and

12,000

BY

CAST

a.

T NELSON & Sons, 42 Bleecker, St., N.Y,

circular and

IRON—nof

HYGEIA

:

of New York,

This mill is WROUGHT

¢

All the respectable Book Stores keep them.
Sole Agents for the United States.

And Sold by Agents everywhere.

ep viire
male and fe-

OC-

BEAUTY OF TYPOGRAPHY,
QUALITY OF PAPER,
EXCELLENCE OF BINDING,
And Extent of Varieiy both of Sizes

EMPIRE

MANUFACTURED

dw.

Loeal

for

the ad

SIX

Are everywhere celebrated for

FOUNDRY.

& DEMERITT,
Send

a NEW

OXFORD _
Li
BIBLES

3m3s

The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company

Pittsburg, Pa 5 St. Louis, Mo, , or Onicago, Lil.

eating,nor

be of no conceivable service to him.

Try

CORN & FEED MILL

by

Swi?

your thirst quenched by almost drinking.
A culprit was almost saved from being
hanged, for a reprieve came five minutes
after he was turned off, but, alas!

Hai

modern

or a commission from which twice that amount can b
made.
Address SECOMB & 00., Boston,
Mass.;

to take a candle,but

by almost

bot.

VINEGA
How made from Cider, Wine, Mo
y,
¢ lasses or Sorgham, in 10 hours with
ont using drugs.
For circular address F. I. Sage
Vinegar Maker, Cromwell, Ct. *
1y33

Every se cond stitch can be cut. and still the

pay Agents from $75 to $250 per month

he did not, and therefore he stumbled and
fell. You can not have religion by being
almost persuaded to have it. Your hunger
‘can

BELL

greatly to

TAVE PORTABLE
MELODEON of grand tone for
$65; same rents for $5 per quarter and rents pay for it.
Address REV L.
L. HARMON, Portsmouth, N-H.
Residence i4 School Street.
!
ly!

REWARD

120 Hanover Street, Boston.
home testimonials.
6m39

IMPROVED

cloth cannot be puiled apart without

A man who proposed to

persuaded

TROY

HARMON

Among the best terms offered is

ROY, N. W.—A large assortment of Church,
Academy, Fire Alarm, and other bells, constantly

Q> COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE,
HO This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord,
hind, braid and embroider in a most superior man< ner. Priceonly $15. Fully licensed and
warranted
1 for five years.
We will pay $1000 for any machine
0 that will sew astronger., more beautiful, or more elastic seam than ours. It makes the * Elastic Lock:

go into a subterranean vault in the dark,
almost

York, Pa.

L.

still supplies Musical Instruments
vantage of purchasers,

wanted to sell the beantifn

OLD ESTABLISHED

street, Chicage.

£4 male, to introduce the GENUINE

shipwreck. A person exceedingly ill, heard
of a remedy reputed to be most effectual,
and he was almost persuaded to take it, but
he did not, and therefore the disease grew
was

L.

For a case of Catarrh that Demeritt’s- North Ameri
can Catarrh Remedy cannot cure.
Price per pack
age $1.25, (two bottles.)
For sale by all Druggists.

Approved

2 875 to $250 per menth,

to have shares in it, but he bought the scrip,

worse and worse.

REMEMBER

syrup .is

TROY BELLS

GOD

8 O'CLOCK.

of our

cates.

‘

his estate

which

Purely vegetable, safe and certain.
A valuable cathartie, and beneficial to health.
Warranted
to cure
G C.GOODWIN & CO., Boston, and all druggists..

Photograph’ Starriage
Certifli
For terms, send stamp to CRIDER & KRO.

CARRUTHERS

ros

87 Park Row, N. Y., or 143 Lake
26129

did su, and he perished.

the

AGENTS

Publishers,

over 100 Divines and all the leading papers.
The best terms to Agents ever before given.
Our
pew plan insures a sale in every family,
Address, at

A leaky ship went out to gea, and a passenger was almost persuaded not to trust

in

500

times.
Al! History smalyzed from a mew stand point.
God rules among the nations.
An OPEN
BIBLE in

——r—

went down

DR. GOULD'S PIN-WORM SYRUP.

be

administered.
:
Full directions for using will accompanyeach
tle.

die,” because

children or adulis is

thirty

relief will

CHILDREN.

suffer, linger, and

of Pin-Wormes. The ouly
known remedy for these
most troublesome and
dangerous of all worms in

In almost every instance where the infant

frem pain and exhaustion,

found in Afteen or twenty minutes after the

Doyer, MN. H.

‘and

sweet as in

DECLARE.

is suffering

York.

thse

80

put up and sold this article nearly

THE

Multitudes of them

it, mothers, it will give rest to your.

$500

a merchant was almost persuaded

seems

SAVE

BOWELS,

spexk in this matter * WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after
years of experience, AND PLEDGE OUR
REPU
TATION FOR THE FULFILLMENT OF WHAT WE HERE

un-

and

we think we shall never go wrong again;
and many persons keep upon the level a
good part of the time. For a secret of
happiness is to have your will so co-incident with Christ's will, that you have every
day a consciousness that whatever Christ
wants will please you,ard you can say, ‘If
the Lord thinks it best that [ should be poor,

something

an

of God’s grace and goudness.

joy of deliverance, snd

Warranted to suit all tastes.

one who used it. On the contrary, all are delighted
with its operations, and speakin terms of commen
dation of its mazical effeets and medical virtues. We

.

A grand theme, and the grandest

Persuaded.

his life in it, but he

THE

THE~—

bWid

er dia we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any

CO.,

JIN HISTORY.

’

Almost

&

SALE BY
Cash,
“"

HALEY,

AGENTS

that the story shall never come true. Do
not grumble about your pay. If you want
more money, go to work and earn it.—Ezchange.

GREEN TE TLATOR:
~—WITH

TEETHING,

REGULATE

}

i

EEEmEy) THEAIS A NECTAR
PURE
BLACK TEA!

AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.

We have

tf42

care

take

TO

Sold by all druggists.

1m45

years, and
CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCR AND TRUTH of it
what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine—~NEVER HAS IT FAJLED IN A SINGLE IN:
STANCE TO EFFECT A CURE, when timely used.
Nev:

Of whom pamphlets and information may be obtained

in church is due to bad air oftener than bad
manners.
It you are ked sbout, thank therdevil for
and

respect,

Street, New

CALVIN HALE,

not see the bottom of it,
deep diver because he almud.
meeting room.
Sleeping

putting you on your guard,

Wall

FOR

not think every brook is deep

Do

longer.

because you can
nor call a man a
ways brings up
Ventilate your

as, in‘every

CLEWS

hit it!

strack,

CHILDREN

Depend upon

A small quantity of the issue on-

3

And the tenderness of Christ, to our imagination, never

at the

4140

ALL PAIN and spasmodic action, and is

Iowa, to-

A bubble speculation was started in the city

sense of peace, the

wonder

Aim

to investors,

HENRY

fire another broadside.
Pack your sermons.
Make your words like bullets.
A board
hurts a man most when it strikes edgewise.
Mzke -your discourse proportionate.
If
it is deep and strong, the stream may run

there must come

a time when, if we are true Christians, Gud,
as it were, overhauls us, and brings us to
account, and we have to go down before

the

head of water.

MASS.

Mrs. Winslew’s Soothing Syrup,”

ware of long prayers, except in your closet.
weariness

of the frgat State of

& BOSTON.

THIRTY YEARS have clapsed since the introduction of this PAIN KILLERto the public, and yet at
the present time 1t is more popular and commands &
larger sale than ever before. Its popularity is not
confined to this country alone; all over the world its
beneficial effects in curing the * ills that flesh is heir
to,” are acknowl-dged and appreeisted, and as a
PAINKILLER its fame is limited to no cou try, sect
norrace, has never been equaled by any. medicine in

ly remains unsold. and wnen the enterprise is comon hand and made to order. Made of genuine Bell
pleted, which
will be this Fall, an immediate ad
Metal (Copper and Tin.)
Hung with Rotary, Mountvance over subscription price may be lo<ked for.
ings; the best and most durable ever used.
WARThe
bunds
have 5) yearsto run, are convertible
RANTED SATISFACTORY.
at the option of the holder into the stock of the Com.
pany at par, and the payment of the principal is proLarge Illustrated Catalogue sent free upon appli
vided for by a sinking fund.
The convertibility privcation to
JONES & CO., TROY. N.Y.
ilege attached
to these bonds
can not
fail
to
39 t 26
.
cause them at an early day to command a market
price considerably above pas, U.S. Five-twenties at |
Be
sureto
call
for
present prices return only 4) per cent., currency,
interest, while these Bonds pay 9}; per cent., and we
[13
.
'
regard them tobe as safe snd fully equal rs a security
to any Raidroad Bond issued; ana until they are
Having the fac-simile of ‘* CURTIS & PERKINS” on
placed upon the New York Steck Exchange, the rules
the outside wrapper.
All others are base imitations,
of which require th- road to be completed, we obliSoudvy Draggiste throughout the world.
gate ourselves to rebuy at any time any of these Bonds
:
m
sold by us after this date a¢ the same price as realized
by us on their sale.
All marketable Securities taken in payment free of
Commissie
and Express charges.

Do not preach
the sunject if it goes hard.
till the middle of your sermon buries the
Where

bonds

doubted security:

peovle heard him gladly. Relate your experience ; Paul did, and you can hardly do
better than he. Oue fact that you have
seen or felt, is worth a\ bushel of moldy
ideas dug out of moldien
books. Cnange
the end.

portion

PUBLISHER.

YORK

Baptist Publications,

greafly facilitates the process of teething, by soften
ing the gums, reducing all inlammation— will allay

as

gether with its present advanced condition and large
earnings warrant us in unhesitatir gly recommending

sa-

ered tones, and become as a ‘little: child.”
Tel! stories; Jesus did, and the common

beginning, and 1s buried by

richest

GEO. MACLEAN,

ALL

MRS. WINSLOW'S
SOOTHING SYRUP,

re-

to St. Louis, is rapidly progressing, in time for the
movement of the coming grain crops, which, it is
estimated, will double the present ince me of the road.
The established character of this line, running as
it does through the heart of the most thickly settled

with

Address,

wily PHILADELPBIA, NEW

Europe or America.

First Mortgage Bonds, | RELIEF

sentences,

or quotations

let, &¢.

selves and

Do not run

end

FOR

BOSTON,

7 PER CENT GOLD.

Jesusin. Defend the gospel, and let the
Lord defend you and your character.

first-class Territory Is sul peat Send at once for paamp-

CLARK,

Messrs. D. LOTHROP & CO.,

but a

beat secured, as well

M. D.

ThisBRAVE, PURE Book is the great success of the
year.
B55,00C have already been gold, It still sells with a
rapidity quite unprecedented,
Agents all agree
that
hey make money faster sellingit than any other.
Much

will be filled promptly at the adverised rates, b

¢ Ye are both Moslems,” answer-

The strongest and

OF

SACRED MELODIES,

equal,”

your peace. Have short prefaces and introductions. Say your best things first and
stop betore you get prosy. Do not spoil the

MARY LATHAM

LIFE

WOMAN:
GEO. H. NAPHEYS,

BY

Also, for the NEW EDITION of the

of Jaballah,
he

PHYSICAL

WONDERFUL WORKS OF JESUS,

I re-

a king,”

ACENTS WANTED, MALE ORFEMALE, FOR

NEW QUESTION BOOK,

ed the fearless Omar, ‘‘ and in the sight of
God, who is no respecter of persons, ye are

the

not,

Do not get excited too soon.

the

“ButI am

plied Jaballah, proudly, ‘‘and

Bg

Lord's

from

king of Gassan.,

879

ORDERS FOR THE

was on the boat. I'looked all around the’ nounce my God and religious truth.”
cabin, and saw plenty of long-featured, Thereupon he was strangled and thrown
sharp-eyed, nervous looking men, but I into the flames.
“Do you believe in Christ?” said an
did not see one single round face. The
faces were all shaped like my hand. infidel to John Jay. ‘Ido, and I thank
Aud I said to myself, ‘‘ They are ground, God that I do,” was the statesman’s noble
they are worn down, by care, by excite- reply. Two years before his: death, when
ment, by tension of brain.” But I believe eighty-two years of age, he was struck
that a man can lay out all the strengih down by disease'and his recovery despaired
that he ought to every day, without any of. . When urged to tell his children on
anxiety ; without any fear and apprehen- what foundation he rested his hopes, and
sion. I believe that the only way that ener- from what source he drew his consolation,
have the
getic and nervous and ambitious men ean his brief reply was, ‘They
,
be happy while carrying on business, isto Book.”
A king and some noblemen were once
have such a hold on God that everything
they 'do,—whether they eat or drink, or going out for an early morning's ride.
whatever they are called to do,—they shall Waiting a few moments for Lord Dartdo to the
glory of God, not only, but to mouth, one of the party rebuked him for
the love of Christ; and to have such a his tardiness. ‘I have learned to wait
consciousnessof God's presence as to feel upon the King of kings before I wait upon
that, whichever way things go, they go my earthly sovereign,” was his calm reply.
A pilgrim to Mecca once complained to
right, and that whatever happens is right.—
the caliph Omar, because he had received a
Beecher.

Stop and look where the shot

me to be rich, that is what I want to be.
them that ‘* solitary monk that shook the If the Lord thinks I had better live fortyworld.”
five years, I want to live so long; or, if he
thinks I had better die when 1 am thirty
REASON oF EARLY TRAINING.
—It is com- years of age, that is the time that 1 want
mon sense to put the seal to the wax while
to die. If the Lord wants me to deny myit is soft; to bud the tender twig with the gelf in this or that thing, I am willing to
fruit it should bear; to go to the fountain do that; or if he wants me to indulge in
head and guide the current of the stream ; such and such things, I am willing to do
and to lay hold upon the young tendrils of that. 1 want to please him. I never please
empire.”

¢ God

our will.
g
:
Now, in business, what is it that keeps I would give it all only to have them with
men worrying so? What is the reason that me, even had I to live on bread and water,
men are so unhappy in business? What and be in bondage.” ‘You have them,”
is it that frets and excites them soP I came said the Inquisitor, ‘only renounce the
over the ferry this afternoon, and I never error of ‘your opinions.” ¢ Neither for

Look people in the face, and live so you are
not ashamed of them.
.
from above, believing in Jesus, stops the
I is easier toran 2 saw mill with a full
swearing and drinking ; while the parting
pond than an empty. one. Be moderate at
with these and retaining the unbelieving | tirss. Hoist the gate a little way; when
heart would only produce a- reformed un- you are half way through, raise i more;
believer.
Aad of him, as of the lowest
when you are nearly done, put on the full

repentance

ResPECT FOR CHILDREN.—It is said of the
German school master, John Trebonius,the
instructor of Martin Luther,

That remedy

this when he believes on the Lord Jesus
Christ. In believing he becomes a new

draw scholars to the school, and may draw
their hearts to Christ.—S. 8. World.

8wCcCEssFUL TEACHING.—A
eommenced life as errand boy,

heart of

in God's promise, *‘ I will put a new spirit
within you.”
‘The diseased man receives

to be

OF TE CHURCH.

The disease is an ‘‘ evil

unbelief.”
And
it is only
trifling with
men’s souls to prescribe anything short of

the Bible remedy.

much influenced for good by it at school,
My idea of a Sunday school is, that itis a
place where a child may come and find ref

CHILDREN MEMBERS

do.

not the disease; nor the drinking; nor the
neglect of the means of grace.
They were
only symptoms like the hot skin or foul

There is a kind way

severe

to

bling ; read the Bible and go to the sacra-,
ment.” Very well; but the swearing wus

‘ Be-

ieve on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou
shalt be saved, and thy house !"—Rev. G.
C. Needham.
- UsE Kixp Worns.

soul, asks what

“ Why, stop your cursing and swearing;
put away your glass; lay aside your gaw-

you dealt ‘personally with your children,
and spoken to them of Christ? If not. bein now!

children?”

answered Geleyn of Audenarde, ‘that if
the whole world were of gold, and my own,

bis will is

80 AND ACCRUED INTEREST.

leave them to

and

your wife and

are recon-

the time to Christ, and

30, 1870.

away from your hearers. Engine driving
wheels whirl fast on an icy track, but when COUPON OR REGISTERED AND FREE OF U.8.TAX,
they draw anything they go slower.
It
Principal and Interest payable in Gold.
other arrang+ments were explained to him. takes a cold hammer to bend hot iron.
*¢ Dreadful ! dreadfal!” the old man mut- Heat up the people, but? keep the hammer
ISSUED BY THE
tered, ¢ dealing with symptoms, dreadtul!” wet and cool. Do not bawl and scream.
Burlington, Cedar Rapids and
Dr. Thorrow, you see, was an old-fashioned
Too much water stops mill wheels, and too
and plain-spoken man = ¢ He has high much noise drowns sense. Empty vessels
Minnesota R. R. Co.
fever, agnish now, may-be typhoid by-and- rirg the loudest,
Powder is not shot. The small remaining balance of the Loan for sale at
by, and there is no time to lose.” And
Thunder is harmless; lightning kills.
thén camea prescription which made no
If you have lighting you can afford to
account of foul breath, ‘or white tongue,
thunder. Do not scold the people. Do not
Interest payable May and November.
but was directed against the disease of ‘abuse the faithful souls who come to meetJ. EDGAR THOMPSON, {
CHARLES L. FROST,
Trustees.
which these disagreeablés were only the ing on rainy days, because others are too
TheBonds are issued at $20,000 per mile against the
outward signs, and which Dr. Thorrow well lazy to attend,
Preach the best to the
enlyof the line fully completed and equipped.
knew would vanish so sovn as the fever smallest assemblies. Jesus preached to portion
The greater part of the road is already in operawas subdued.
1-one woman at the well, and she got all Sa- tion, and the present earnings are largely in excess
of the Operauing expenses and interest on the bonds.
Now there are similar opposite methods maria out to hear him next time.
Tue balance of the work necessary
to establish
of dealiftg with the sickness of the soul.
Do not repeat sentences, saying, ‘““AsI through connections, thereby shortening the distance
An ungodly man, for example, led to think
said before ;”’ if you said it before,say some- between St. P»ul and Chicago 45 miles, and 90 miles

them to grow up in

history,

to

hardly coherent, so low had he become.
“ What had he been taking?’ said Dr.
Thorrow.
The
lozenges
were
shown
The tur le-soup was there, aod all the

the compassion of others. It is a'heavenly
sight to behold the head of a family gather* ing his children around him in the silence
of the evening, interesting them in Bible
truths and

removed,

fashioned watch ticked beside the sick bed,

food, but, alas!
whom they are

or

bedclothes

as he felt the pulse, with a reassuring and
familiar sound. The patient's replies weie

responsible, are left to the care of others,
and no kind words are spoken to them
about Jesus. Whilst the father is keeping
the garden of others, his own garden lies
neglected, and his children grow up in sin
and shhme, and bring his gray hairs with
sorrow to the grave.
This sin, I greatly fear, is universal, and
allowing

the

He

used to attend the family, before the village
had become ** quite a place,” and obtained
a second practitioner.
Old Dr. Thorrow came.
His big old-

Thoughts for S. S. Workers.

ignorance of the Gospel,

of

trouble

spirit.

termined to send for old Dr. Thorrow, who

—G@Good Health.

their

most

the

cheerful

stimulate the sluggish appetite, which he
remarked was the cook’s business, he recommended good turtle soup and stewed
kidneys. Next day there was no improvement ; and so he ordered a continuance of
the treatment, with a little brandy and
water. Next day the patient was hotter
and weaker; the lozenges had become an
abomination ; and the very odor of turtle
soup made the sickness worse, if possible.
Fits of cold trembling began to introduce
equally disagreeable fits of burning heat;
and alarmed and terrified, the family de-

Oh, is there naught in those sounds to you?
No tender meaning there?
(Can you not hear their echoes now,
As the cry of some despair?
Or is your life so crowned with bliss

themselves,

disagreeable,

his appetite gone.
made himself very

was hoped, would clean the tongue, and

There are many sounds in these hearts of ours,
That 9pask 10 us alone ;—
Voices that reach not other ears,
Unheard save by our own ;—
Footsteps that echo back again
rom the past with a muffled tone.

educate

breath

opened the windows, and ordered a free
application of cold water to cool the skin.
He prescribed some «delicious lozepges
which at once perfumed the breath, and it

The voice you have waited for so long,
The greeting kind and free;

to

his

with a sanguine and

: That sings low to the moon.

parents neglect

hot,

pleasant, and prepared to face

The gentle dripping upon the grass
Of a midnight shower in June;
The far-off ‘voice of a hidden brook,

partake of the heavenly
their own children, for

skin

his tongue foul, and
he young gentleman
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will have if we so live that we
ciled all

>

There are countless sounds in this world of ours,

if!
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religion,

GEORGE

T. DAY,

GEORGE H. BALL,

do they not confess that they lack the sym
‘pathy with the lower and

sians,he interprets so as to leave man's free-

hastens to dig its own grave.” Ifthe Tract
Society has nobly finished its task, it will
furnish a new proof of its nobleness by quietly and cheerfully passing out of the field

human life to which Christ extended special

dom untrammeled, and escape the folly

where other and fresher and

And this changes the receptiveness of the
leaves, twigs, bark and fruit, so that they

regard, and ‘that their religious teaching
is wanting in the very quality which gave
the great Master a large part of his power?

asserting that the Christian is *¢ sold under

no longer take up and appropriate from the

Jesus said: ‘Blessed are the ‘poor in _spir-

light,

it;” heate and drank with publicans and view, baptism can not be connected either
sinners; he took little children to his bo- with circumcision or with the baptism ad-

and

life

giving.

The

feelings, loves and works of Christ are

¢ Ep1TORS.

corporated into the character,

All communications

should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
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warmth,

op

sour,

foxy,

"henceforth
to

the

Star “Who

shall,

before Dec. 51, pay their subscriptions to Jan.
1,1872,and express a desire for the premium,
shall receive, postpaid, a copy of *‘ The
Church Member's Book,” or of ** Thoughts

upon Thought.”

Or, by sending

eents to'pay:postage,

they

may

eopy of Kennedy’s work
or any unbound volume
Baptist Quarterly, from
fitteenth inclusive.

second

to

a

the

3. The next volumeof the Star will be

printed on new type of the best quality, a
Department for the special benefit of Sabadded,

fresh

and ample talent will be enlisted in addia

tion to the corps of writers now employed,
and earnest efforts wiil be made torender
the paper more varied and valuable than ev-
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er before.

en
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We especially ask our pastors and other
interested friends go labor for the increase
of its circulation.

The Vine and
its Branches. '
it fp
That is a beautiful
teenth of

mg

#
§
¥

the

fif-

of the vine and its

branches. How precious is the relation
set. forth! But. how shall we interpret?
Some

5

parable .in

John,—that

branches

‘in

me”

are

fruitless.

Hows that possible? Can one abide in
Christ and not bear fruit? ‘He that abideth in me, and Lin him, the sanie bring-

Who are these?

They may be pro-

fessed disciples, likeJudas. They may be
nominal friends, who love the world more
than Christ.

‘In

me”

may

include

all

who live withig the Saviour’s rightful

de-

minions, this world which he rales to save
or to *“ dash in pieces as a potter's vessel.”

All

the people

of

the

earth

belong

to

Christ, and it is treason in them not to
serve him.
Whoever may be included,
they are dead, fruitless, withered branches,
and will be taken away and cast into the
fire.
A sad and awful fate.

And what
of the others?

They

abide

in

Christ, and he abides in them.
Divine life
currents flow warmly in all their natures.

They , become parts of

Christ's mystical

body, are quickened by his life and

glow

by his love.
Consequently, they
grow,
fruit. Precious
bear
put forth leaves,
union! What can be richer or sweeter than

this?
Jesus

The great life and love power of
is coupled to their souls, and pours

in a constant supply.
Is it not glorious?
And we need it so much!
We ‘have no
love nor life in us without it. How true it
is,—‘ Without me ye can do nothing.”
We have always found It so. Our hearts
are ice tillhe warms them; dead till he
gives them life ; selfish till his love -comes
in ; joyless till he thrills them with spirit-

* ual gladness; as hard as stone till his ten-

He is ¢ our life.”
derness melts them.
Such branches will bear fruit of course.

The fruit is certain,

do.

always

They

abundant and good.
passion,

nature,

old

But

moral

a bad

atmosphere, mists and fogs and east winds
of worldliness will

work

blight,

mischief,

mildew on these branches even, if they are
not resisted. The tendency is strong to
run to wood and leaves, and rob the fruit
of nurture. The knife is the only remedy.
One shoot runs out prodigiously, towards
pleasure, fashion, show ;

another: towards

wealth, and is greedy of gain; another
towards indulgence, appetite, passion and
sensual delights. And so in a thousand
ways, they run here and there, up and
down, hither and thither, eager for everything but fruit, consuming all the juices in
worthless endeavor, leaving none

little for prayer meetings, family
Sunday school labor,

liberal

or

very

worship,

contributions

to carry on the work of saving souls.
The | Husbandman, the Father, by - his
providence, by chastisements, afllictions, fi-

pancial disasters, bereavements, difficulties,
cuts these unlawful
crushing sorrows,
shoots, and forces back the juices to the

This

fruit.

process is often severe and

harsh, ‘‘ not joyous but grieysometimes the heart rebels and
But the Dresser
in complaint.
duty, understands the case, - and
"is faithful to his work. He will use the
knife, his hand is raised against this wild
seemingly
ous,” and
cries out
knows his

tendency to run to wood, and the more

the

lawless shoots dart forth, the more and
closerhe cuts, in love. The size, beauty

‘and luscious flavor of the fruit depend upon

it.

Helis eager to improve and increase

the burden of fruit, and to show how much

d can be

goed had,

arom
fruit

got

out of Christians made

LY

His

evil-working men.

18, the changes wrought
eles of grace, the clusters of ripened

both wonderful and saving to lost

# Abidein me, and I in you,” is the key

to the blessed change.

to nature,
Contrary

the scion bears the fruit of the stock to
ic

on

such

as devel.
but

som; he put special honor upon the

they

properties

as

tastes,

tendencies

and

“Regarded from the apostolie point

wid-

and tax-gathegers.

We

ought

not

to waste

much

an

intelligent

class

who

need

us.

It

is

worth while: to work in all such places.
Whenever materials exist in villages, they
must prove of sufficient strength to support a society without foreign aid, to be
entitled to sympathy.
We can not usefully
work in small commurities for a cause
that picks only every fiftieth soul out of the
mass. We need great masses of humanity
to find our shining grains of gold inyand
only

such

poses.’
That

are

worth working for-our pur-

is frank

enough.

Disputes

will

Sut dice
A really good book is a treasure

and

scarcely more rare.
well

of

the

writ-

Apostolic

Church, but Dr. De Pressense gleans with
such skill, that his harvest is as fresh, gold-

ly fill many

columns

with

ces, which stick to and glow in the heart,
begeiting a flood of thought. But we will
attempt only to give an idea of the general
tenor of the work.
‘“ Therevelations of the Old and New
Testaments were always given progressive-

nor indicative of

any very deep reyerence for that human nature which Unitarians now and then glorify
when they would protest.against the doctrine

of

depravity,

or quarrel with the or-

suggestive

ly, because it was the will of God to

estab-

lish a real

truths

affinity only for ‘the fiftieth soul” among

doing any violence to human nature, is

the masses

more beautiful than any sudden and irrisistible operation.”
.
‘ We have thus the period of St. Peter,

of thegpeople, while it leaves
unreached

because

they do

not ‘‘need” the work which this denomination attempts to do. There is a sort'of
contempt expressed for the people living
‘in small rural towns” and ‘‘villages,” and

immersion.
neath

ation should they fail to hearthe message
of the Unitarian preacher. Somehow we

»

The convert was

harmony

between

the

which he communicated and the

souls

St.

John.

he

de-

scribes the terrific persecutions to which the
church was subjected in his day. The gospel is described as setting forth the most

the

exclusion

of

the

EARLY YEARS
E. De. Pressense,

Co., NewYork.

D. D,

OF,

by

far

In

human,

CHRISTIANITY.
Oharles

Scribner

He

the

has

ap-

brain

needed

Rails.
S—

——THANKSGIVING.

The autumn festival,

was generally observed, especially in New
England and the north-west; while even in

those states where it has hitherto been unknown, or counted as a Yankee notion,it is

the

Bessamer

discovery,

by

common

use.

is

Iron

heretofore, apd busied itself with themes of
point and with reference to religious results.

The home gatherings are

best qualities of iron, and is really four or
five times the value in service.
.
* We now have fifty thousand miles of
railroad in our land, and twenty-seven
thousand more in process of construction.}
Six thousand five hundred and eighty miles
were completed during the last year.

rails on the principal roads
about once

in four years,

other reason, it should be kept as a means
of exalting our domestic life and of nurtur-

sng the affections that hallow the fireside
and mellow the heart. The weather was
delightfully mild, and the poultry yards
were amazingly thinned out.

Iron

need renewing
and the

cost

is

from fifteen to twenty-five thousand dollars per mile. If the: average wear is
eight years, and the cost of renewal twenty
thousand dollars per mile, the

expense

among the most

significant features of the day, and if for no

~——AN AMERICAN CRYSTAL PALACE, At
last we seem really onthe way to a permanent exhibition in this country that, in
its proportions and significance, shall bear
some comparison with the magnificent

for

rails would amount to one thousand milEngland,
lions every eight years for the old roads; Crystal Palace at Sydenham,
and as much more for new ones. Now which gives us the world in miniatare.
elevated, mature and comprehensive views
¢“ The Industrial Exhibition Company” ‘has
steel rails will last from four to five times
of Christ and his religion, and hence inesas long as iron, and- can be furnished by secured a charter from the Legislature of
timably valuable to the world.
the new process for about twice as much. New York, pugchased a tract of land conBut we have not space for quotations
This would make a saving of pot less than taining about 20 acres, just above the Cenfrom this part of the book, though we feel
‘| three thousand millions of d
in forty tral Park, and propose to commence at
justified in saying, that the author rises
years.
So much will the land gain by this once the work of securing the requisite
with his theme, catches the loving spirit
discovery of the simple laws of nature.
funds and erecting the building.
The
and enthusiasm of the apostle, and makes
- Still another step must be taken, howTribune
figures
up
large
profits
to
the
the reader feel much of that enthusiasm as
he peruses these delightful pen pictures of ever, before the victory will be complete. stockholders, which may or may not’ be :
God has stored away enough coal and iron realized ; but the undertaking is one of such
the beloved disciple.
ore in our mountains and valleys to supply vast interest and importance that we hope
the wants of countless millions for thousands there may be no failurein the effort to seof years, but until recently,our iron makers cure the funds. It would be an educator
American Tract Society.
have not been able to make just that quality of the nation, as well as, in the aggregate,
which is required for the manufacture of add materially to our wealth.
The American Tract Society (Boston) is Bessamer steel
Hence it has been imstill greatly troubled. Its finances are in ported at great expense. But now the Lake
——PAraL WRATH, The Papists are greatly
a very unsatisfactory condition, and they
Superior orcs are being worked so as to excited over the
movement at Rome, and
are not onthe road of improvement. Do- make the very quality required, and the
are holding Sond meetings to protest
nations in aid of its charitable work have prospects are bright fpr soon having steel
against the infringement upon the temporal
fallen off till they have ceased to be signifi- rails on all our roads, dug. from our own
power of the Pope.
Such meetings have
cant.
The publication of books fails mines, and - manufactured with our own
been held in London, Munich, Aostwerp,
to be profitable to it.
Its available funds coal and by our own skilled workmen.
and other places in Europe, and are to be
fall short of meeting its liabilities, so that
For the wealth that the Lord has stored
held in New York, Chicago, Cincinnati, St.

the first, the divine element predominates
almost to

the country.

enough for a commanding statesman, but
he has quite too much audacity and prejudice; he has plenty of pluck and power for
a leader, but he has far too little prudence
and principle. We shall settle the Alabama question with England without com.
promising our rights or our dignity; but we
shall hardly give the case over to Mr. Butler's discreticn.

now costs only about twice as much as the

The author's description of the ministry

which they were received. This inward,
penetrating,
progressive
action of the
Divine Spirit, reaching %its ends without

that of St. Paul, and that of

of

practical, or domestic, or social interest,
discussing them from a Christian stand-

of John is touchingly beautiful. He ar(gues that ‘the book of Revelation was
written before the Gospel of John, and

proval

pro--

ever been of more service to man than
gold, and the skill to convert it cheaply into steel increases its value immensely.
It

plunged be-

the water, and as he rose from ‘it

forward in support of it, will meet

its voice

which iron is cheaply changed to steel,

received the laying on of hands.”

the writer accounts time and effort expend- which is, in comparison, reduced to passivied upon “igdorant and careless communi- ty. This is the period of the purely superties” as really “wasted.”
J natural ; it follows the first outpouring of
Now we have ro quarrel with any de- the Holy Spirit, and precedes the great
nomination for desiring to bring the great internal deliberations in the Church. In the
minds and influences. of society under the second and third, the human element is
mastery of what it believes to be Christian more apparent, though always controlled:
truth. To sanctify the controlling forces of and purified by the divine.”
the world, is one of the great objects to be
The description of the first period is very
sought and gained.
“Thy God hath com- graphic. Our brief extracts give but an
manded thy strength,” is a statement which
imperfect idea of it. Of the descent of the
needs especially to be brought home to the Holy Ghost he says:
men of this generation.
The most glori“ They (the Apostles) had already rveous triumph of the gospel is to be announc- ceived it in a measure, but were not ened when the great voice shall be heard in tirely filled with it till then. All the barwere reheaven, no longer ringing out a mere pro- riers between earth and heaven
fullness
of God
could
phecy but at length proclaiming a fact,— moved. . The
“The kingdoms' of this world are become now fill the human soul by the Holy
God himself could henceforth
the kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ.” Spirit.
sanctuary, and the promAnd so every body of Christians is called. inhabit this
to plant Christ's standard in the centersof ise of the spiritual return of Christ was
life, and voice the Master's claim and prom- abundantly realized. Until this time the
ise so that they shall be heard and heeded young Church might be compared to a ship
amid the din of business and above all the ready to depart, its sails spread for the
The breath from on high now blows
rush and roar of ambition and strife.
If wind.
it fails to do this, either through lack of upon it; it is no longer an inert mass, it is
faith or lack of enterprise, itis doomed to an animated body ; it may set forth on its
feebleness, and it will see success slipping flight over all seas, and be they stormy or
advancing tothrough its hands and hastening to-settle cajm, it shall be ever
and abide with the brave and believing wards it appointed haven.”
;
« The Apostles are the ideal representasouls that are forward to dare and do.
But this apparent assumption of superior tives of the true Israel, and answer, in the
wisdom and of contempt for the magses spiritual ancestry, toithe twelve tribes of
will find little justification in fact or Scrip- Jacob. They clearly do not represent the
ture.
We’ deny nothing of philosophy, priestly tribe ; but the twelve tribes; that is
vigor or culture to ourjUnitarian friends, to to say, the people of God as a whole. In
which they can lay a just claim.
So far’ other words, they are the nucleus of the
as they abound in these elements, prove: church, 80 mhde by Jesus Christ him5
them genuine and use them properly, they. self.”
have our respect.
We do not envy them,
The analysis and summary of the charbut would learn a lesson at their feet. Yet acter and labors 0f Paul, and the Pauline
we know of nothing which will warrant period, are admirably done. No one can
this assumption of intellectual superiority. | read this part of the book without feeling a
They do pot monopolize the brain, the: deeper interest than ever before in this relearning, the culture or the artistic taste of markable apostle, and having a firmer
the country and the century. * Wisdox Was faith in his inspiration. Paul was born into
liberty, and was ordained to lead the
not born, nor is it likely to die, with them.
And we have no evidence that all the church out of all bondage to the Old Covechoicest and best-trained minds of the coun- nant, and establish it firmly in the liberty of
try *‘need” them in any such sense as to be in the New.

serious danger of moral and religions starv-

we

he

as ‘he brings

has

but

bringing it into

‘* Baptism, which was the sign of admission into the Church, was administered by

senten-

thodox veiw of regeneration.
But the
apparent pharisaism stands out undisguised.
The clear intimation is that Unitarianism is a
sort of aristocratic religion, adapted only
to. the ‘‘intelligent class,” and having an

the forty-nine

why

the apostolic age to little children. No
positive fact sanctioning the practice can
be adduced from the New Testament; the
historical proofs alleged are in no way
conclusive.”

and

The terms aYe very plain. The spirit that
prompted this manifesto may not be very
charitable,

terse,

eloquent

choice extracts,

very

reason

which

evidently getting a real hold upon the people.
The pulpit of the country seems to have
been less occupied with political topics than

swer,

en and abundant as if no sickle had preceded his.
In a former volume, he reviewit is saved from going into bankruptcy only
ed ‘the character and work of Jesus Christ;
in this he traces the development of the through the forbearance of its creditors. |
Christian charch in doctrine, officers, or- The Christian public generally fails:to see
dinances, aims and spirit.
We might easi-| the need of maintaining two Tract Socie-

hardly arise over the meaning of the writer.

modest,

This ;is the great

pounds, nor such arguments

Christianity sharpens
the mind and gives
it the mastery over nature. As Christians,
then, we gloryin all inventions, improvements and discoveries, for the gospel gives
the impulse which wins success. ‘Steel has
hitherto been so costly as to exclude it
from uses where iron would possibly an-

can not believe that it was administered in

de-

Much has been

written,

—

¢¢ Christian baptisin is not to be received,
any more than faith, by right of inherit-

light, and diamonds of the *‘first water’’ are
ten, and

Steel

vidual action ot the human soul.”

The Apostolic Era.*
1

Be-

to which admission ‘was by birth, sand the
church which is entered only by conversion.” It is in direct connection with faith,
that is, with the most free and most indi-

ance.

more

workers have been summoned by
and energized by its example.

tween it and circuméision there is all the difference which exists between the theocracy,

/And

that such a scheme as this

“That is a good and brave institution which

of

ministered to proselytes to Judaism.

time on

ignorant or careless communities.
Other
sects can handle them better than we. It
is doubtful whether our money or time
ought to be expended in creating churches
in small rural towns.
All cities and places
of fifty thousand people and upwards have

of

sin.” His independence and impartiality
are indicated in, what he says on baptism :

and increase their power ; the joys of salva- sent to John, in answer to the question
tion and ‘¢ afflictions with the people of whether he were the real Messiah, was
God” are equally useful. This is a great this,—‘‘The poor have the gospel preached
to them.”
The ‘ignorant
and careless
mystery, but so hath grace decreed.
communities” got the larger part of his
Some men grow in grace everywhere,
under all circumstances, while others grow time and attention, and the history of the
last eighteen centuries may help to deworse.
All depends upon the spirit within
cide whether the effort was ‘‘wasted.”
them. The bad and good tree feed on the
All this looks as though there was a little
same soil, the same
sunlight, the same
lack
of harmony between the New Testabreezes and heavenly showers; but one
ment theory of religious effort and that
yields nought but sour, intolerable fruit,
But then
while the other is loaded with a delicious urged by the Liberal Christian.
burden. What makes the difference?
It perhaps we have outgrown the old methis a marvelous victory of grace to work this ods adopted in the first century, and are
great change, to give to those who have called on todisplace the policy and teachperverted all blessings into curses, that ings of Christ with suggestions furnished by
peculiar taste and power which draw good this wiser nineteenth century and by the
theologians that
from every event, experience and oppor- progressive school of
tunity. Thus Jesus changes all branches abound in it: Only’it is not quite easy to
give up at once our faith in Him whose
which are thoroughly joined to him. .
words are declared and have always provto be spirit and life; and the divine.
To Whom shall We Preach? edTeacher
will somehow make his voice heard
ee
above the word that is purely human. PosThe Liberal Christian recently, in a long
sibly time and philosophy will cure us of
and elaborate editorial, setting forth the
the listening
and dutiful reverence,—
policy to be pursued by the Unitarian dethough it is hard work to desire and pray
nomination, uses these words:
:
for even that.

eth forth much fruit.”
There is a difference then between some who are merely
in Christ, in the first sense, and those who
abide in him and he in them.
Some who
are in him do not abide in and have no vital union,
no
spiritual connection with

him.

feed

fruit,

forms of

among fishermen

the Star till Jan. 1, 1872.

be

crabbed

and

weaker

capacity, that all things work for good, and ‘while “the fiftieth” man, boastful in his inquicken their steps in the -Master’s service. | tellectual superiority, turned away from the
Blessings from the Lord add new zeal and Galilean Teacher, as being only a earpenlove for the work, and the assaults of Sa- ter’s son and hailing from - such a plebeian
tan and a wicked world have the same city as Nazareth, ‘‘the common people
effect. The consolations of grace and the heard him gladly,” and found life in his
Aye, the final item of evidence
scourgings of sorrow multiply their virtues words.

a year's subscription, —$2,50,—shal! receive

will

rains,

on the

within creates such

2. New subscribers, sending the price of

bath school workers

dews,

hands,

mature rich clusters, beautiful and good.
This is a great victory. Drouth, mildew
and chilling winds assail in vain, the powerinthe sap protects from harm.
Christ

twelve
receive

and

other

ow’s gift of two mites; he told the story
of the one straying sheep that he might
emphasize his statement that *‘the Son of
Man is come to seek and save that which
-was lost;” and he found his chief apostles

on Communion,
of the Freewill

the

gases,

heavenly breezes, such elements

Announcements.
1. Subscribers

in-

yield divine fruitage.

designed for publication

to

ground thatthey

life, internal

and externgl workings of the branch,
Aa

masses

to the acts of Congress on this question, nor

ras

for or do not “need” the Unitarian

healthful streams, the sour grapes become

the

er uttered a great truth when he seemed to
propound a puzzle orfling out = paradox,—

ties, and as the Society having its headquarters at New York has far more capital, prestige and means of influence, and
its present

policy does not call out

hostile

for us in the earth; for the conscience and
Christian integrity of our people, which
constitute

Louis,

the basis for enterprise, industry

and

great population together, and bringing

and as it is displayed, asserted and thrust
before the people, the Roman Hierarchy
will be seen to-be more secular and political
than Christian,—a system of craft and oppression, rather than the church of Jesus
Christ.

the

us

other;

criticism, the patronage naturally goes in for the Christian zeal which is using these
that direction.
Still worse, its leading facilities to advance the gospel, we should
friends and managers are seriously divided bless God. And when we ride sixty miles
in opinion as to the policy to be pursued. an hour smoothly, safely,on a good,strong,
A portion of them favor giving up the at- steel rail, we ought to remember that the
tempt to maintain it as an independent gospel has led us fo this enjoyment.
publishing concern, while another portion
are utterly opposed to a formal surrenCurrent Topics,
der.
:
—
——
t
At the recent meeting in Boston, the real “——BuTLER AND HIS PROGRAMME.
Gen.
financial condition of the Society was pre- Butler presented his views, carefully and
sented by a committee, previously ap- at length, in an address delivered in Bos-

pointed, and the whole subject

was consid-

ered in a very earnest and somewhat spicy
debate. The final decision was.to try and
go on in an economical way, with less flourish and eclat, and endeavor to put the Society upon a line of policy that will still
render it useful. The following are the res-

and several other cities in this coun-

try. Well, let them rave. It will only
make their overthrogy the more emphatic,

and sharpness of mind, and ‘which utilize
the forces of nature; for the good Providence which is binding our broad lend and
intq close neighborhood each to

ton, last week, so far as they relate

to

our

policy toward England. Though he has
complained of being misrepresented by the
interviewers,
yet his statements on Wednes-

exhibit.their own folly and wickedness

the more
world.

fully
Their

to thé gaze of the civilized
lust

——NEews-Bors.

of power is inordinate,

New York has thousands

of these lively, noisy, persistent merchants,

who urge their stock every hour of the day

and far into the night, in every, street, at
depots, on . ferry boats, everywhere. They
are poor, mostly dependent upon their own
industry, often. support widowed mothers,
and in many cases are orphans, homeless,
without friends and exposed to immeasur-

able hardships and temptations.
ate

their condition,

the

To allevi-

benevolent

have

day evening last differed but little from established a News-Boys' Lodging House,
those lately attributed to him. He recites: t No. 49 Park Place, which has now been

tbe list of grievances against England in a in’ successful operation seventeen years.
skillful and forcible way,says that it is both The following statistics indicate the good
majority, though they were opposed by unwise and cowardly for us to leave these
work which they have accomplished. It
earnest debaters and emphatic protests:
questions open year after year, urges an has lodged 82,519 different boys, restored That the Society, though seriously em- immediate demand upon the British Gov- 6,178 lost and missing boys
to their relabarrassed, is in a solvent condition.
ernment that she withdraw from the conti- tives and friends, furnished 523,488 lodgThat immediate steps are ifgcessary to
nent andso leave the Canadas to drop into ings, and 373,360 meals.
The expenses
relieve it from this embarrassment.
That we believe in the practicability and our arms, as the only satisfactory settle- have amounted to $109,325, of which the
wisdom of continuing the operations of the ment. of our claims and redress of our boys have paid $80,368.
No Christian
Society, and that it 18 a necessity to the acgrievances; and if she refuses to do this, benificence is more commendable than
complishment of the highest good,
‘
That it should be carried on by reducing he urges that we at once proclaim.and car- this.
expenses to the lowest point; by .dispens- ry out a rigid non-intercourse with her.
ing with all officers or employees not abso- He presumes she would find in this a
The Successful Preacher.
lutely necessary; by adopting some plan reason for declaring war upon us; and
which shall dispense with the very heavy though he says that would be bad, yet in
Rev. Theodore L. Cuyler delivered an
cost which has heretofore been incurred,
by a sale, if necessary,” of the lease of 164 the next breath almost,—and this is the address to the students of Union TheologiTremont Street, and as much of its availa- last point made in his long lecture,—he
cal Seminary, New
York,
recently, of
ble assets as may be deemed necessary.
goes on to show how such a war would be
That, as in all effective business opera- an immense blessing to us and an irrepara- which the following is a portion :
sucdessful preacher must always be
tions, it is proved that a small number of
ble calamity to her. In his earnest and a The
fearless
preacher. I know
well the
managers is the most successful, we favor

olutions which

were

the reduction of the

adopted

Executive.

by

a

large

Committee,

emphatic way, he sets

forth

the attractions

temptation

which

we

have to say popular

and that the President should be an active and the advantages of war to a million an® things instead of true things; and when a
officer of the Society and one of the Execu- a half of Irishmen who are ready to take pastor is sore pressed to maintain his famtive Committee.
Sa
Canada by contract in sixty days; to our ily, he is even tempted sometimes to put
We have deeply sympathized with this | southern brethren who are equally impa- salary above souls. The Evil One whispers to him, ‘ You get only $1000 a year,
Society, and regret its embarrassments. | "tient to bury their griefs in battle; to the and you must not drive away Judge A——
The reasons for withdrawing from the New
producing class, who would make money or Col. B——,your best supporters.’ To
York Society and setting up for itself some by the non-importation of British goods; to subtle whispers say evermore, ‘ Get thee
Satan!” The moment you beyears since, were strong and pressing, and the consuming class, because the war, be- behind me,
gin
to
tremble
before an auditor, you are
we rejoiced in the step.
The work it has ing on the ocean,would not be expensive,as gone! Fear God
always; but man nevdone is both large and grateful. Itled all we have nothing to lose there; to the re- er!
other organizations, during the first years publican party, which would thereby - se.In dealing faithfully with popular sins,
of the war, in supplying the army with a cure the Irish vote ; and to the office-holders you must expect opposition; but it will
vital Christian literature. Most of its pub- and politicians, who would have a lease come quite as often from timid Christians
as from wrong-doers themselves. Somelications have possessed sterling merit. Its of power for a generation or more.
times you really Please those whom you
record isa noble one, and the great good
He spoke with especial respect of Gen. expect to offend.” On a certain Sabbath in
it has wrought will repay many times the Grant,—a fact which, coupled with the my early minisiey, I preached pretty plainoutlayit has made and the geuerous dona- other fact, that he is known to have been ly and emphatically against the sin of maktions it has used. The country is far richer in conference with the President lately, ing and vending alcoholic poisons. 1do
subject ocoasionally. (Laughin the best qualities than it would have made his utterances matters of no little in- allude to that
ter.) A prominent trustee in ny church
been in the absence of its work.
It may terest. A large audience listened to him who had made all his money by the manuhave accomplished its specific mjssion.
If with profound attention, though much more facture of liquor,» sat during the sermon
it has, there need be ‘no relugignce to re- with the silence which seemed the natural and nibbled the head of his . cane under the
gaze of the whole congregation. After
tire and give place to new agencies,
The expression of surprise than with the ap- service, some people said, ‘ That sermon
trees do not blush in autumn when they plause that might indicate approval.
will drive the Sqnire off,sure.’ But when 8

have matured

their season's foliage and

fruit, because their work is arrested.
We
take away the ditferent portions of the
scaffolding when they have served their
By
without disparaging the part
and | purposes,
which they have performed in giving come-

We know that Gen, Butler is an able and
resolute man ; for certain kinds of service
he has a special adaptation ; ard

when

he

gives himself thoroughly to an undertaking,
his opponents always find him a hard antagonist. But we do not at all believe that
)

ne

working

purposes,

bears

es >

are not worth

luscious
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man.

a

over

bad

am

sends out

the

adh

ter fountain is made sweet and

joined,

Ad

Christ-like fruit, the evil doer learns to do
good, a curse is made a blessing, the bit-

is

he is to lead the administration or give tone

liness and majesty to fhe building. Beech-

Dr. De Pressense is a Presbyterian, but
he seems to be wholly free from the bondage of creeds, and talksright along, with
as much freshness -and boldness as if he
had never réad a creed or felt the least
sectarian restraint. The seventh and ninth
of Romans and the first chapter of Ephe-

it

aD

rm Worning Siar.

imagine they .would survive even this loss
and lack.
:
And in coolly or contemptuously giving

which

friend said to

him,

timidly, ¢ Squire, how

did you relish that?’ he very nobly replied,
¢ Jf the little man believes it,let him say it.

—Years afterwards he sent for me to come
fifty miles and stand by his dying bed.

Another temptation is to write * splendid
sermons,’ and covet popular applause. To

_

i

preaching, ‘ You

gave

In Pesth, Hungary, is a Jew nithed Dr, Hasprevious should have been inserted as a part of
the ** Report,”
— $600,00. Total for Board and enfeld, whose fidelity to the Jewish law excites
great surprise. He is having a fine mansion
Localities, = $4,629,15.
0.C. H.

usa

be a curse to

~~» you; but to be told ‘ that sermon cut me
to the

heart,

or

seni me

to Jesus,’

built,

isa

blessing beyond measure.

It is the seal of

an

discourse,

, the Spirit.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

You may toil all the week on

elaborate, ornamental

syllable, and say to yourself, ‘ There! I
fancy that is a good sermon.’ But it is
probable that God will not think it a very
good sermon, and he “will smash your
pride and self-conceit, by making it as
barren of results as the eas®wind. On the
other hand, you will sometimes delivera
plain, simple sermon that you are almost
ashamed of, and you shall afterwards learn
that it drew some poor sinnerto the Sav-iour.
The year after my licensure, I preached
at Saratoga. The next day a baker in the
village said to me, ‘ Young man, you are a'
stranger here, and yesterday I. pitied you
when you began, for you did not know
what a critical andience you had to-address. ButI have noticed that if a minister- can only convince his congregation
during the first five minutes that
he cares
for nothing but to save their souls, he will
kill all the criticism in the house.’ I have
always thanked that baker for the best
practical hint I ever got.
3

threshold sixtyjthousand are annually

{victims to this traflic,

Y.—Bro.

C.

time is coming

in-

ent?

A

Y.—The

first

Sabbath ir this month was a day of rejoicing to our little church in this village.
Twelve united with us, seven of them by
baptism ; others are expected to go forward
soon.
J.D. W.

church edifice.”

in

this

The

from the mission cause.

Itis

withhold when these children

not
ask,

well

to
we

JoHN TILLINGHAST.

Quarterly Meetings.
M. was

held with the Stephentown church,
and
was
well attended throughout.
The session was one
of good interest, but nothing worth special note.
But few of the churches were reported, or represented by delegates, and yet we had a ary
precious season,
The Stephentown and Nassiu
and Poestenki!l reported additions.
I. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.

OWEGO,N. Y:, Q. M.—Held its last session with

The

Saints,

—

Clerk.

x

Ministers and Churches.
I find myself again”in Putman, N. Y., after an
absence of four years, On our arrival we found
the parsonage newly painted and fixed up with
regard to our comfort, and this afternoon the

friends

came in and filled our larder with such

things as we

need.

All thanks for their kindness

and

generosity,

F. H. PARTRIDGE,

Putnam, N. Y., Nov. 15.
We are very sorry to learn that Rev, L. D.
Howe, who has. been exceedingly
usefull in
Cattaraugus Q. M., is now laid aside from difficulty with his eyes. The prayers of the churches

are asked in his behalf, and for the destittite
churches for which he is no longer able to
labor.
Acknowledgment,
Received of Dea. J, Smith, of Phillips, Me,,
$15,00, the balance of $50,00 donuted by his wifé

upon her dying bed to the Freedmen, This sum,
together with others received from kind friends
at Augusta,

© all

Bath,

to $30,00,

and elsewhere, amounting

was

put into my

hands,

in

to be

appropriated In cases of special necessity.
This, of course, is independent of the mission

pulverize and

/

’ fund, and enables me
there,
needy.
their

to bestow a little hefe and

to the great comfort
of the specially
If others, far away, feel inglined to add

to this special
donations,

fund, I will thankfully receive
and try

wisely

the same.
Harper's Ferry, W. Va.

to

appropriate

A. H. MORRELL,
1

Correction,

In my “ Report” for *‘church in Central N.
Y.,” read churches, &. For *$1,288,70,” read
For ¢ Greenfleld, N. Y.,” read Green-

field, Pa., at which point the notice the week

concentrated, without

8 8, 2d Strafford ch, for support
India per Mrs D Gray,

DOTY’S

being

to use

any other.

fifty to one hundred pounds
cf it.
Truly Yours. L.
D. BROWN, of A. COLBURN & -CO., Spice Mills.
Above is Genuine and Unsolicited, The soap is for
sale in Boston, Portland, Hartford and other New
England cities. Ask for Delapierre’s Electric Soap.
it45

*

REGISTER.

BURLINGAME,
at this Office.

LR

Address

March 2,

A correspondent, writing from Rome in regard
to the preparations for the reception of Victor
Emanuel as King cf Italy, adds that, by order of
the Pope, every church will be closed during the

The poor Pope had much

to inekitable circums-

since he

began’ to fulminate against Victor Emanuel, and
his spiritual thunder has been as harmless as
But the Pope is now infallible,
his temporal.
and’ may do as he likes, whether it be in biting a

file or anything else.

~ Notices and Appointments.

seems

to be moving

in

the opening of chapels or

The new Catalogue just Issued will be sent on application.
. P. REYNOLDS, Sec, and T'reas.
Hillsdale, Mich., Nov, 21,70.
v

The next session of the LorAIN

Q, M. will be hela

with the church in Rochester, Lorain Co., O.
iN

{i

JOHN

CHAMBERLIN,

the lower Union House, Dec, 16—18.

E. HARDING,

The Ministers’ Conference of the Owego Q. M. will
take place on Friday, at 10 o'clock, A. M., previous to
the fourth

Sunday

in

January,

the

with

Tuscarora

church, at the house of brother John B‘shop. This
is ouy yesrly gathering; officers are to be appointed.
© gxp ect a full and pleasant meeting.
JOHN TILLINGHAST, Clerk.
y

TROY

Q.

M. will hold

its next session

Canton church, on Wednesday

and

with

Thursday,

the
Dec.

21, 22. Preaghing on Tuesday evening preceding.
Come ore and all, at home and abroad.
0. 0. HILLS,

its next

hair.

It

¢

seseion with

the church at Philadelphia, Dec 16—18, commencing
The first afternoon devots
Friday, at 1 o'clock, P.M.

ed to the Sabbath school interest,
J. 8. STArLES, Clerk,
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WITH THEIR APPLICA-

re.

will be promptly

R, I.

Now Ready,

Home

Made Pleasant.

8,64
9

by the

D., is now

ready for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of this the
first volume, have already been sold.
This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple an-.
nouncement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. At this rate of
gale this whole Edition will soon be off
Postage,
our ‘hands. . Price $2,00.
extra 24 cents. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100 or more, (Orders are sglicited.
A

Happy.

Home Made Virtuous.
a gen-

and

Home
Made Intelligent.

OF
AND

TO

“Hearth and

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estab
ishment. These Books are now ready for sale
ni delivery.

Series.

Andy Luttrellyeeeescsssssesscscasssssecesl,b0
sl,B0
Shining HOUIS,eeesssessescsesccssanssese
Master and Pupilyeceecescescescscccccne.l,
eesl,50

May Bell.eceesreoesssasasesesescssse

Aunt Mattie ceeesesssesscsccccescsscasessl,B0
Light from the CroSS.ssssscesencesseseeslbO §
Contradictions, or, High Life in Edgerton1.60,

Rainy

Day

Year.cce...

Fireside Angel..c...
Rainy Day at HOME esssssecscesccssssss
Child’s

JIU
10

,10
70

10
+10

Brother and Sister.ceeccessescsssescsrsecs

Little Ones, and

er people, too. You will like it MUCH.

75.
40

4

:

Bybil’s Way.eeossisecsesssesssecannncess]25
Triumph over Midian es***ceassscrceces 90
Rescued from Egypliescsscecscscecsees
Claudifeseseioeassssscanssssssasrssanses

90
90

Child Lifessssseerensrasaipresrsecasranes]00

Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of the price.
new

Sabbath

You can get HEARTH AND HOME

School

Libraries,or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications, or will be filled with the
books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices

L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

" Kemittances of money for our publica~
tions may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the
order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
Money Order, or in Registered letter,

Moneys thus sent will be at our risk,
Otherwise they will be at the risk of those

|

it

Weekly from now to the end of 1571, at the reduced
yearly subscription price of $3, For $4 they will
send it, and also the superb American Agriculturist,
now

to

the

end

of 1871—or

the

Agriculturist

TRY

the

* AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST."
You want Both of them,
HEARTH

AND

They are entirely differ

HOME

brings

a

very

choice

weekly budget of News, Miscellany, Housekeeping
ete., etc, American Agriculturist comes along months
ly, with its 41 great pages packed full of carefully
prepared, condensed information for the Farm, the
Garden, the Household, the Little Folks—with very
fine ENGRAVINGS.
Itis so valuable, and so high
ly prized that it is constantly read by over a MIL.
LION PEOPLE in City, Village, and Country.

Take them Both Home.
-~

i]

Taken together, HEARTH AND

HOME

and dmeriean

Agricutturist, contain choice, reliable reading
of a kind, character and

amount, to

meet

matter

the chief

wants of nine-tenths of all the families in the couns
try, and in City too, They will contain no. trash, no
unreliable, or-impure or fictitious nonsense that one
will hesitate to carry home,

The two

Journals

give

over $30,000 worth of splendid, pleasing and ine
structive ENGRAVINGS; during each year.
Wo
encourage

a fall acquaintance

with

these

Sterling old Journals, the Publishers of
fer BOTH of them for $4 a year (just the
price asked for one until recently). Subs
scribers for one or both
Journals for 1371,
receive the remaining numbers
of this
year, FREE,
el

Try them a Year.
.

ORANGR

1]

JUDD

.

r

.

.

& C0, Publishers,

245 Broadway, New
LH]

sending them.

of the news-deal-

HO

YOUNZeesseeseassanssses

! EE)

It shouldbe

Take it Home.

ent.

Neighbor?.eeeesieasnce

rd

id

larg-

in EVERY HOME,

alone for $1.50 for the same time,

1,60
Bloomfield.eessaseseasssassesasscacassses
ceeees cosees®***eeeeesl,00
Glencoe Parsonage
aeieecavresressnss]
18
Early Choice«esses.
Strawberry Hill.
Overcoming.eeees
.1,00
Perfect Man......
Willie Maitland eeesesessseseces

|

i

a capital Children’s Department, that

and benefits the

from

Jiscellaneous.

Address,

charms

J5

Series.

Starlight Stories..eeesisescesscsssssecees

to get

Department;

40

Sunny Skies,ceessesesscacssecesccccecsesl,2d
Pompeii and Herculaneumyeesesececeseee1,25
Archibald Hamilton,..eeseesescsescracsedl,2b

When we were

greatly contribute to ALL the above. Every number ig a most beautiful Paper, finely illustrated with
many large,excellent ENGRAVINGS,both pleasing
and instructive, It contains pithy editorials upon
live topics; a great wariety of carefully prepared
reading matter; an unequaled,practical Household

ers at 8 cts. per copy; ‘or the Publishers will mail

Bright Day Series.
Bright Days,cececsecsesscsscsssecccsceesl,2d

Who is my

:J
one of the best Home Newspapers in the world, will

5

Series.

HeaveN,eeeesossscsscssccescsaccee

Starlight

Home,”

Series.

A Rainy Day at School reestvevssnanises
Birth Day Present,...
New

Home Stories for Children. -,..
Home Supplied with News.

CHURCHES

Supérintendents of S. S.

Parties designing

The Commentary on the Gospels by

A

Made

Anecdotes of AnimalS.eeeescececssesees:1,50

Notice.

Providence,

Home

school maps, cards, and singing books,
and Theological, and miscellaneous
books, can be had at wholesale rates,

Boy’s

Price $1.00,

Rev. John J. Butler, D.

20

Convenience.

18

144

the Minutes

Home

1,5
,10
97
87

,20
,02
20
,2

Jamie and Jeannie, cece.

Those whe have sent applications to me
turne2.
without the money, and have received no reply; have
been accepted on condition of the payment of the ad
mission money.

Com.

24
244

Good Little Mittie
Making Something, .

Brethren making application for admission to the
F. B. Mutual Benefit Association, are requested to

h

,04
4

Home Made Enj oyable.

Jrs.

& CO., Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.

The next session ofthe ELLSWORTH Q. M. will
convene with the 24 F/W, B. church in Hancock, at

2,24

Sabrina Hackett,seesssceecsecssasssescesl,b0

THE

money

V5

,2¢

04

,l4

1,85
,08
171
,75

-pingle,

1,72

23

1,44

selected
Sunday

TO PASTORS

Yo IS RECOMMENDED AND
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
For sale by all Druggists.

the money

Home Adornments.

,19

,04

by sending orders to Rev. G. H. Ball,
No. 30 Vesey street, N. York.

and

admission

Instruction.

o

I

eral assortment of carefully
and
Sunday school books,

»

BY

Home

y
2

’

7,20

on

Pictures.

2,18 1170

,15

There’s no place like home,”

Home

348
29
2

K

vg

dozen,

All of our own books,

Mr.

of the most powerful and restorative agents

If not accepted,

12,00

08
,60
,04
3

Books in New York.

It makes the Hair smooth and glossy,
does not stain the skin.

send their

Conier-

There is no discount

27

in the vegetable kingdom,

TIONS,

2,40

dozen:

Any who have failed to receive a copy of our ByLaws, will be supplied on aplication.
D ih WHITTEMORE, Gen, Agent,

missions in various parts of Christendom, Dr.
Overbeck is to open a chapgl in London, Mr.|
The next session of the RooT RIVER Q. M. will be2
Bjering in New York, and another priest in held
with the Freesoil church, commencing at
New Orleans, while San Francisco has become o'clock, Friday, Dec, 2, and continne over the Sab.
CHAS. W, CRAIN, Clerk,
bath,
the seat of a Greek Archbishop.
A

do
Minutes of General
ence

HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR AND PROMOTE ITS
GROWTIL,
.
It is an entirely new sclentific discovery, combin-

Special
at
to

single,

dozen,
single,
cozen,
single,

do

Millie N.

the

USED

9,60

z10
1,

dozen,

to Conscience,

do
do
Communionist,
do
Choralist,

GRAY

ing many

172
1.20

pingle,
Goze,
gingle,

single,

do

Appeal

RAILROAD,

will positively restore

28
,20

¢

é

,17

,02

,15

1,44
1,00

Book. )single

Prize

to preserve

2/40

single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,

a

"2

,48

with the

‘Be it ever so homely

Home

3,02

|

begins

Sample copies will be sent free on appli-

1,40

240

volume

cation.

1862

200

,30
2,88
,25
A

. Josh

,03
9,14

8,26

single, 2,00
Butler's Commentary,
Lessons for every Sunday in
the Year, (Ques. Book) single,” ,20
dozen, 2,00
do
do
de

HAIR

Is the best article known

»¢

(Ques,

Wonderful Works of Jesus,

HALLS
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

R. P. HALL

' NOTICE.

JEFFERSON Q. M. will hold

for

Suey

57,75
Treas,

Missionary Operations, Educational Statistics, &o,
Though thus enlarged and improved, it has been de-

cided to sell it on the same terms as heretofore, viz:
single'copy, 10 cts.; one dozen copies, 96 cts.; one
hundfed copies, $7.00, Postage on a single copy,
cts. ; on a dozen copieg, 24 ¢ts.; on one hundred copies, $2.00, which is to be paid by the purchasers, Orders are solicited, and will be promptly filled.

f Jesus,
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- do

do

For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.40 P.M
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.50, 8, 10.55 A. M., 5.06
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and friday at 7.40,
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.3) A. M,,12 M,, 3, 5 P, M,
and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 6 P.M.

and besides the matter heretofore furnished, it con:
tains a large amount of information respecting the
of Christians in America,
various demominations

divided between teachers, colporters and

Church

houghts upon Thou
=
7
4)
¥
The Book of Worshi

A Summer Arrangement.
August 6, 1870
T rains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 2.40 and
My
., and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
A2.P. M.
For Great Falls, 10.10A. M,, 2.40, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.

delivery. In accordance with the vote of General
Conference, it has been enlarged to a 12mo. in size,

dozen,

0

Church Member’s Book,
. do
do
do
Treatise,
0

Notices.

AND MAINE

ready for

The Register for 1871is out of press and

The schools of the Mission num.
evangelists.
ber 8, with 240 pupils, Point aux Trembles is a
8 organspecial educational center, There are
ized churches and 18 preaching stations under
the supervision of the Society, Mr. Chiniquy
still remains a powerful adjunct to the cause.
“During the present year,” says the Society’s
circular, “at least 150 persons have publicly
renounced the Church at Rome.”

directions

BOSTON

dozen,
single,

do
do
Life of Marks,

24,00

For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.40, 5,45, 6.45 P. M.

BAPTIST

equally

Greek

Special

dozen,

do

do Paper Covers, single,

do

In Sterling, Mass., October 16, Edward Newio®,
only child of William F. and Emma A. Sanborn, of
Candia, N. H., aged 4 months and 10 days.

Please to send by Adame Express

Bound,

0

do

Died

Philadelphia, Sent. 29, 1870.
MESSRS. DELAPIERRE, & Co. My family found
your Electric Soap in New England, while visiting
there this season, and used it,and are since unwilling

Hillsdale College.
The winter term of Hillsdale College will open
2 o'clock, on Tuesday, P. M., Dec. 6, dnd continue

various

25

Berry, both of Rochester.
Sept. 25, Mr. Freeman H,
Webber ahd Mrs. Addie A. Blaisdell, both of G. F.
Oct. 9, Mr. Ngreiss Cadarette and Miss Delima Fai,
both of G. F. Oct.29, Mr. Edward Ecclesshorrock
and Miss Olive Ada Daymond, both of G. F.
Also,
Nov. 15, Mr. Samuel H. Lheureux, of Kalamazoo,
Mich., and Miss Elma J. P. Gilman, daughter of
Levi Gilman, Esq., of Boston, Mass.

Soups, Sauces,
other material,

The French Canadian Missionary Society, a
Protestant proselyting organization supported
by the Evangelical churches of the British dominions, has just made its report. The field of labor
extends from the Ottawa to the Bay of Gaspe.
The Society employs 21 laborers, 4 of these being
ordained ministers, and the remainder about

stances.

single,

7]

Miss

1,88

The

firstnumber in April.
Orders are solicited.
:
- No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the. Myrtle

1,226

28

dozen, 11,562

do

livery.

1,2

,08
,%

dozen, 15,36

Christian BRD,

do

Fred. A. Kimball and

PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy

12,53

1,20

Married

10, Mr.

Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
ents each;—payable in all cases in ad
vance.
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24°
cents a year; and no more on 10 copies
or any number between one and 10, when
sent to one address, than on a single one
The postage is payable at the office of de

1,96

single,

Charles M. Hubbard and Miss Mary E. Cowell, both

Aug,

gingle,
dozen,

,85
8,18

Do-

:

TerMS.—Single copy, 80 cents a year. .

“dozen, 10,56

do

do

10,00
450.

In Norwich, Vt., Nov, 22, by Rev. M. Atwood,

,16

History,

In Portsmouth, Nov. 24, by Rev. Charles P. Smith,
Mr, Darius C. Durgin, of Strafford, and Miss Annie
K. Hoyt, of P.
In Coruish, Me., Nov. 5, Mr. James E. Randall and
Miss Lottie P, Johnson, both of Limington.
In Lebanon, Nov. 19, by Rev. I. C. Guptill, assisted
by Rev. Mr. Yeoman, Mr. John C. Trafton, of Shap«
leigh, and Miss Annie M. Wentworih, of L.
In Acton, Nov. 7, by Rev. D.
Waterman, Mr,

robbed

32me.
do

“do
do

,2

4,10

1,60

man.

gain of 221.

nearly twenty/gears

in

do

do

do

1,00
9,60

single,

In this city, on Thanksgiving evening, by Rev. C.
0, Libby, Mr. J. Frank McIntire, of Boston, and
Miss Punebe P., daughter of the ofliciating clergy-

WASHER AND THE UNIVERSAL WRINGER.

FREEWILL

gracefully

Randall

C. O. LIBBY,

for them,— Boston Evening Traveller,

The Pacific says that in California are fiftytwo Congregational churches, of which nine
have during the year been destitute oronly occasionally supplied.
The membership is 2,342, a

It is

of Benj.

Friends of missions, Barry, Il, per L A Sewall,
Mary Porterfield, Portsmouth, Q, per i Ball,

—Whatever may be said about other machines, there
is no mistake about these being
all that are claimed

of a series of Pilgrim Memorial Con-

submit

Beacham,

Springfield Q M, per 8 M Haggett,

;

Embossed

do

0

1,25

N H, per Sarah

ver, N. H.

same

single,

the

All orders and remittances for the paper

Books,

Butler's Theolegy,

Treas.

Water

Having been thus ma-

dings, Creams, Gruels, Cream Pies,
&c., as are not producible with any
however expensive.

The Young Men’s Christian Union of Boston,
started by those who thought the Young Men’s
Christian Association too exclusive, has made
arrangements for a course of fourteen sermons
to young men, mainly by Unitarian preachers.

better,

'

Moxocco,

about

should be sent to L; R. BURLINGAME,

Price. Postage Total.

single,
dozen,

improved

excellence is equal to that of anyother paper of its class.
All communications intended for publication should be addressed
to ¢“ Tue MYRTLE,” Dover,N. H.

as

on the

and much

a very superior quality, and its mechanical

of their

by the dozen i also Postage
J

6,62
2,25
20,00
18,10
1,00
10,00
3,00

CURTIS,

teachers

worthy

Pealmody, 18me.in Sheep,
do
da 0

Establishment,

firstof April, 1869. Itis printed on paper of

to pas-

Prices of Freewill Baptist

2,00

Village,

enlarged

patronage.
Orders may be sent at any
time and they will be'filled immediately. Price 15 cents; Postage, (extra)
4 cents.

Foreign Mission.
C F Lothrop, Chesterville, Me,

nipulated and put up in convenient packages, it is
ready for conversion into such Blanc Mange, Pud-

the 17th inst. The audience was entertained by
the singing of 1,200 children, mostly girls, who
presented a beautiful sight. Hanging from the
center of the hall was a model of the May Flower, tastily made with flowers.

The

$1,683,70.

Concord, N. H.

te be harassed with

of its refreshing ocean flavor.

sites to communion,

visit of th&tKing.

being in every way

Amasa H. Trescott, of Thetford, Vt., and Miss Isa
dora A. Davis, of N.
ery family should have it. Only 25 cents.
Try it— | In Batavia, N. Y., Oct. 19, by Rev. L. B. 8tarr, Mr.
Wilber H. Lewis, of Warsaw, N. Y., and Miss Emestreet, Boston. Send line
GLU-ENE MANF'G Co , 24 Water
E
Putnam, of B. Also, in Bethany, Nov. 15,
wi48
A
in your orders.
Mr. Richard C. Denness, of Pike, N. Y., and Miss
Ellen R. Shepard, of B.
“Stealing from Old Neptune.”
Th
patent
In West Stephentown, Oct. 24, by Rev. I. B. Coleman, Mr. Henry V Bogert and Miss Elizabeth Kittle,
metho by which Carrageen or Irish Moss is conboth of Stephentown.
Also, Nov. 9, Mr. Rensselier
verted into Sea Moss Farine, is a very laborious and
Eldridge and Miss Cornelia M. Andrews, both ef S.
complicated one. The raw material is first deprived
In Great Falls, May 2, by Rev. J. B. Davis, Mr.
Charles W. Hanscom,of Dover, and Miss Philinda
of its bitterness by repeated. washings.
It is then
A. Blanchard, of New Market.
carefully picked over by hand and dessicated—in
By the same, May 20, Mr. John Pierce and Miss
other words, deprived of all moisture—after which it Ada E, Ripley, both of Boston, Mass. July 6, Mr.
Alvah M. Libby, of Limerick, Me., and Miss Sarah J.
is passed through a series of mills and other apparaDavis, of Alton.
Aug. 6, Mr. Parker: W. Lord, of
tus, by which it is cleansed from every impurity, and
Dover, and Miss Adelaide M, Stokes, of Concord.

church, Dee. 28 — 25. Cor. Mes. to sister Q. M’§ "certs, in Tremont Temple, Boston, was given on

. WASHINGTON, PA, Q. M.—Held its last session with the Spring Creek church, Nov. 4 — 6,
The delegation was small, yet the congregations
were large and a precious season was enjoyed.
Next. session with the Waterford church, commencing Friday evening, Feb, 3.

SILAS
:

QUESTION BOOK,

tors, superintendents and

Single ana

the

for the use of Sunday School scholars, was

lishment, and is recommended

Miseion,

"

schools.

MARY LATHAM CLARK,
Is now complete and ready for custom
ers. Itisadapted to classes that hav
just completed “The story of Jesus.”
This book received the prize offered
not long since by the Printing Estab-

Me.

of Great Falls, N. H.

gate debt of $2,000,000.

as follows: Montville, I. W. Moore; Unity,G.
D. Garland; Ellsworth, H. G. Carley.
J. N. ROBERTSON, Clerk.

W Sumner,

published by

Freewill Baptist Printing

DISCOUNT

A

60,97

i

GLU-ENE |—The family pet GLUE Por, and a peerless CEMENT too. ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED. Kv-

'

first

Sherman—M

Cattaraugus Q M, N Y, per N A Jackson,
Weniworing M, N H. per L D Jeffers,
Charles G Flint, sutton, Vt, per F L Wiley,
Anson Q M, Me,
per M Merrill,
Amos
Worthen, Cornville, Me, **
1st ch & Soc, Sandwich, N H, per J H Quimby,
Lisbon Falls, Me, per A F Hutchinson,

the vexatious lawsuits now threatened by apostates.
He was furious” against the courts. He
was determined to resist every encroachment,
and would destroy and burn everything if need
be rather than submit to persecution.

President Finney, at the last communion at
the First church in Oberlin, O., deviated from
his former custom so far as to invite all to commune who thought they were true followers of
Christ, and were willing in all things to do his
will, whether they were church members or not.
He said that, while he regarded it a duty for all
to join the church, he did not regard church
membership awd baptism as necessary prerequi-

The

L Cummings,

THE MYRTLE:

“The Wonderfl Works of Jesus,”

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

Home

have

at Salt Lake City, Brigham
position as Trustee of the
the view to have a youngsucceed him.
He said he
wanted to travel among the

and did not wish

H

Also, in Press, the New Prize Series, com~
prising
about a dozen superior/ books lor
the Sabbath School and the Family. These
will be announced as they are com

N Rich—

* W R Stone, Gilberts Mills, N Y.
‘A Hill, West Paris, Me,
¢ A P Phinney, Parish,N Y.
** 1B H Damon, Cowlesville, N Y,
“ 'W H Waldron, Fairport, N Y.
“J Young, N Dixmont, Me, (2)
‘4. Z 8 Dutton,
8 Walden, Vt.
John Chamberlin, Rochester, Lorain Co., Ohio.
Delano W Leslie, Mich,
Andrew Crocker, West River, Mich,
Henry Stanchfield, Elgin, Wabasha Co., Minx,
Rev J Granville, Edgecomb, Me.
Edmund C Bryant, North Anson, Me.
J M Bonifield, Macon City, Mo.
A G Abbott, Croton, Del Co, NY.
John C Adams, Unadilla, Otsego Co., N Y.
Chester Chaffee, Arcade, Wyoming Co.,
NY.
‘Wm Mason, Batley Hollow, Pa.
Luke Francis, Laport, Ind.
Miss Clara E Rowell, Franklin, N H.
James Hallett, Adrian, Steuben Co, N Y.
EXPRESS, Rev Mark Merrill, Skowhegan, Me,
Carlton Small, Georgetown, Me.
D Lothrop & Co, Boston, Muss.
Rev 8 D Bates, Marion, O.

sailors on board the frigate Guerriere, at

Ata conference held
Young resigned his
Mormon Church, with
er man appointed to
was getting old, and

Chicago

The Evangelist says the Presbyterian churches in this country are burdened with an aggre-

PROSPECT, ME., Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Belfast and Swanville church.
It was
an interesting session. Business was done with
dispatch, preaching spiritual, social meetings
interesting.
Next session with the 1st Monroe

W. PARKER,

*

House in Constantinople.

moved to a place of safety.

°
in

groes,

the Owego church,
Delegates from most of the
churches were present, and,as usual with the
Owega Q. M., this was a heavenly
gatherin
together.
Rev. A. Whitley of the Spafford Q.
M.
was with us, which added much to the interest
of the session.
Next session to be held with the
Tuscarora church, Jan. 20 — 22, 1871.
.
G. W. Mayuew, Clerk.

Py

a Bible

Randall-H

LIBERAL

THE NEW

Rev E Jackson, Hillsboro, Wis. (2)

A persecution of Christians is reported at
Damascus.
The missionaries at Fuhchow have been re-

The Baptists in Georgia claim about 118,000
communicants, being more than all other denominations put together. Of this total, 11,000 are
anti-missionary and 40,000 colored, of whom
27,000 are<n separate colored churches and associations, The colored people are reported by a
writer in the Examiner & Chronicle as spending a large part of their earnings for lottery
tickets, as Georgia still allows the sale, The lottery, strangely enough, is for the support of the
khildren of Confederate soldiers, and at least
our-fifths of the tickets are bought by the ne-

them, which he loses if he withholds.

session of the Rensselaer Q.

building

Eighty-five thousand New - Testaments
been circulated in Russia since 1863.

‘to its utmost capacity.

should hinder the work of God. If a minister gives liberally they form a good opinon of him, and this secures a hold upon

The Fall

sent out for re-delivery before the first of

Already $63,000 is raised for the purpose, and
about $15,000 is asked to set up a fire-proof
building .

tev. Merrill Richardson was installed over
the New England Congregational church, in New
A large number of
Y ork, Wednesday evening.
prominent clergymen participated in the interesting ceremonies, and the church
was crowded

aside

lest

for

The Baptists lead in scholars; the Presbyterians,
in schools and teachers.
The Congregationalists have the largest average of pupils to schools.
In conversions, the Lutherans take the front, the
Baptists,
Methodists, and Congregationalists following iti'the order of their names.
Twentyseven of the schools are kept by German teachers, instruction being given solely in that language.

church.

These boxes are a blessing

*

The Turkish Government has given permission

are agitating

Sunday-schools

Richardson—P

in New England

This semi-monthly,

to Sunday

ton—J 8 Swift—C Shorey—dJ I D Sandford—J W Sleeper—
H P Tilton—O0 H True—J Taylor—O H True—M E
Varney—8 B Weston—A E Wilson—D C Wheeler—G C Waterman—M Wood—J B Wheaton—C A Whittemore—0O
W Young—Wm M Yeates.

London,

number 150, with 3,627 teachers and 35,420 pupils.

They were presentbd to me twice on Sunday by young members of the Sabbath
school, and somehow the poxes seem to be
connected with the conversion of these
children.
They are put on pleasant, easy,
speaking terms with the pastors and brethren, and this opens the way for their conversion.

will

e

Evangelical

A

A

(complete.)

THE BAD BOY,
pres
THE GOOD GIRL, (in press.
THE BAD GIRL, (in press.

ces we make

v

Books

THE GOOD BOY,

of their class. In another column, see
list, and retail prices.
From these pri-

Shaw—O Shipman—W R'Stone—/J 8S Staples—A- M Simon-

of the City Presbytery New York, have formed a Bible class.
announces in a published card, that “ Every one |
It is said that the ministers and churches of
who contributes to this enterprise twenty-five United Brethren in Indianapolis are going over
cents, before June next, shall have his name to the Methodists.
carefully engrossed and deposited in the cornerThe American Tract Society, New York,
stone; and every one contributing fifty cents
appropriates
nearly sixty thousand dollars’
shall receive besides a beautiful lithograph picture of the church.
Twenty-five cents
from worth of its publications, by grants annually,
every member of the church will build this to supply the needy with religious truth.

from Herrick, six-

are

projects which

Mrs

ton. The Stated Clerk

teen miles away, two gentlemen and their
wives and one daughter,—of the first families in Herrick.
They preferred to be
baptized in our new baptistery.
boxes

he

Received.

Partridge—J Pelton—M A Quimby—T Rowe—J

Auricular confession is urged as a sacred duty
by the Ritualists of Eagland, and to remove the
great opportunity for scandal, supplied by females
going to the vestry with the “priest,” or {0 hi®
private house,confessional boxes have been introduced in some of the Episcopal churches of

the settled portion of the population at Washing-

Christ, others are seeking ; when they meet
each evening the church and pastér unite in
prayer and conference. No foreign labor
has been sought; visiting brethren have
.been with us and preached. Bro. Cogswell,

mission

When that millennial day dawns,

is among thé new

TuscaroRA,PA.—This church is enjoying

The

a

A Presbyterian Memorial Church at the National Capital, to be built at the cost of $100,000,

a revival; several have professed Taith in

our pastor, baptized five

of

be uble to devote the whole of his time and ener.
gies to the work,
Under the present system it
is almost necessary that a Sunday school superintendent should be a man doing a large business, so that he may have money at his command.
Besides, he must have a disposition to use it for
the benefit of his school. His business duties
and his school duties often come into collision
when making their respective demands on his
time.

.and people are praying for and expecting
richer blessings from the presence of the
N.

superintendent

school normal institute, be formally set apart
to his work, and receive a salary therefor; and
that $5,000 a year will not be an excessive ap»
propriation in some places for the prosecution of
this branch of Christian work.
Five thousand
dollars a year!
Why not? Who deserves it
more than a faithful Sunday school superintend-

terest iy the charch at Constantia, N. Y.
Two were recently baptized, and minister

Lord.

the

a Bible depository in Rome,
at work selling the Scrip:

January.
Less than 6,000 gave returns for the
t half year, of $7,777.78." The total realizations, within one year from the day on which
the first one was sent into the field, are estimated to advance at from $25,000 to $30,000.

that the

.

New

For the Sabbath School.

In addition to the publications of others, we offer our own prize books which
are not excelled by any other books

Mrs B Atchinson—J J Allen—8 Aldrich—O W Burnes—
H F Buffham—A Crocker—W H Coffin—P. Cranston--A
Caverno—S D Church—OT Clark—M Chandler—Horace
Dodd—W Delano—L R Draper—D Swett, Jr—J Dewey—
AW
Ensign—Mrs J H Eilingwood—A 'W_Folsom—L
Francio—8 R Foss—E H Fogg—Mrs L Fox—N B Gregory
—8 Gray—A C Goodwin—J Hackett—W W Hatch—dJ A
Howe—N Judkins—E Jordan—Mrs L. Kent—O Lee—E D
Lewis—L R Leavitt
—-B C Megguire—Mrs E F Morgan—J
A Morrill-H W Moors—J Nasony H B Osborn—J L Odell
—8 J Pitman—E Prescott~H Payson—R Parks—F H

work, is found to be a success.
The Spirit of
Missions says that 20,000 of these chests have

been

bought elsewhere

present.

Office Addresses.

Letters

More

Prices,

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

Rev. E. True, Gonic, N. H.
>
* E.G. Eaton, Greene Corner, Me.
‘8. F.8mith, Fairbury, Ll.
* 8. McKeown, N. Anson, Me,
¢ R. McDonald, Cram’s Corner, Sandwich, N. H.
** J. L. Collier, Lincoln, Neb. |

The “Mite-chests System,” which has lately
been introduced by the Protestant Episcopal
Church
in this country, as a self-operating
method for collecting funds in aid of miskion

Sunday school shall be a graduate of a Sunday

L. Vail

religious

when

predicts

Ld

Wholesale

schools at as low rates as they can be

© D. I. QUINT, Clerk.

Post

The Pope has issued a bill on the spoliation of
the church, in which he pronounces major excommunication against all who assist or connive
at robbery.

makes men stand aghast with the recital of his
woes and degradation.—W, H. Murray.

writes us that there is. some

LAWRENCE,

There is already
and colporters
are
tures.

were flung by violent hands from pier or bridge,
or madly sought beneath their silent surface forgetfulness of woes or wretchedness too pregnant
to be borne?
Within the darkness of dungeons
and along our highways may be seen wrecks of
former beauty and manhood Wrought by this
traffic, and now and then one, as by a miracle,
after long years of misery ard debasement, rescued therefrom, lifts up his voice in public, and

AvuGusTA, ME.—I baptized three persons
the first Sabbath in Nov. Some have recently professed conversion, and several
have been reclaimed from backsliding.
:
C.F. DP,

NorTH

physical

our. coast, what harbor upon whose shores a
city stands, whose waters have not closed over

‘the bodies of those who,

te

The Jesuits have been expelled from Marseillés, and their newspaper suspended. In Rome
the control of education has been taken away
from the Jesuits.

fear or social pride, is heard the sound of insane
violence and wailing. What river is there along

Rev. Henry Clay Trumbull

N.

by

6, Sketsh of a sermon by each member

to sign a retraction of their errors in reference to

police regulations ; and within hovel and mansion
alike, not entirely smothered either

Revivals, &c.

CoNsTANTIA,

carted to

a drunkard’s
grave. The streets of our cities
echo to the shouts and oaths of drunken revelers,
from
whom society seeks protection through

At

2. Exposition of James 1. J. Chick.
3. To what extent is unity of faith essential to
Christian fellowship? H. P,
Mansur,
4. How shall we get up an interest in our church.
es? 8. P. Fernald.
:
5. Historical sketch of Gideon and his army, E.
G. York.

As the workmen are thus compelled to rest on
a day when they would be willing to work, he
GENERAL,
| pays them their regular wages for that day, at a
A VAST GROGSHOP., Bear me witness if "I total additional expense of $2,000, which he pays
exaggerate when I say that the country is one for the luxury of a good conscience.
vast grogshop, to which nearly half a million of
* The Archbishop of Cologne has enjoined the
its youth are yearly introduced, and over whose
professors of the Theological Uniyersity of Bonn

and

polish it with the pumice stone to the last

_

2 A Sermon by A.D, Fairbanks,—Text, John 4:

shall be done on the Jewish Sabbath.

381

SUBBATI SCHOOL LIBRARIES

The Ministers’ Conference of the Wolfboro’ Q. M,
will meet at Ossipee Corner, Jan. 4, at 10 o’clock, A.
M. Assignments:

at an expense of $100,000, and forbids that

| any work

30,1870.

A

after

magnificent discourse,” may

STAR: NOVEMBER

A

be told

MORNING

nd

THE

A

-

*

je

1
THE

-A Mother's Prayer.
S.A,
tr

P.
—

« work or die,’ is not heard here, and

.

‘We've come unto our home again,
So desolate and lone;
No merry voice to welcome us,
In childish, baby tone.
No clapping of the littie hands,
Or dancing on the floor,

out this salutary

infuse a little life among

best that is

from

in

South

“I,

is the

America,

might be alHere also the

Negro.

When

you

| another you will remember where
| from.”

lady,

«1am sure Ishall, mamma.”

|

¢ You almost thought you

Why then murmur, O my bleeding,
Breaking heart,—why question so?
Is not this the richest blessing

|

¢ Neither bread

| here, and the

Blessing of an early exit
From this to a blissful sphere?
‘Why. O selfish-hearted mother,

poorer

see

‘Should you wish your baby he
Not once ever shall I dare
Chide my Father for the answer
That he gave a mother’s prayer.
Bath, Me., Nov., 1870.
*

The Three Bugs.
f—
Three little bugs in a basket,
And hardly room for two!

it came

Instead

| and seventeen different kinds of wood with| them eminently fitted for the finest

will

eat

the

| uses.

Here perhaps a negro has cut down

{in the world.

A

recent

traveler

remarks

| that * enough of these precious woods are
| wasted annuallyto veneer all the palaces

.

*
:
| ¢ What a fine place to establish a cabi{ net-factory,” remarked Henry.
¢ Wheh I
{

fozen and starved, at last

A strength from his weakness drew,
And pulled the rugs from both the bugs,
And killed and ate them too!

|

Now, when bugs live in in a basket,
Though more than it well can hold,
Tt seems to me they had better agree,—
The black, the white} and the gold;
And share what comes of beds and crumbs,

And leave no bug in the cold.
— The Children’s Hour.

Ee Family Circle,
With the Children.
-

EVENING.

«« How far have we got down the river,
‘I want to see
mamma ?” said Henry.
what there is worth seeing, so don’t let us
go too fast.”
« Well, my dear, I think we are just op-

“ We must not forget

that

the

The

waters of the shallow lakes which
the Amazon, and is probably the

| flower in the world.

border
largest

The leaves are

fifteen to twenty feet in

from

circumference, and

one of them will bear you up on the water
| if you stand in the middle of it. The upper
| side of these leaves is dark, glossy green,

| the under side violet or crimson.

The

| flowers are a foot in diameter, at first pure

white,

they

pass

in twenty-four

hours

| through succeesive
hues from pink to
the town of Manaos, The steamboats stop
|
bright
red.”
here,s0 we may look about a little.
+ The commercial advantages of this | «(0 mamma,” said Laura, ¢ itis worth
town, having water communication with a long journey to see that flower.”
“ We will proceed on our journey down
two thirds of the continent and also with
|
the
river,which grows wider and deeper as
those
by
surpassed
hardly
ate
the Atlantic,
The coun- | it receives its great tributaries from the
Ju any other city in the world.
try around is beautiful, and the vegetation north and south, The townson its shores
are few and far between, resembling in
marvelously rich and diversified.

«Do oranges and nuts grow here ?” said their general character those which we
have observed. One thousand miles from
Laura.
Manaos,
we reach the city of Para, which is
so
nce;
abunda
greatest
the
in
« Yes,
seventy-five miled from the Atlantic.

This

also do plantains, bananas, guavas, papayas, and the the delicious atta, which some city stands on the Para river, one of the
person has called a spiritualized strawber- 4 mouths of the Amazon, which is at this
i
:
»
place twenty miles wide. It is regularly
said
P”
out, and has some fine buildings and
y
laid
strawberr
a
Does it resemble

Henry. ** I should like to taste it before
‘believe it is better.”
weighing

I

several

magnificent avenues of cocoa

palms,

and

dlmost trees, Although this city is little
more than one degree from the eqnator, it

salubrious and delizhtful climate,
pounds, which growson a tree; very un- enjoys a
is nearly uniform throughout the
.likea strawberry in size and manner of The heat is never so oppressive as in our
but
year,
growth, you see, It has a thick, scaly rind
northern summers.”
which intloses a'white pulp rich as custard,

and delicious as strawberries
and cream.”
4

with

| serve, like varnish on a picture,

to bring

(out the light and warmth of a pair of lo¥;'
|ing blue eyes underneath.
She gave u
| the heartiest reception.
*¢ Pat your horse

lin the barn? Certainly!

You'll find plenty

IN

| of farm life do not shrivel apd wizen and
| dry-rot all souls after the Fire of old

Lamb.

A NEW

| Grimes we are boarding with
But per| baps this old lady has trodden a more

DRESS.

| silken path.”

E.D.

| Ilooked around the room.
There were
| milk-pans enough to make life one eter| nal scostf. Her dress, too, was trussed ug ;
| her apis were bare, and with that battered

the heart for such a reception

II.

as we

‘| had, for such generous,—** I do

precisely in the style of the Midsummer Night's

had

like to see

Dream, issued

.

« That seems strange to me,”

sugar

ry.

“1 have always

supposed

said

Hen-

that the

by

the

same

a year ago.

house

The thing is most exquisitely done.

;

;

Songs of Sevenis one of Jean Ingelow’s sweet-

est and deepest-hearted poems, and is here made
additionally impressive by means of the illus.

Strong, 8, T. D. Vol. IIL—E, F, G. New
York: Harper & Brotherst 1870. Octavo. pp.
© 1048.
;

trations which set it off pleasantly in this modest
little volume.

John

Mct@lintock, D.

D.. and James

' Every promise given in the prospectus and the
initial volume of this. great work, has thus far
been
faithfully kept.
We
have
heretofore |
spoken at some length of the Jroject out from
which this cyclopedia sprang, and of the two
volumes which preceded the present one, and we
have now nothing to abate of the strong commendation that was then given. Inthe breadth of
its plan it has no rival in its own department.
The whole field suggested by the title is laid
under contribution. Nothing of real importance
appears to be overlooked.
And, in{the main,
the work of condensing, arranging and exhibiting the information is done with equal fairness,
good taste and skill. Theological partisanship
is rarely discernible. It is indeed not difficult to
see the personal leanings of editor and writer
when topics that divide rects and have shaken

THE CHILDREN’S CRUSADE: an Episode of the
Tuirteenth century.
By George Zabriska
Gray. New York: Hurd & Houghton. 1870,
16mo.

pp. 288. - Sold by E. J. Lane.

The author of this volume has done a very
fitting thing in gathering up the items of information, touching the crusade entered on by the
children in the early part of the thirteenth cen-

tury, as they have “een
field

of literature,

and

scattered over a broad
he has

combined

them

into a plain, pleasant and touching narrative. It
is a story full of interest, pathos and suggestiveness, and is told in a most admirable way, A
large amount <of information touching the crusades in general, and of the condition of Europe
at the time they were the great phenomenon of
Christendom,
will render the volume increasingly
valuable.

Christendom are under discussion, but the views
of opponents are fairly stated, and so allowed to
present their own claims to the confidence and

Coyaus & CoLps; or, The Prevention, Cause
and Cure of various affections of the Throat;

sympathy of the reader.

of out-door activity and horseback exercise, in
permanently arresting the progress of diseases
of the chest,
New York: Hurd & esos
1870. 12mo. pp. 362.
Sold by E. J. Lane,
The title-page of this volame very clearly suggests its contents; and Dr. Hall, the author, is
well known as a man whose medical knowledge
is ample, who unites a large observation to a
scientific method of inquiry, who is at once intelligent and teachable, and who is in earnest to
muke the great principles
of physiology and
hygiene the property of the common people.
There is an immense amount of common sense

The biographical

fra-

ture is made quite prominent, and though the
Methodist clergy get perhaps an excessive deference imr-this part of the work, yet there isa

manifest intention to do justice

to all the names

that figure conspicuously in sacred literature,
theology and the pulpit.
The number of articles is immense,
and though the most of them
are of necessity brief, yet they are often models
of condensed information and apposite and forcible statement.
But there are other articles,
and the number is not small, which would of
themselves really constitute complete and valuable treatises. We have looked over, with great
satisfaction, and. without finding much occasion
for hostile criticism, the full information and the
vigorous dircussions which are found under such
beads as Egypt, Church of Ebgland, Enghsh
Versions of the Bible, Evidences of Christianity,
Faith, Fathers of the Church, Geology, Gnosticism, God, Gospels, &c.
The treatment accorded to these subjects shows a large learning and a
rare power of presenting the fruits of careful
and critical thinking in a manner at once inter-

esting and effeetive.

The letterpress

of the vol-

umes is of the best quality, the illustrations are
numerous, well-executed and helpful, ind the
work, when completed, will constitute a library
in its own department of no little significance
and value.
Those who secured the preceding
volumes will of course be eager to obtain this;
and those who have so far delayed making themselves possessors of the successive installments,
ought not to be cheated of the value of what is
already supplied through the delay
which is
sought to be justifitd by waiting for a completed

work.

Ministers, “making additions to their li-

braries, can hardly afford to overlook this Cyclopedia; and they who intend to remember their
pastors in Christmas or New Year's gifts, would
do a most becoming thing, and put themselves in
the way of hearing better sermons, if they would
gee that these volumes were speedily put on the
_
shelves of the book-case at the parsonage.

with cases illustrating the remarkable

packed

between

the covers

HESTER’S HAPPY SUMMER.

Bv T. W. O, Same

of this book,

not-

withstanding
the margins
are so needlessly
broad, and the show of white paper on every

page is so at war with all true economy.”

But the

facts and suggestions collected here are many,
plain and valuable, and the careful study of the
volume would do not a little to bring vigorte
enfeebled systems, apd still more to keep the
vigor which false methods of living are sure te
waste.
The ounce*»f prevention might be often
spplied by heeding the lessons here taught, when
the pound of cure would afterward prove ineffectual,
1

- Pamphlets, Magaznies, &c.
THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY closes the volume
and the year with its accustomed vigor, grace
and culture.
Its good things are as many and as
good as usual,'and that suggests something satisfactory both in the way of quantity and quality.
Its programme for 1871 is very attractive.
All
the names of note that are accustomed to give
brilliance and eclat to this monthly still stand in
its firmament, including Henry James and Prof.
Agassiz, who are to write regularly.
But one of

the most attractive features of the

next

volume

is Iikely to be found in the new Department that
is to bear the name * Whisperings,” and to contain reminiscences of distinguished authors, both
Ameriean and foreign, by James T. Fields.
Few
men living have enjoyed larger opportunities of

| knowing personally and

intimately this eluss of

people, and few are able to
SHORT-COMINGS & LONG GOINGS; or, the Boys
and Girlsof Gleneairn.
By Juha A. Eastman.
Boston: D. Lothrop & Co.
Dover, N. H.: G.
T. Dav & Co. 1871. 16mo, pp, 269.

eflicacy

speak

and

write

of

them with epual familiarity, discretion and interest. The Atlantic is one of the institutions of the
country, and its future is likely to be even more
significant than its past.
Boston: Fields, Osgood
& Co.

in

Publishes, 1871. 16mo. pp. 252.
ONE YEAR OF MY LIFE.
Eleanor Winthrop’s
Diary for 1869. By Mrs. Grace Middlebrook.
OUR YOUNG FOLKS is one of the few juvenile
Same Publishers. 1871.
18mo. pp. 321.
magazines that hus comprehended what was
This is the first installment of the books which
needed to make it, in the best sense,a welcome
are being worked up from the manuseripts sent |
visitor to tue wide-awake boys and girls of the
in competition for the new prize of $500; and the
land, and has,ut the same tinia, been able to

the house,”—room for all these children,
{and then room to spare for a bevy of
My child!” sald the cheep, “you are very Pleasute-seeking, do-nothing strangers,
who would seem sent only to suggest the
young,
0
complaint,—Why must my life be a ceaseAnd do not know what dangers hide
Out side of the fold in which we bide.
less moil of nursing, scrubbing, ripping,
In yonder wood a wolf has his lair,
{{ sewing, while these people can lie on the
Hungry and fierce, who would quickly tear.
_ |
rocks ail day long, counting the brefikers,

through luck of a true ideal, or lack of skill, or
lack of resources.
The volume just ending has
surpassed all its predecessors in value, and the
issue for December is as good as the prospectus
pledged,
The promises for next year are large,
but these publishers do not make promises at
random, and then grow heedless about keeping
them.
We
never
hesitate to commend
this

The lamb looked up: * Good mother, dear,
I'm very thirsty. Do you not hear

young people enjoy themselves,”
—for such
| hearty proffers of the hospitality of the

That bright little streamlet as it flows,

ap-

! ple orchard, and of a full gallon cf sweet
milk! Ah! I see it. ‘“ Where there is

Calling, * Lammie!
come here and cool your
nose?
The shepherd is over the hill asleep,
And the dog has forgotten his watch to keepl
Let me creep through the bars and wet my
tongue.”
i

magnifi-

cent water lily,the Victoria Regia, is found
in this region.
It inhabits the trangnil

above the junction of the rivers you will see

“This is a large fruit

wom-

the glasses of which
worthy of | an of fifty,in spectacles,
We may | however, far from hiding, seemed only to

room in the heart, there is always

For I never saw one, tooth, hide, nor hair.”

are hung between the shady trees.

Amazon begins to look like a lake more
than a river, having.a width of four or five
miles. The line separating the black waters of the tributary from the yellow, turbid
waters of the great stream, is sharply
. drawn, and we can see for a long way
where they float side by side before they
Look on your map, and just
mingle.

‘

permission to put our
‘Knocking at the door,

moral and Christian lessons under the guise of a
story, as the author is so uniquely skillful in
doing.
!
The charm of the second of the volumes is
found in the illustrations in silhouette, almost.

room

first of the volumes mentioned is one of the two |

between which the committee of award divided |
‘the prize.
The three volumes are put up in a |
neat box, and uniformly bound in a style that |
| am a man, I think I will go into the busichallenges criticism and will compel jealousy to
ness. Just think of the fine furniture—all
relax its features into a smile and pay the comsolid rose-wood or tortoise-sheil wood; no
'pliment it meant to withhold.
And the paper,
| need of veneering there.”
:
the press work, the engraved title-page and illiistrations,—all these unite with the rich and beauMrs. White laughed. “I think”, she
tiful binding to make up a 8et of boeks whose
said, * your greatest difficulty - would be My lammie in picees, were she to go
|
cooled
by
the
spray,
dozing
off
the
music
rich and elegant appearance suggests real art,
| the want of a market. The taste of the Beyond the pasture ;—no, darling—no!”
“ There is no mistake about it, they are just
of the pulsing ocean?
:
| people here does not demand fine furniture.
III,
I went, after a preliminary embarrass- splendid.” Such wus the emphatic verdict of
If you should manufacture fish-nets and
! ment in the stable over the horse's collar, one who ought to know, and we heartily endorse |
hammocks you would meet a want and Then the old ewe dropped her weary head,
the statement.
And slumbered as soundly as though she was | and
said,
blushiogly,—'¢ Madam, Iam
make money.”
:
In contents they will be found scarcely less atdead.
ashamed to say I do not know how to har- tractive.
Short-comings is brilliant, breezy,
Not
go
did
the
lamb.
She
was
wide
awake,
| “What do they want of hammocks?”
ness that horse!”
¢¢ Of course not; everythrobbing in every paragraph with the intensest
And wishing and wishing that she could slake
askéd Laura.
‘I thought théy used hambody can't do everything!” and this in a and most wholesome lite, making every characHer thirst in the brook so cool and clear;
mocks in ships for sailors to sleep in.”
ter stand out with wondrous distinctness, pie
And she fretted, and fussed, and sighed, * Oh! tone as though she were already over“So they do, and here every body sleeps
dear!
whelmed with amazement at the number turing the experiences of a wide-awake family,
exalting the home to its true place, and saturatin them. You will scarcely find a bed in the of What a pity my mother so careful should be!
of things
I could do. Her replying thus, ed throughout with a thoroughly religious spirShe
thinks
herself
wise,
but
I'm
wise
as
she.
I say, and then running to the back door it, while using very little of the technical speech
great valley. In the houses you will see
I do wantsome water!
I hate the bare hills!
and calling to two of her sons in the field, and formal phrases that are frequently employed
hooks in the walls on which the hammocks
T must have some water!
I must and I willl
are suspended at night; and in the warm, | Some lambs may be foolish, but I am not so ;
«« Here, you Henry Clay ! Daniel Webster ! to set forth religion, | It will be prized by every
(room still in that heart, we see, for a boy and girl who carries a vitalized brain, whose
sunny days you will see hundreds of the 1’11 keep my eyes open and drink very slow;
digestion is healthy, and who keeps a sound
And
if
any
wolf
comes=—But
no
wolf
is
there,
streak
of hero worship.)
Come here and heart; and notlone such young reader can lav
lazy people swinging in hammocks which

Se there was war in the basket;
Ab, pity ’tis,’Uig true!

Negro.

at a

A ewe and her lamb were lying down
In a hillside pasture, hot and brown;
Beyond were dim woods cool and sweet,
| and callous lock about th3’ elbows which
And over the wall a'green retreat,
| betokens hard usage. ** No children ; probWhere an aged chestnut sighed and swayed,
accounts. for it.” Presently a
© And surned its snow-blooms, and spread its {ably that
shade.
‘
{rustling of bed-clothes and an incipient
Close by, a little purling brook
{wail from a neighboring room: ¢ Ah!
Stole out of the gloom of a cedar nook,
{ that's your grandchild, I suppose?” * No,
And murmured over its pebbly bed,
| that’s my baby.” I was about as incredcNow flashing in light like a silver thread,
lous as Sarah of old ; but she wert right on.
Now hiding beneath the long, lush grass,
‘| Bmypid, aud pure, and clear as glass,
1+ Pve had sixteen children!” Sixteen
Singing everits bappy song
| children! all these milk-pans, the ordinary
Through the summer heat, the whole day long.
work of the farmhouse! and room still in

the bugs, | of Enrope.’ ”

BY V. G, RAMSEY.
et
——

STORY
BY

in a fire mide of mahogany.
Oa the upper
| Rio Negro grows the tortoise shell woud,
| considered by many the most beautiful wood

*

‘And so the quarrel grew.

ex: | farm-house to ask

stopped

| arude fence around his turtle pond, and
there a lazy Indian is roasting his plantains -

|

He that was left in the basket
‘Without a crumb to chew,
Or a shred to wrap himself withal
‘When the wind across him blew,

Rio

cabinet

| a splendid rose-wood aud has made with it

And one was out in the cold.

posite the mouth of the

of

| work.
The beautifal mahogany, rose' wood and Brazil wood are found in great
{ abundance, and dre put to the' commonest

Three little bugs in a basket,
And the beds but two would hold ;
And so they fell to quarreling—_
The white, the black, and the gold;
And two of the bugs got under the rugs,

EIGHTEENTH

many

OLD

1.

This valley abounds

square,

AN

the

Three little bugs in a basket,

Pulled one of the rugs from one of

is

to

so silly?” but the | horse in the barn.

Wayward

—

| in the most valuable dye-woods and tim| ber. Prof. Agassiz counted one hundred

The same as I or you;
So the strong one said, * We
bread,
And that’s what we will do!”

which

The

a

The space was small, no doubt, for all,.
So what should the three bugs do?

And all were selfish in their hearts,

about

we

of hay there. Come out to spend the day
by the beach, have you? That's right! I
do like to sée young people enjoy themselves! Won't you eat your luncheon in
to interest us, but we will not do so at | our apple orchard, it's so nice and cool and
present. So we will bid adieu to :South. | shady there? And wouldn’s you like a
America, keeping in our hearts pleasant |pan of sweet milk to have with it?”
memories of its mountains, forests and | Bless your dear, loving heart!’ I cried
rivers.”
| internally. * Then
the stern necessities

of

| fine sediment of pure starch

| in an area of half a mile

{ approached the beach,

see the infinite wisdom of the Creator no
less in aninsect’s wing than in the terrible volcano. My child perceives and rejoices in the beauty of birds and flowers;
when she is older she will comprehend the
grandeur of the mountains.
* From this city of Para we might travel
by steamboatto Rio de Janeiro and other
cities along the coast, and see many things

are entirely

use.

A Real Lady.

us

mother #eplied with a smile,—¢¢ The small- | it was opened by a motherly-looking

And one was yellow, and one was black,
And one like me or you;
:

And hardly crumbs for two;

shown

est of God's works ‘are no less
admiration than the mightiest.

| a man in six minutes; and yet it deposits
| nutritious tapioca.

has

Lawrence, Mass,

for a woman to

claim, ‘~How can you be

wheat fields, you see plantations of mandioca. From the root of this plant, which
| resembles the yuca of which I told you, , the
| people prepare a tolerable substitute for
| bread. The roots are groundinto a pulp,
which, when pressed and baked, is farina,
| the bread of Brazil. Life and death are
| strangely blended in this plant. The juice
| which is pressed out of the pulp is a dead| ly poison. Thirty-five drops of it will kill

Not again,—be Heaven my witness;

Pfeiffer,

tops in the clouds.”
Henry looked as if he was

would like to

clasces

shall,

butterflies, the flowers and the trees, more | some miles away, to try to forget our woes
than the great ccld mountains with their | in the kind lap of Mother Nature.
As we

nor buttér is produced

uusrqastiieg with their
|

‘da

:

One summer I was boarding with my
family in a farm-house by the sea-shore.
her example, climb the Andes and behold” | Our host was a pitiful miser, starving himself
the grandest of the terrestrial works” of | and family ;and, afortiori starving his boardGod.”
| ers.
Sick of human nature, sick of petty
“I do believe,” she answered, blushing, | miserable contention, a party of us starte
¢¢ that I want to see the humming birds.and. | out one day, in a wagon, for a fine beach

exclaimed Henry.

That kind Heaven could e’er bestow ;—

Madam

that it is not impossible

| live here. I am “sure you would enjoy
the abundant fruitsfbut. 1 am amraid you
| would miss your bread and butter.”
¢ Can't we have bread and butter here ?”

And more,—that God would on my babe
His ricliest gifts bestow.

like to see them,” ‘said

I never

:

Great dangers are'lurking ;—oh! go ye not there!
But patiently trust in her truth and her love,
Till the Good Shepherd calls to the blest fold
above.

travel. Ifyou have the strength and courage which she possessed, you may follow

;

|

should

‘but I suppose

.

. And now little children who read o’er this tale,
Forget not its lesson :—Beyond the dear pale
Of your mother’s affection and kind watchful

care,

New.and isin Mr, Hale’s best vein, teaching high

CYCLOPEDPIA OF BIBLICAL, THEOLOGICAL AND
ECCLESIASTICAL LITERATURE. Prepared by
the Rev.

And longs to return to the safe fold again,
VIL

These volumes need only a few words of description. The first is made up from a series of
papers which originally appeared in Old and

Literary Review.

fond

vain,

Worthen never do travel in such places.”
“Your case is not quite hopeless, my
dear,” replied the mother.
‘A German

‘I have,” said Laura, ¢* Old Mrs. Con
as one, and it smells very sweet,t00.”
211, my dear, that is probably atonka
| bean, which she keeps to flavor her snuff.
| Perhaps’it grew here onone of these lofty

| trees by the Rio

too,

Laura;

plain as

quarter—that’s

would n’t have

Quite humble and penitent, safe from alarms,
Feels now her own weakness, feels foolish and

ies. I don’t want to die before I See them.”

Brazilian nutmegs grow on tall trees, and

Of sorrow or of woe;

Evenings

The little girl never went again. Perhaps she was driven from Sunday. school
forever.
Let every person, great and
small, remember this, that all who laugh
at the poor, laugh at God; and he will
not always be mocked. I assure you.—
Child's Paper.
.

arms,

earnestly. ‘I dream about the glorious
mountains, and the vast, untrodden forests.
They interestme more than towns or cit-

the aromatic tonka beans.”
[ ‘Pray what are tonka beans good for »
inquired Henry.
¢ Did you ever see a brown flat bean in
an old lady’s snuff:hox?” replied Mrs.
| White with a smile. ~
:

SNE
I
A

produced

You

nent.”
¢ I think I shalliseeit sometime,”he said,

shades

them, and

and with the necesary labor
most unlimited in quantity.

I seem to hear again,—
But hush!
Oft kneeling by her side,—
;
The earnest vleading of my heart,
That Heaven my child would hide
From all that e’er should trouble her,

Ln

thou-

‘which grows here on the Rip Negro

1 seem to hear the welcome sound
Of music on the walk;
The tripping of her busy feet,
Her little baby talk.
I seem to hear the well known cry
That called her * mamma” there;
1 seem to see the bended form,
And bear the baby prayer.

hl

must: recollect that you have had. only
a hasty and imperfect view of a very small
part of this great and interesting conti-

the immense natural resources, gather a
few articles for commerce.
The coffee

And yet we hoped to wakenup
And find it all a dream,
And see our precious Stella here,
Just as she used to seem.
But we begin to fear ’tis all
A sad reality ;
And that she never more will cheer
Us with her childish glee.

Bat hethat w;

80, 1870.

the light.

The dear trembling lamb in the shepherd’s

the
inex-

various

for “further

information, I shall be well fepaid.

of mixed blood. Besides these there are a
few American and European traders, who

All dressed in snowy white;
And thought we saw the angels bear
Her spirit out of sight.

4

and are inspired with a desire

| Sand inhabitants, a mongrel setof Indians,
Negroes, Portuguese, and

| For he

“If you remember what you have jearned,

and

in

midst of abundance, and poor with
} haustible wealth around them.
|
«This town contains about two

We almost dared to hope it was
A dream, so sad and drear;
And that when once at home again,
Our darling would be here.—
‘We thought we saw her in her bed,

Eq

become; so idle

thriftless, that they are miserable

- To open wide the door.

£

-with-

stimulus, social life seems

to stagnate, and men

Or hasting with the greeting kiss! |

fFy

NOVEMBER

VI.
heat increased as we approached the equator.”
;
No help,—no escape.
One short second more,—
‘“ You will learn that climate is affected But bark again! footsteps! and, bounding bethis region delightful, and the means of by many circumstances besides latitude.”
fore,
.| life easy. Indeed her gifts are so profuse
‘“ We have learned many things about’ The shepherd’s dog leaps to the rescue! and see!
that they become a curse rather than a this interesting region for which we thank The renegade wolf is crossing the lea,
Afraid to look back, or to slacken his flight,
| blessing. The stern voice of necessity, you,” he replied,
&
:

Doctry,
—

STAR:

“ What delightful fruit!” cried Laura.
+ I almost think I should like to live here.”
“ Nature has done everything to make

¥

BY

MORNING

|help this ¥entleman

And little Perversity shyly slipped out,
And nobody noticed what she was about.

I had nearly forgot

means abundant,

To tell you the wolf a notion had got,
That some day the very same lamb
he should
have;
.
If he only proved wary, and patient, and brave.

The shepherd he feared, and

his

dog;

Once

A
A

And the lamb he set down as a poor little fool,
his

paw

in

her wool.
So he waited and watched,

behind

bushes

and |

stumps,
And fought off impatience,

‘dowmps,
"
Till at length his old

and

fought

off

His wicked old

eyes

eyes,—for

fairly
the

danced
Jaib

with

came

sight.

play, a

tl

slippers,

Only.
Ee

3

not boots, thin slippers,

©

:

Miss Jones's clags were girls very nicely
dressed. They had feathers, and fresh
ribbons,and fashionable boots. Miss Jones's

At first she was cautious, and timidly glanced

class, too, all knew each other.

This way and that way ; but getting entranced
With the beauty about her, the freshness. the
shade,

did

)

thought,— What
She forgot her resolve, and
a goose
I have been to believe the ridiculous ruse
My mother invented, my will to restrain!
She never shall catch me so simple again.”
The lamb turned
a howl?
Was that
Hark!
head,
.
.

she

nearly

her

dropped

there, close beside her, a great gray wolf
stood,
Gaunt, savage and terrible, just from the wood.
He glared at her fiercely, all ready to spring,
And she shook like an aspen,=the poor .right-

For

ened thing!

Well, how

they reeeive the little stranger?

glad,

it

made,

which

brought her in, and she was in Miss

Jones's classe

in

Vv.

The bright, laughing stream, and the bubbles

contracted

airy ?—O0ld and

A shy little girl came to Sabbath gchool,
She was poorly dressed. A calico gown;
a hat trimmed with faded green ribbon;

Jones.

;

And faint with the fright,
dead;

horse!”

looked as if somebody had given them to
her ; a small shawl on her shoulders.
Miss

the

>

delight,—

work

sphere roomy, broad * and
New.

but the

ewe,
«
:
.
or her the old fellow cared not a sou;
And was stire he should soon have

his

But Ican ‘not enlarge further. Does not
she, however, illustrate gloriously the ereative power of a large heart—creative power to make a small house big, narrow

Iv.

Nobody? Ob!yes!

harness

Very

of course, to welcome her to Sabbath

school, and to their class too; because they
Lad often heard how the Lord Jesus became

poor for their sakes,
‘among

and he left the poor

us, to fuel for and care for.

Did théy not receive her kindly? Not
a bit. When she sat down on the seat
beside them, they moved away.
They
glanced their eyes at her dress, then at
each other, and laughed contemptuously.

“When
for

she

looked

wistfully

a look of kindness,

they

up to them
turned

their

faces another way. All their conduct
seemed to say, “We are above you, and
what business bave you here, I wonder?”
Oh, was it not Gruel ?

thre book dowhar the end of the reading. without
finding

that selfishness

buked and

has

been

effectually re-

the nobler nature stirred into fresh

exercise.
It preaches powerfully without using
a word that smacks of cant, and sets forth a
piety at once natural, robust, juiey and, potrante
ive.
a
Hester’s Happy Summeris a story of quiet,
touching beauty, showing the working of true
religion in the homes of the poor, in the persons
of sufferers, in the cottage and sphere of the common laborer, and in- the circles of wealth and
refinement; and at the same time it brings out

a good deal of Natural History as it appears in
magine life.

There is nothing high- wrought und

sensational, nothing intense and startling, nothing of eonsequence that is even quaint and bizarre; but the volume is one thas will appeal at
once to what is best and truest in the heart of
every reader, and its mellow and genial Christian spirit will steal into the soul as spring airs
into the house or sunshine into the forest. The

quieter, deeper and devouter natures

will espe-

cially like it, and yet it has zest enough to keep
interest alive anywhere.
One Year of my Life is from the pen of a lady
whose father is well and generally known in the
sphere both of theology and literature,
The

daughter has caught not a little of her father’s
brilliance, independence, dash, incisiveness and
pith,
She is keen, animated, self-reliant, suggestive, and is very familiar with her journal,

telling it all sorts of things,~the

grave

and the

meet

the conditions

monthly.

when

others

have

failed

Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.

Tue RIVERSIDE MAGAZINE, whieh has run a
brilliant career, shown so much pluck, enterprise,
versatility and vigor pays us its last visit with
the issue for December.
Its publishers are the

proper judges of what is best, and so we

accept

their decision to suspend its publication acquiescently, though not without real regret.
It, too,
like Putnam-and Hours st Home, goes into the
crucible to be fused up for the sake of giving
variety and value to Scribner’s Monthly,—a thing
which one may feel sure must be good when it is
known how it is made up.
Subscribers who
have claims upon the.publishers, will receive
Scribner’s Monthly in place of the numbers of the
Riverside still due. New York :Hurd & Houghton.
ARTHUR'S
HOME MAGAZINE & THE CHILDREN’S HOUR always appear promptly and bring
welcome messages,
Inthe number and benuty
of the engravings, the exquisite quality of the
fashion plates, as well as the pleasant and wholesome tone of the sontents,
the December number
of the Magazine is especially meritorious.
The

Children’s Hour is just as beautiful and admirable
as ever,—and this is saying that, in its spbere, it

has no equal and is not likely to have, Both
publications will aim at something still better

next year.

Phila: T. 8. Arthur & Bons,

THe LADY’S FRIEND is always a model of good
taste in both its embellishments and its reading
matter.
Its last number is really better than
usual in both respects.
Phila, : Deacon & Peter-

son,
We have received from Horace King, Thompsonville, Conn, specimen pages of a volume that

is soon

to be issued,

somewhat

eyclopedic

in

character, combining a Life of Christ, lives of the
Evangelists, Apostles, &c., Evidences of Chris-

tianity, a History of the Jews, a History of the
various Denominations, Chronological

tables, a

Harmony of the Gospels, &e., &c., constituting

a sort of Treasury

of Christian

Knowledge in

These pages promise well; we
concise form.
volume before
await the full and completed

speaking of it in detail,

It will be sold only by

subscription.

From the same source we have

received

addi-

merry, the profound and the simple, those which
touch her religion and those that concern her
affections.” The unhackneyed freshness of thebook will make a place and a reputation for it.

DIA, the last of which takes us to the word Ricochet, and to the 752d page of the second vol-

TrN TIMES ONE 18 TEN: The possible Reforma-

beyond all question,

tional

phrts

of ZELL'S

PoPULAR

ENCYCLOPE-

ume. At the present rute of progress the end can
not be far off, and the value of the work is

Its range is very

compre

tion.
A Story in five chapters.
By Col, Fred
eric Ingham,
Boston: Roberts Brothers, 1871,
16mo. pp. 148.
Bold bv E. J. Lane

heusive, its drticles, though remarkable for their
condensation, are still prepared with great cure

Konewkn,
I'raslured from the German of
Ludwig Bund,
By Charles T. Brooks,
Same
Publishers, &e. 1871.
|

or time

Puck's NIGHILY PRANKS.

SoxGs or SpveN,
By
Publishers, &e. 147L

Illustrated by Paul

Jean Ingelow,

Same

Those who can not

ind skill.
tensive

will ‘nd

for

and

purchasing

and

elaborate works

afford the money

using

the more ¢X=

of a similar sort,

this Osclopedia meeting their wants

very admirably.
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THE MORNING STAR: NOVEMBER30, 1870.
lower than those of men.
To what is the
fact attributable? Legislation has not destermined
it; public sentiment has not esHealth Paragraphs.
tablished
it. There isu law somewhere in
ns
which it has its birth and finds it perpetuaDr. Dio Lewis has just published, under tion.
The rapacity of power in the hands
the title of Talks about People's Stomachs,a of brutal men is responsible for the oppresbook of much practical wisdom, expressed sion of woman, here and there, in'the matter
of wages, as itis for the oppression of man;
in a homely and simple manner, aud free but it has nothing to do with the general
from medical technicalities. We give some fact, to which we allude. Nor is the “law
of his obsrvations:
of demand and supply,” of which so much
,
Gluttony counts one hundred victims is said, primarily or principally active and
determinating in this matter.
But there is
where drunkenness counts one.
To regulate health we must regulate the a law, easy to find by the candid observer,
and impossible to be set aside, which
diet.
Certain kinds of food feed the fat and establishes the inequality that many dejeave the muscles and brain to starve. plore. It is the law that that instiument
Certain other foods feed the muscles ex- or agent of labor which has the higher value
elusively, and certain others the brain. shall command the greater return for use
'
'
A large part of the food of Americans is and operation,
The owner of the mastiff that turns a
Solppusadt of white flour, sugar, and butter,
People who try to live on such stuff gradua): churn can not expect to receive for his
work as much: as the pian who furnishes a
ly starve to death.
The common notion that our health and horse to perform the same service. The
life depend upon a mysterious Providence, horse is a hundred times more valuable
Isis the
is downright infidelity. A child goes opt than the dog as a metive power.
of a hot room with naked arms and legs dog, and not the horse, that settles the
in pursuit of its daily supply of poisoned price at which churning can be done. We
eandies, and then dies of croup. Is that may ‘‘feel intuitively” that the dog ought
a mysterious Providence? If a man indulg- to command the price accorded to the
es himself until he gets the gout, and the horse, but the fact is thatthe horse must
disease attacks his heart and kills him, is come to the dog's price. or lose his work at
the churn entirely. / The illus'ration is
his death a mystery?
xtreme, but it has
The reason that the American people are homely, and perha
~ such dyspeptics is, that they eat and drink the advantage of being forcible. Let us
try another The cheapest penknife a
so much, and eat and drink so fast.
The teeth will not decay if they are kept man can use is one that has a single
clean. A toothbrush is a good thing. but blade, adapted to the making of pens.
one good toothpick is worth an armful of If he insists on having one that bears not
only a penknife blade, but also a gimlet,
toothbrushes.
The process of digestion begins in the corkscrew, toothpick, glovebuttoner, screwmouth and ends in the lungs. The mouth driver, file, saw, lancet, and hoof-hook, he
He must
grinds the food; the lungs supply the must pay for it the market price.
oxygen which converts the prodacts of the not expect thatbecause he proposes to use
only the penknife blade, he can buy it at
food into pure and useful blood.
Dr Lewis once attended the lecture of a the price of the penknife.
It is entirely legitimate to divide laborThomsonian doctor who explained the use
ers into three classes, viz. men, women,and
‘of the mercury as follows:
. “And now do you know how marcury children. There are points, undoubtedly,
produces the rheumatiz! Tl tell you ex- in which woman is superior to man, but
actly how marcury produces therheumatiz. man is certainly her superior as a laborer.
You sve marcury has a great many sharp He has the larger, stronger and hardier
pints, and them sharp pints go straight in frame, and is free from many of the disadas a laborer is
the fl:sh, and when the muscles rub over vantages. which woman
them sharp pints it scratches, and that's obliged to encounter. In agriculture, he
the rheumatiz.”
: clears the forests, breaks up the land, and
He quarries or cuts
Many people imagine themselves afflict- cultivates and reaps.
ed with serious diseases when they are the material of houses, and builds them.
only suffering from dyspepsia. A dyspep- He lays railroads all over a continent, and
tic patient always despairs; a comsump- furnishes them with engines and cars, and
operates them.
He constructs ships and
" tive always hopes.
The great
John
Abernethy was the greatest man steamers, and navigates them.
work
of
production
and
commerce
is done
the medical profession has
produced in

ed underneath it. The body then descended, packing the sand tightly, and this
operation was repeated several times. It
was an exceedingly interesting sight to see
this stupid reptile performing so strange an
act, one te which she seemed to be prompted by something more than a blind instinct.
The

whole

operation

finished,

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.

Advice is like castor oil—easy enou gh to
give but very unpleasant to take.

REV, J. L. COLLIER, A. M.\President. ©
REV, IL. D. ADKINSON, A. M., Professor of Ancient
Languages.
WILLIAM REED, Professor of Mathemat cs.
Miss JORLE SUMPTION, Teacher of Primary Depart

Laziness is a good deal like .money—the

more a man has of it the more he seems to
want,
:
Whenever a minister has preached a sermon that pleases the whole congregation.
he has pronably preached one that does not
please the Lord.
All the good Indians die young. Just as ceremony creeps in at one end of

she turned

round and started for the sea, when we
captured her, by taking hold of the shell
behind, and upsetting her on her back, in
which position it is impossible for a seaturtle to turn over. In upsetting one of
these animals two persons are usually required. As goon as the animal is alarmed,

ment.

Mgrs. MARY

and throws it behind her, so that, if one
does not take the precaution to close his
eyes, he is likely to be blinded.—Prof. C,
H. Hartt.
'

Sprirg term

fol

Everything
. was Turkish. I was struck
with the order of the bath; also the sciof

the

apartments.

As

I thinkI

before remarked, I passed on.
The M. D. proprietor shook hands with
me very cordially. I also shook hands
with him. I told kim that I wanted no ceremony; but if agreeable to him I would
gird up my loins and go'in. He intimated
that the only ceremony was to fund a small
ortion of the contents of my pocket-book.
am a little hard of hearing—and I passed
on.
.
An agsistant,in the light and airy costume
which I have so often noticed in Central

tion of her

soul.

The

words

were

from

PARSONSFIELD

WILTON,
HE

SUMMER

Price

Boarding

and

room

each,

Sept. 7.

to

faver

LASELL FEMALE SEMINARY.
AT AUBURNDALE, MASS.
Ten miles west of Boston. Instruction

thorough,

Address

K, MABRY,

Buz-

modify

‘Ihe

once

Greek

and

aday.

Roman

armies

.

The common impression that tomatoes
are the healthiest of all vegetables, is a
mistake. If eaten at all, it should be with
great moderation, and never raw. Tomatoes have sometimes produced salivation.
Dr. Lowis knew a young woman who had
lost all her teeth from excessive eating of
tomatoes,

Tho who suffer from heart-burn should
soups,

drink

nothing

at meals, say

“*No, thank you,” to pies and cakes, and go
without supper.
=

If you wish to live to eighty-five in the
full enjoyment of all your faculties, go to
bed

at

nine

o'clock,

and

eat

twice

a

day a moderate quantity of plain food.
The! native .of America requires more
gleep than th§f*
average European. Nine
or

ten

hours’

sleep in

a single

night is

very beneficial. Thin Yankees should go
te ‘bed at nine and rise between five and
six.
z
; In a girls’ school which Dr. Lewis conducted with great success at Lexington,
Mass., the health rules were as follows:

“To

go

to bed at half-past eight every

evening, to rise early in the morning and
take a walk, to walk a second time during

the dy, to eat only twice a day plain,nourishing food, to wear no corsets, to exercise
twice a day half an hour in gymnastics,
and to dance an hour for about three times
a week.
The gymnastic exercises proved

invalliable; but the nine hours in bed were
still more 80.”
The word biliousness is a sort of respectfal cover for piggishness.
People are not
bilious who eat what they should.

Weakness

of the stomach is a protection

safety valve,
of the sources
People who
by reducing

and may be spoken of as one
of longeveity.
are fut can easily be reduced
their food and giving them

against other maladies.

more

phases

exercise,

Such

Sd*dyspepsia is the

persons

must

not

sleep too much, Long sleep fattens. Thin
people,cn the contrary,should sleep a great
eal,

Sex and
——

Wages.
W——

Dr. Holland puts his reply to the argument that women should have the same
wages as men for the same work, into the
following statement. We copy frong-Scribner's Monthly:

¢

The words look fair, and sound well, and

seem good;

yet it somehow happens that

intuitive feeling has very little to do in
#ettling the knotty problems of the world,
and nothin
at all to do in settling this.
We all know that always, in all countries,
the average wages of women have been

of the moon.

No new

by, or bestowed

npon, wo-

man, will aid her to overthrow it. Her
value as a laborer is limited, and her wages
will be determined by her value as a laborer
at large. If woman could build
a house
or a steam engine, a ship or a bridge, she
could command a man’s wages at teaching
school, butshe can not, and she must take

thé wages of a woman.

,

Piesand cakes are poisonous.
To healthy person mineral waters are not
wholesome.
:
os
Light and sunshine are indispensable to
health, and great curative agents in disease.
avoid

the

power assumed

ate but

I

Turtles

have

watched

the

move-

ments of these animals. They walk by
means of their great flippers, assisted by
their short hind legs, with a very slow,
hitching

motion, the body dragging on the

sand.
The flippers and: feet make two
irregular grooves in the sand, three or tour
feet apart, which looks as if a great wagon
with

the

cogged

beach.

that

one

night,

whether

or

may

and

the

not,

vl!

Tu

and

"1d been driven over

oi

see

they

3 are so prominent

them

serve

even

to

tell

on

a

dark

the hunter

turtle has returned to the sea

to guide him to her, or to her

nest. While laborionsly working her way
up the béach, the turtie keeps her head
stretched out, and from time to time snuffs
and sighs as if fatigued, and now and then
she rests. Bo intent is the animal upon
the accomplishment of her mission to land,
that one may mount upon her back without
alarming her; but if too much disturbed,

she hastily turns about and ‘mukes her way
as fast as possible to the sea. Arrived at
the top of the beach, sometimes just above
high water mark, sometimes a faow feet
higher up among the sand-hills, at others

even on the landward side of the sandridge, she stops and prepares to make her
nest,

This

she

accomplishes

by means of

her flat hind feet, and after this manner:
she digs up the sand with one foot and
throws it to one side. Then she uses the
other foot in the same manner, working
with one foot after the other, alternately.
The

whole

is a very slow operation, occu-

pying several minutes. During this time
the animal remains with her head stretched
forward, with very little motion of the body,
and occasionally giving a hiss, or breathing
heavily. In this way 1 have seen
a perpendicular hole dug in the sand, a foot and a
half

or two feet deep, and a foot in diame-

ter. The animal then remains quiet, and
the deposition of the eggs soon begins,

While

one individual was laying, I caught

the eggs in my
were ai

interval

1supposed

together a good

deal

he- managed

in the course

ofa year..
.
He said he wanted to go
wholesale house.
I ventured

thit success awaited

to

into some
to predict

as if I were

hand, as they tell.

They

two by two, or.one by one, atan

of about half a minute, fallingin

a heap inte the hole, to the number, if
I remember rightly, of 143.
A nest almost

always contains over 100 eggs, and usually
from 120 to 150. When the laying was

going on, the animal appeared

perfectly

through my mind, and I came

very near

forgetting that I didn't know how

I managed,

however, to fish

to swim.

myself out in

season to observe a bald-headed Ananias,
who murmured that he hal: been laid upon
the table and should tike a peel!
I came out of the drying-room, and made
them think I was General Gran,, by calling for a cigar.
I drank a cup of coffve.
After a while I rattled into my clothes and

felt better.

So much so that 1 did what I

seldom do, walked

clean home.

If I live to be ninety-eight years old, and

am pensioned by Congress, the explanation which I shall give to the country at
large is that itis due to that Turkish Bath.

I can't tell you what I owe to it.—Punchinello.

Josh Billings Maxims.
—

2

Not a small part of the wit and humor of
both Nasby and Josh Billings springs from
the ludicrous spelling employed ; but the latter writer puts real pith and point into many
of his sayings, as the following extracts

from his *“ Allminax" will show.
We put
them into common English:
;
Don't mistake vivacity for wit. There is
as much difference

value toan silver orgold.

between

them

died

geo isn't as wise as a mule,

for

that

will

kick at a thing in the dark.
Itis human to exrr—but devilish to boast
of it.
"
Secrets are very poor property. If you
circulate them, you lose them, If you keep

them, you lose the interest on the investment,
.
There are but few men who can put a

white handkerchief in the breast pocket of
their cont without letting a little of it stick
out—just by acpident.
It is very easy to repent

at

Hgnungton,

June

18,

aged

bade her friends farewell, and commenced
death

came

ere

she

heaven.

finished

the

:
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apply
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ail Lung

" Diseases, and Spitting of Blood, -and strengthen
and build up the system to a healthy condition.
This

‘has been

tested

by Prof. Trosseau,

in two

thousand cases, in the’'Hospitals of Paris, in
vw: hich it cured nearly every case; and in this
country Physicians are daily ordering and commeanding it to their Patients. It has made some
astonishing cures.
One Bottle will prove its
ccacy. Sold at $1.00 per Bottle, or Six for
£5.00.
Sent by Express to any address.

JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDEN,
602

Arch

Street,

Philadelphia.

Nathan E. Bedell, Agent for New England.
lye3pl4

or excites the nervous system.
In all disea: es of the
skin, blood, stomach, bowels, liver, kid neys,—of chil.
dren, and in many diiticulties peculiar to women, it
drings prompt relief and certain cure.
The best phybeians recommend and prescribe it; and mo person
siho once uses this, will voluntarily return te the use
w

any

other

cathartic.

:

ofSent by mail, on receipt of price and postage.
“Boxp$025
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It is sold by all dealers in drugs and medicines.

hg
u

TURNER & CO., Propriecsors,
120 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
eow49

AND

EUROPEAN,

and Assignments,.

aud

prosecute

-

Ap-

plications for Letters Patent at Washington, and in all Fu~
ropean Countries. They give special attention to the
prosecution of Rejected Claims, Appeals, Extensions,
and Interferences.
§2~ Pamphlet of the New Patent Law for 1870, furnished free. Address,
!
MUNN
& CO.
fteow43'
37 PARK ROW, N. Y.

The Scientific American!
A

sixteen

page

weekly devoted

to Mechanics,

Manyfac-

tures, Invention, Chemistry, Engineering, Architecture and
Popular Science. Full of splendid Engravings. Terms
Specimen

number

MUNN

sent

free,

address,

& CO., 37 Park Row, N.Y.

BIB.

W, WORTHEN, Principal,
E. MASON, Preceptress.
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—ACTIVE,
ENERGETIC
MEN
to
» fell and apply MILLERS
PATENT
WEATHER STRIP, for doors and wiodows.
This
is the only strip that is composed entirely of Rubber,
A SMART MAN can make handsome wages,
Exolusive territory arranged,
For Terms, arrangements,
applyto the sole manufacturers,

URDITT

20, DOCK

SQUARE,

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves ;
Steam Whistles; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow's
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
For Print Works ; Lap Welded

Boiler Tubes; Quinn's
Patent Expansion Ferules

a simple
:

5 Mgrs. M. C. LEGGETT, Hoboken, N. J,
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Principal,
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|
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AND

Portable Steam Engines,

Sec.

TurTLE, M, D,

Northwood, N, H., Oct, 18 1870,

Shafting, Turning

Lathes,

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw

Machinery, (both circular and

Mill

upright) Iron
and
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inventions, Address M. WAGNER

Ship Tanks

STATIONARY

and Brass Castings, Gasometers
Gas Works.
L140

Agents! Read This!

Sec,

for Repairing Boiler Tubes;

Boston.

4044
WAS cured o” Deafness and Catarrh by
remedy, and will send the receipt free,

Company.

AMOS PAUL, . . AGENT,
SOUTH NEW MARKET, N. H.
MANUFACTURERS OF

& WILLIAMS,

this

See-

SWAMSTST OE
Machine

ED

pains

See,

CURE

the

M188 LUELLA I.
MEIGS, Teacher of Music,
with such other assistance as may be required.
36

COLLEGE.
1870.

MEAT

will commenee

ANNIE O. TUTTLE, Preceptress.
Special attention given to those fitiing for College,
and 15 those preparing to teach.

Catalogues will be seat on application to the

retary.

FRESH

SEMINARY.

TERM

LITERARY AND
INSTITUTION

a large commission, to

open

UPHAM’S

Does cure Bronchitis, Consumption,

Seow43

MR. HIRAM M. PEARL, Teacher af Commercial Department, and of Plain and Ornamental Penmanship.

will be spared to make it a first class school,
Its
counection with the Bates College gives its studints
many advanteges not to be had at other schools.

HILLSDALE

CONSUMPTION POSITIVELY CURED.

$3.00
a year,

Board, $3,00,

[7ILL open its First Term at Lyndom Center,
W
Vermont,
on TUESDAY, August 23, 1870, for
the Academical year 1870-71,
CALENDAR.
— Fall term begins August 23; ends
Nov. 4.
Winter term begins Nov. 15; ends Jan. 20, 1871,
Spring term begins Jan. 31; ends April 14. 1871.
Summer term begins April 26; ends July 6, 1871,
The Institution will be under the charge of

B.,as Principhl,

The Fall Term of Hillsdale College will

;

J

¥

of

is warantWANTED.

64

AMERICAN

PRINCIPAL.

of $30 per week and

no

the Underfeed,

NN & CO, continue to give opinions in regard to the
Novelty of Inventions, Free of Charge, make Special Examinations at the Patent Office, prepare Specifications,

Nov. 28, 1870.
For particulars
Princinal,C, A Mooers,
Waterbury Center, Vt,, 1870,

14, 1870,

object

-

Evansville, Wis., July 21, 1870.

Instution
will com1870, under
the in

men for College and

Sec.

For further particulars address the Principal,
REV. G.S. BRADLEY, Prin,

SCHOOL.

of LYMAN G. JORDAN, A

with three Assistants,

school

has

J. W. Bristol, 131 Pearl st., Boston Mass,

?

EWILL
WINTER TERM of this
Thursday,
Nov. 10th,

a complete Monthly
FIFTY CENTS PER

Drawings, Caveats

Tuition from $5,50 to $7,50.

public may be assured that the Institution as fully merits
their patronage as at any period of {ts history.
For further information, rooms, &c¢., apply early to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal,
E.C.,LewIs, See.
New Hampton, N. H., Oct, 18th, 1870,

Tue
mence

Foss,

STATE

Dec. 6, continuing 12 weeks,

INSTITUTION,

LATIN

had for

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
HF WINTER TERM of this Institution will open-

The Trustees are glad to Liform their friends that
the present faculty,— Principal and Assistants—will con=
tinue their connection with the School next term, and the

NICHOLS

be

8t30

&c.

will commence Nov,

ing New Books ; Literary News;
List of American Publications.

:

Rev.S.N., HOWELL,

have

we intend
unconscious of the
presence of persons committed ; but to repent of thosepoor human
muchiof
too
asking
is
commit
to
about her. So soon as it was accomplished,
she rested a moment, and then with her nature.
Love is like the measles, We can only
hind feet scraped the sand back into the
it bad once; and the later in life we
have
hole, until it was full, After this the body
wae raised a little, and the sand was scrap- have it, the harder it goes with us.

languages.

Advantages :(— Retired location, yet easy of access;
No Saloons, or places of idle resort; Full corps of
teachers; Thorough instruction, &c.
;
Pupils received at any time. Send for Circular.

Com:

NEW

WORLD:”
Reviews of all lead: . >

7.00

REEDS FERRY. N. H.. on Naghua & Concord R. R

ABIGAIL, wife of John C. Gilpatrick, recently
of Waterboro’,
Me, died injBridgewater, N. IL.
July 30, aged 67 years. She experienced relig,
ion and was;baptized with the Methodists
in1844 ; her subsequent associations were with the
I. Baptists; her life was rich in Christian experience amid severe trials, and her end
peace.
Sermon by Rev. Mr, Bachelder,
P.SMITH,

rPYHE WINTER

LITERARY

This is a First-class Machine,

MILITARY & OOLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,

EMILY L., wife of Mr, Joseph Crocketty. died
in West Buxton, Me., Sept.-23, aged 46 years and
3 months,
She wus a devoted member
of the
church, consistent in her life, and yet she found
it difficult at first, on account of her family, to
make up her mind to die, but, before the time
came, the grace of God was sufficient to reconcile her to ber lot, and she longed to depart and
be with Christsé Some time before her death she
sald, ** I’m only waiting for the boatman.”
Her
husband and four children mourn their loss, with
the satisfaction that tis her gaing~that one of
the very best of wives and motners has gone to

Academies,

Conn,

4.50

GRANITE

Funeral servicgs by
W. PARKER.

rest.

& CO.; NORWICH,

4.0

WARREN
Center Strafford, July 27, 1870.

than a

A. M, JONES,

of sins we

man

LYDIA M., wife of Bro. J. Watson, died Oct.
26, aged 21 years.
She experienced religion last
winter, with her husband, under the labors of
Elder Wm. Johnson, and connected herself with
the Rockdale church.
She suffered much during
her short sickness, yet rejoiced amid it all, -and
herend was peaceful. After selecting a text and
making other arrangements for her funeral, she
and she was in
Rev G. L. Baird.

has re-

» Instruction given in Latin, Greek, French and Ger

year and. a half before she
died
of
consumption. ‘She left a companion and two daughters, who mourn deeply their loss. - She experienced religion some twelve years ago, was baptized and joined the F. W. Baptist church in
this place, where she remained
uautil< she was
removed by death.
She is greatly missed both
in community and church, but our loss is her
infinite gain; and, we trust, she is a member of
the church triumphant on high.
Services by
the writer.
C. J. Morr.

ing, but

English,

Higher English,

Languages.

35 years.

Judson was out of health for more

WHITNEY

stamp

makes the Lock Stich, and for familv use
ed equal to any $60 Machine,
AGENTS
Address,

Principal,

[i
2.25
3.00.
Rooms can
Judson, [Board
to $00
those whofrom
wish$225
to board
themselves.

J.P. JUDSON, Lowifeof Bro. ; H. W.

as there

is between lightning and a lightning-bug.
Gravity 13 no more positive evidence of
wisdom, than a paper collar is of a shirt.
I love to see an elderly person cheerful
but not hilarious.
The man who believes only what he can

Common

** Blessed are the dead

which die in the Lord; they rest from their labors, and their works do follow them.”
y
i
C.F. P,

him in the rubber | Sister

business.
In fact, we kept up quite a
streani of conversation, which he supplemented with a hose that played over me
He then shoved me into a deep water
tank where the ¢* Rules for Restoring Persons
Apparently
Drowned”
whizzed

in Brazil.

repeatedly

bi

surprised.-

in a gentle, leisurely manner,
fully insured.
:

1

.

was

One of our agents

BRISTOL SHUTTLE SEWING MACHINE.
© $25,00.
.

15.

asgisted by J. Marshall Hawkes, Teacher of Classics,
Natural Sciences and Vocal Music; Miss M. A. Pike
Teacher of Modern Languages, Painting and Drawing; Miss J. B. Stanley,
acher of [nstrumental
Musig, Piano and ofgun ; Mr. J. W, Titcomb, Teacher of * Spencerian
System” of Penmanship;
Miss
Abbie Mabry, Primary
Department.
‘
Tuition: Common
English, $3,00; Higher
English,
$4,00; Languages, $6.00; Music, $8,00; Use of Instrument, $2,00; Drawing, &c., $3,00 to $5,00; Penmanship, $1,50.

life with new views and new hopes.
Soon after,
her companion embraced the Baviour; together

copy

A sixteen page Monthly Paper.

CHAS.W, CUSHING.

MADISON

sample

14

chosen with great care. (Combines;the advantages
and cemforts of a school and home.) Number lim-

(13271

A

YEAR. S.mple Copies, seven Cents. S. B. CROCKER, Publisher: 32 Broomfield St., Boston, Mass.

careful, complete.
Advantages for Music, Painting‘French and German, unsurpassed.
Particular atten,
tion paid to common and solid branches.
Teachers
Next year begins September

dozen.

Address with

“ THE

0. E. BAKER, Supt.

ited to 4),

per

stu-

zell, and united with the Freewill Baptist church
of Parsonsfield, then under his pastoral care,
which relation they sustained worthily until the
Africa, in midsummer, beckoned to me, church lost its visibility. After that, they joined
after I had laid aside a quantity of
goods the F. B. church at EastP, Sister R. possessed
a strong, clear mind, which continued unclouded
(belonging to my tailor, and other down- until
the close of life, Moved not by the conBoard, $3,00 per week. Wood and lights extra.
town business men), and I followed him.
flicting theories that distracted and divided the
for those desiring
to board themselves.
The room
we entered was heated by church, her faith remained firm in God. The Rooms
Books furnished by the Principal at Portland prices,
A Teacher’s Class will be formed for the purpose
what I took to be a successful furnace. I mother of six children, one went before her to
must have been mistaken, however, forI her home in heaven, while five remain to feel of thoroughly drilling those who propose to teach
sustain
a great loss, One son she gave to the coming winter. Especial attention paid those
understood the assistant to apologize be- they
students preparing for College.
|
the ministry of her loved denomination,—Rev.
M. E. Swear, M. D,, See. of Trus.
cause, by reason of a defect in the flues, James Rand.
If woman
The
promises of God were
modern times.
Perhaps no other man has almost exclusively by man.
Parsonsfleld,
June
27,70
H
they had been able to get the temperature precious to her, and verified in a marked deeontributed so much to tempérance in eat- | spins, man makes the spindle and the up only to about 475 degrees that morning. gree,—having
lived to see all her
children
power that drives it; if she weaves, he
ing as he.
WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.
lovers of Christ, and all her grandchildren conIn short, he I was a little disappointed, but simply
'o make the best bread that can be made invents and bwlds the loom.
verted to God, 8ave one. Her dying room seemHE
FALL TERM pf this institution will open
suggested
that
the
thermometer
was
Fair
Aug.
$8. Its courseg ot study are as follows: In
of wheat, obtain good wheat and grind it is just as much more valuable than a woman in Height; but if I felt chilly I would send. ed filled with heaven. All who visited her were
as
a
laborer,
as
a
woman
is
more
valuable
convinced
that
she
was
ripe
for
the
harvester.
Female
Dapartment—Qollegiate, English, Musical,
‘without bolting; mix it with cold water
Painting.
In Male D¢partment—Classical, English
Some weeks previous to her death, she made
some blankets,
until it is as thick as-can
be well beaten than a child; and it is this fact which outHefor laid
and Scientific, Commercial. Superior facilities are
choice of her funeral text,—Rev. 21:4; also the
me
on
a
slatted
couch.
determines
that
his
wages
shall
be
greater
furnished to Young
Men Fitting for College.
Its
with a spoon; after it is thoroughly beaten
one to perform the services. No wonder she
Commercial Departmeént is one of the Mosi Success:
I experienced a gentle glow.
It is pretty generally uncould leave her aged companion in feeble health
down, pat it into a large iron pan, compos- than woman's.
fulin the state. Terms moderate.
For fall inforAfterwards—I
don’t
know
why,
exactly,
8.8. E.
mation, send for Catalogue.
ed of many little ones, which must first be derstood that women are quite as good I have always attributed it ‘to the tempera- | and die in peace.
J. 8. GARDNER, Prin.
HARRIET C., wife of John M. Plummer, died
made hot: put it then quickly in a hot oven teachers as men, yet we know that asa ture—I felt hot—hotter—Hottentotter ! It
Whitestown, N. Y., July 22, ’70,
rule they do not get the same wages that
in Augusta, Me., Oct. 20, aged 64 years.
Sister
and bake it as rapidly as possible.
seemed as though the equator ran right Plummer professed conversion in Boston in 1838.
Indian corn makes excellent nourish- have been paid to men in the same office. along the line of my back-bone.
She wa$ baptized A and united with the Free
WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.
ment.”
It contains a large amount of We may. ‘‘feel intuitively” that they ought
Baptist church in China, Me., in 1342, and was
I didn’t care.
HE WINTER TERM of Lebanon Academy will
one of the original members of the present Free
oil,
has remarkable fattening qualities, to have the same, butonly in exceptional
commence on Tuesday, Nov. 22, and
continue
I couldn’ recollect whether my name
and is likewise remarkable as a heat-pro- instances will they have. The more gener- was Shadrack, Meshack, or Abednego; but Baptist church in Augusta. Her brief sickness ten weeks under the following instructors: G. H.
ously
woman
is
paid
for
her
labor,
the
of
five
days,
which
terminated
her
earthly
work,
Pearson,
A.
B.,
Principal;
Mi
s
M.
H.
Fernald,
Pre’
ducer.
Rice keeps its consumers fat, but
I was baking and sizzling just as farioasly
found her in readiness for the Master’s call, and
ceptress, and teacher of Instrumental Music; Mrs,
it lacks the elements which feed the mus- better will all generous men be pleased; as though I had paid in advance. My peacefully,at his summons,
E.J. Cowell, teacher of Drawing; T. A. Stacy, teach:
she wentup to her
er of Penmanship and Voeal
Music; Miss A.
V,
eles and brains.
Potatoes, both Irish and <sut the truth is, that thelahorof n-ither pores were opening, and the perspiration
reward.
During her connection wish the church,
Sister’ I’. was always a consistent and active | Hayes, teacher of Wax Work.
sweet, are very poor food for brains and men nor women is paid generously ia this was immense.
A
red
bandanna
handkermember.
Unostentatious-in her piety, yet almuscles.
: world, as a rule. Both must be content chief would have been swamped. +
TUITION: »
ways ready with a word for her Saviour, her
Of meats, the best for heat an! fat are with justice, which determines that man,as
Higher English, $5,00
Waiting till my identity was pretty much voice was often heard, both in private and pub- Languages, $6,00.
the
most
capable
and
valuable
laborer,shall
pork, mutton, lamb, beaf and \-al; for
Primary, $4,00.
Common English, $4.50.
either in confession of her love for Christ, or
There are: gone, I dropped into another marble hall. lic,
Ins, Music, $10,00
Penmanship, (12 lessons) 21,50,
muscle, beef, veal, mutton, lamb aud pork; receive most for his time.
addressed
in
loving
appeal
to
those
whom
she
I'he assistant—to whom my warmest thanks would see saved. Oaly six days before her deSpecial atGood boardiag places can be obtained.
some
kinds
of
work
that
boys
can
do
as
for brain and nerve, beef, veal, mutton,
for College.
}
are due—scooped up what was left of me ceuse, she gave her last public testimony for tention given to those fitting
well
as
men,
but
nobody
claims
that
because
Jon
H.
SHAPLEIGH,
See.
lamb and pork. | In cold weather, fat meat,
Jesus.
For many years, with her companion,
and laid me on a slab.
:
a
bobbin-boy
in
the
mill
can
do
as
much
butter, and the like will keep the body
she
had
made
ber
house
a
home
for
the
servants
The assistant said I needed him, but to
warm ; in warm weather, milk, eggs, bran- and as well as a man at his particular work, the best of my recollection, he kneaded me. of God; and her cheerful welcome and: Kind
AUSTIN ACADEMY,
bread, and summer vegetables will keep it he should therefore have a man’s wages, He went all over me, taking up a collec- attention rendered it always altractive and
CENTER STRAFFORD, N, H.
or
even
a
woman's,
His
just
wages
are
pleasant ;—2a place to be eatered gladly and to
cool.
HME FALL TERM
of 11 weeks, will eomtion, and did firstsrate.
I threw off all re- be left with regret. Her good works were
There is no difficulty in a poor man's those which his value as a general 1ahorer serve—about half a pound, I should judge. abundant,
mence Tuesday, Aug. 30, under the instruction of
but never with display or parade.
A
will
command—no
more,
no
less.
Man
is
having meat for his family every day.
He seemed to take a fancy to me.
I never saintly life brings a saintly death, and makes
‘MR. A." N. MARSTON,
OF BATES
Take, for example, whatis called a shank responsible for many sins against-woman— knew a man to get so intimate on short sure a saint’s reward. While her sudden desins
for
which
we
are
glad
to
see
him
callCOLLEGE, Principal,
parture is a source of deep affliction to her comof beef. The very best can be bought for
acquaintance.
{
panion, the
church, and the large circle of
a fraction of what the dearest parts cost. ed to account—but for this Jaw he does not
MRS. SARAH E. MONTGOMERY, Assistant,
We talked rationally on a good many
{friends which she had drawn around her, still
happen to be accountable.
Human legisA single pound cooked in a stew, with dry
:
Tuition,
for
all
thexg
she
has left the precious legacy of &
subjects.
lation
can
no
more
change
it
than'it
can
Primary,
$3.50
bits of bread, will make a meal for an entire
He said he barely got a lividg there. I Coristian faith and a godly example, of more

family.

A

Term, 12 weeks ; vacation through holidays.

the

$15.00

tures everywhere.

past 2 years,

and incidentale—

rent at terms

$1,60.

tailed over 7,580 at seventy-five cents each, in the

commences

$0.75.

GUEST.

ANTED—Agents, male and female to aelt pie-

i |

dents.

a holy peace filled the soul, and she looked upon
John

TERM

branches,

SABBATH

sent post-paid to any address on receipt of price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Beston,
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

will
per

IoWA.

L'aition,—common - branches

$7.00; extra

THE

An Entirely New Collection of Anthems, Opening '.
and Closing Pieces, Sentences, Choruses, &o.,
NOW READY.

SEMINARY.

WILTON SEMINARY,

een await-

. ing its Issue.

BY L. O. EMERSON & J. H. MOREY.

Sec’y. Trust.
}

TEE
FALL TERM of thith Institution
commence on Tuesday, Aug. 23, under the
sonal supervision of
y

.

599

THE NEW ANTHEM BOOK.

{
address the Principal, or Rev. A.

N. F. WEYMOUTH,
Pittsfield, Oct. 25 , 1870.

by J. L. PETERRS,

Choirs have long
:

WINTER TERM will begin Nov. 17.

MISS NELLIE KNOWLTCN, Preceptress,

great Master, and were remembered, though she
knew not the stranger, neither met him. again
until she entered the better world.
The stranger was Rev. John Colby.
Fourteen years those
words sounded in her ears hefore she gave all
for Jesus.
At length she yielded to ti
invitation of mercy.
The heavy burden passed away,

they were baptizéd by the late Rev.

G. H. RICKER, Principal.

M. SIMONS.
For particulars
L. GERRISH.

$2.50 gilt. Mailed free of post-

age

G. B. FILES, A. B.. Principal.

with cash

| 3

Broadway, New York, P.O. Box 5429. Send 30 cts.
for sample of Peters’ ¢* Musical Monthly,” containing
$4 worth of Music; and 75 cts. for the “Song Echo,
a New School Book,
4w4T

study

aided by competent teachers.
The Normal department will be under the care of
E. E. WADE, A. B., who will be assisted by isp L.

countenance bore the marks of deep interest in
heavenly things.
As the clouds scattered and
the sun shone again, the stranger arose to depart.
Addressing a few words to young
h,
he exhorted her to seek without delay the salva-

on.

of

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.

It happened to. be eleven o'clock some,
‘Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
time daring yesterday forenoon.
1 generally take something at that hour.
singlesquare can well be ifforded to any single
Yesterday I took a Turkish bath.
obituary. Verses are inadmissible.
I took a horse-car. (That, however, neither here nor there; but it got within two
SARAH, wife of Dea. John H. Rand, died in
blocks of there at 11.25.) I ran up the
Oct. 2, aged 84 years and 5 months,
steps of the T. B. establishment, and wired Parsonsfield,
For quite a number of years, poor health had
the inmates. The door flew open. and an been the lot of sister R. The last few weeks of
ideal voter, ersta chattel (I hope I am not life on earth she suffered very much, ber disease
obscure in this deeply iuteresting portion being dropsy. Yet no complaint of sufferingfi
from the lips that for fifty-six years had borne
of the narrative) pointed his thumb over testimony
for Christ.
She was born in the
‘his shoulder, displayed a choice assortment town of Buxton. When fourteen years of age, a
of ivory, and chuckled with
great natural stranger called at her home to tarry a brief hour
ease. I supposed this td" be the custom while a shower passed away. That stranger
with the colored population of Turkey, and was a young man of grave demeanor, whose

metary

both sexes. |
;
w

courses

“ Fairy Fingers,” *‘ Magic Circle,” and * Young Pianists,”
4
three collections of eagy Piano Music, “Pearl Drops.” «

|

will commence on MON-

Complete

Gems,” four vocal collections.

and * Brillant Gems,” Piano music by Ch. Kinkel,
Allard, Pacher, &c¢. In all, 16 vole. Priceof each,
J
81.75 in boards; #2 cloth;

North Scituate, R. I., Oct. 10, 1870.

equal to flve cents a line, to insure an insertion.

passed

PAY, Nov. 14, 1870.

and Useful,
T “8 hinin

Lights,” a collection of.
PRESENT
Sacred Songs, Duets and
Songs with Choruses.
‘¢ Golden Leaves,” Vols. 1
and 2, Songs by Will. 8. Hays. * Hearth and Home,”
*¢ Fireside Echos,” + Sweet Sounds,” and ‘* Pricel ess

“ Musical Recreations,” and *‘ Plearant Memories,”
Piano music of moderate difficulty. * Golden Chimes”

INSTITUTE.

HE WINTER TERM

Particular Noticé ! Persens wishing obitua.
them

begins Sep-

begins June 6, and ends August 18.

LAPHAM

ries published in the Morning Star, who do not

patronize it, must accompany

of Instru-

pegins March 7, and ends May 27.

Samfier ter

MEE

My Turkish Bath.

Zacher

SY

Calendar for 1870-71. —Fall

Obituaries. -

+]

ADKINSON,

Music.

tember 6, and ends November 25,

the church, piety backs out at the other.

she throws her fore paddles into the sand

J. E.

mental

$10 worth of Music in each Vol. Ch

Ed

LITERARY MISCELLANY,

Pres,

on application to Mr. Gro. B. Coss,
at our office, No. 80 Vesey St., New

York, who is authorized to make eontracts for advertising, and transact any
business belonging to the advertising
department,

’

‘

THX MORNING

STAR: NOVEMBER

30, 1870.

7

A suit of blae satin and

black velvet,

trimmed

with Russia sable, blue gloves, blagk kid gaiters,’

MISCELLANEOUS.

inlaid with blue,and blue stockings and blue
hat with ostrich plumes, compose what is called
a stylish skating costume in New York.

The army retiring board will probably remain
in session at Washington about two weeks, during which time one hundred and fifty officers will
be examined.

An Arkansas man, sentenced to be hanged; is
in a bad way.
The neighboring carpenters re-

During the month of October seventy-two
vessels of various, classes and nationalities were
lost. Ten of these were steamers, and fourteen
brigs. The pecuniary losses by these disasters
are stated to be $3,505,800.

fuse to build the gallows, and
know how.

and the
him

the

Sheriff don’t

The prisoner is a carpenter

himself,

Sheriff has tried several times to have

build

it, buthe says ‘‘ he’ll be

hanged if he

will.”

Texas has over 70,000,000 acres of unoccupied
Since Kansas City has become so large a city,
land.
1 and so important
a railroad center, it lias been
A movement is in progress for a Woman's
thought advisable to have a grand union depot
»

gress, in the interests of Universal Peace.

for all the roads entering the
that arrangements for stich

Sixteen hundred barrels of oil have been burn:
ed in Titusville, Penn.

been ‘made.

It is tobe

place. It is said
a structure have

five hundred feet front,

$1,0005000

by one thousand feet deep, to cost $750,000, and
to be built of stone, brick and iron.
:

The cotton crop,of the last year was the sixth
largest which has ever been made in the United
States.

From
a report just submitted to the Internal
Revenue Bureau, Washington, .it appears that
there are 946 persons and firms engaged in the
manufacture of tobacco and
snuff. The total

Hall County,
worth of gold.

Ga.,

San Francisco

has

mined

has 11,817 Chinese inhabitants,

amount of the penal

of whom 3,040 are females.

A lunatic,

at Toledo,

Ohio,

has

sums of several bonds given

by these manufacturers is $7,847,600. Massuchusetts has twenty-one of these waffuctories The

expended

number of persons

$1,200 in the building of a *‘fairy palace.”
It is
twenty-two inches high, and rests upon a stone
foundation three inches above the ground.

and firms reported as being

engaged in the manufacture of cigars in the United States is 10,827. The number of cigar-makers
registered as being employed by the manufacturers, is 45,856.
:

A Woman's Co-operative Association at San
Francisco, has, during the past two years,earned
They have a justice of the peace in Decatur
a net profit of thirty per cent. on the capital |
invested, and given permanent employment to County, Iowa, who is fortunate in the possession
of a wife who serves processes, summons juries,
200 women.
>
subpeenas witnesses, and does the general duty
The State debt of Georgia, so far as can be of a constable, aud who last summer, with the
learned, amounts to nearly seventy millions, but
help of a self-raking machine, got in all her husthis is only an approximation, true, probably,
band’s grain.
within about ten or twenty millions.
Mrs. Plank, of Killingly, Ct., claims to be the
Th¢/
wealthiest people in the world are the
oldest lady in the United States
who retains
Osage Indians.
The tribe numbers 8,000, and
complete possession of her faculties.
She was
have, after all expenses are paid, 160 acres of
born on the 20th of October, 1765, and has vivid
choice land, per capita, and $6,000,000 in money.
recollections of very many important events in
The President announces his determination to the history of the Republic.
Her father, John
protect loyal men in Kentucky and the other
Graves, was a soldier of the Revolution.
Mrs.
Seuthern States by all the means in his power.
Plank is probably the only centenarianin the
The immigration convention at Indianapolis
country, whoi{does not claim the honor of having
adjourned on Thursday. There was alQng de- been on if of intimacy with George Washbate on the resolution adveecating a national
ington.
bureau of immigration, the resolutions being
During the fifty-one years
ending Sept. 30,
opposed by those who thought the matter ought
1870, the total number of emigrants landed in
to be entirely under the control of the several
the United States was 7,441,6192 A Washington
States.
correspondent says: Estimating
the value of
The "annual reunion of the army of the Cumeach of these emigrants at $1,000, they brought
berland was held at Cleveland on Thursday.
into this country $7,441,619,000; or,computing the
Speeches were
made by Generals Rosecrans,
value of each to be $500, they brought $3.720,809Sherman, Hooker and many others, antl
General
500. Fro whisp to 18563,inclusive,emigration grad-'
Garfield delivered an eulogy on the Fo) General
ually increaSed, and in 1854 it reached | s igh”
Thomas, which was warmly praised.
est number; then graduslly ake:
1858’
From
Archbishop Spaulding was enthusiastically from which time uatil 1861 it increased.
1865 to 1870 emigration increased from year to
welcomed by the Roman Catholics of Washington
year, but this year a great falling off¢is noticeaon Thanksgiving day.
;
ble, which is caused by the war in Europe.
A trade organization of colored men will meet
in Washington on the 8th of January, and the
The University of Michigan has admitted to its
semi-annual convention of the national woman
academical course nine out of twelve female apsuffrage
association on the I8th of the
same
plicants, and two women to the pharmaceutical
month.
2s
:
department, while 30 applicants
are expected
for the medical school.
For the accommodation
FOREIGN.
of the gentle doctresses, the lectures on certain
Somebody calls Victor Hugo “the chassepoet of topics are to be delivered in duplicate by the
professors, who have an increase of $500 each
France.”
in their salaries.
The Pope has fixed his compensation for the
improvements made
of Italian lire.

The

by him in Rome,at 5,000,000

first steamer from China

by the Suez

Canal has arrived.
The Prussians have given np their intended
movement toward the South of France, and are
concentrating at Paris.
ty
:
A successful sortie has been made from Montmedy, the Prussians being driven baek with
loss.
:
The Franes-tireurs have driven 1.600 Uhlans
into Belgium, where they were disarmed.
"It is believed that the Sublime Porte is anxious
to avoid a conflict with Russia, and is urging the
Great Powers to consider the demands of Russia.
iL
:
The Austrian soldiers whose terms of service
have expired, are only dismissed on furlough in
view of the possible complications in the Black
Sea difficulty.

In diplomatic circles on the continent
lief is general that the Black Sea
be settled by diplomacy.

the be-

question

wiil

England has canceled all leaves of absence, and
the Guards have been ordered to prepare for
active service.
The new uniform of the Russian army is similar to the naval uniform of other nations.
The
color remains a dark green, and the epaulets and
gold lace are unchanged.
Two Danish deputies were elected to the Prussian parliament for North Schleswig, by a large
majority.
It is reported that Spanish emissaries have
gone to Cuba to make arrangements to permit
the island to become independent.
Yendon now covers
an area of nearly 700
square miles, inhabited by a population of above
three and a half millions.
:
The elections
large majority.

in Italy give the government a
The Duke of Aosta kas con-

sented to succeed Isabella.
Adviees from Paris represent that the supply
of provisigns is failing rapidly,
guinea pigs being used for food.

cats,

rats, and

Gen, D’Aurelles de Paladines has been placed
in command of all the French forces outside of
Paris.
The formal surrender of Thionville occurred
Thursday morning.
The town Lad been burning

since Tuesday last.

It was the last stronghold

of the French in Lorraine.
The North German Parliament was opened on
Thursday by Herr Delbruck, in the absence of
the King.
He read the King’s speech, whieh
was mude up of glittering generalities affording
but little satisfaction to those, who wish for a
decided expression of opinion. ¥
Russia’s reply to Great Britain and Austria is
said to be very conciliatory, but she is massing

her troops on the

south. It is officially declared

at Vienna that the Porte will not
slightest infringement of the treaty,

tolerate the

In England the excitement is increasing, and
everv one

now anticipates

a new

‘ministry,

stormy .meeting of the cabinet was

A

held Friday

afternoon, but no decision was reached.
A. Republican Insurrection
is momentarily

expected at Madrid. The Captain-General of
Aragon, telegraphed to Prim that they will
succeed if reinforcements are not sent.
The

treaty

uniting

Bavaria

with

the

North

German confederation bas been signed.
The Empress Eugenie and Prince
leave Chiselburst for Wilhelmshohe.

Imperial

Bodies of troops from Paris ffom time to time |
er, but are Rvariably driven

come out to su
backs

..

or

The Prussians and the French have had seve
eral skirmishes and small engagements, in which

the victory

has been claimed by the latter,

The

World cope

dent has news of a great French
“victory at Vendome, in which the Prussians
were badly defested while attempting to turn De

Paladines’s lefs flunk.

:

1t is announced that Queen Victoria intends

ating the ex-Empress Kugenie at Chiseihurst
SE
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.
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3
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’
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Costumes for Fall and Winter.
—

PP

The fashion writer of the New

Post, says:
Those who

York Evening

:
are in the confidence

of the mo-

distes say that French serge is much preferred to
the English.
Both are all wool, but the French
is the softest, and has the twill
more clearly

defined.
New autumn

fi
are made in soft wool-

costumes

en fabrics that are at once light, warm and elegant. Of these, satin de chine and' cashmere are
the favorites,
Tartan
i plushes and Victoria plaids are very
handsome for young girls. The
most
stylish
suits of the season are made with a single ‘skirt
and a long full polonaise or casaque.
The skirt
may be black and the casaque colored, or the
order reversed
The latest style of basque has two darts and

a side-formin

the front, with double side-forms

in the back and a seam down the center,
Round waists are rapidly giving place to points
and postillions.
;
Corsages are worn somewhat higher than they
were during the summer, and are finished at

Fevived,

Mul

much used for trimming ‘silk and cashmere.
A new style of collar is the ** Cavalier,” square
orrounded in front, with three or fours rows of
open hemstich, divided by narrow stiched bands
of plain cambrie, with cuffs to match, and narrow Valenciennes lace on the edge.
Hats,—Gypsy, Francs-Tireurs
and
Tyrolese

—ure

all

worn

high,

with

turned

up

brim.

Those of felt are iurned up with velvet of a
darker shade of the same color.
Birds’ heads
and wings of the richest plumage are. worn as
aigrettes.
>
Ornaments of cut jet, oval, medallions, ecrosses, &c., are much in vogue.
Jet is also mingled
with passementerie.
The latest style of jewelry
is French enamel and onyx stone (Belgian marble), set in gold, with pearls and diamonds.
| Gold clasps wita a monogram in black enamel

are made to

the

CANDLES.
MouldS.seesses.dl
Sperm.ceeeevess36
Adamantine....20
COAL
Cannel.......1500

were

stands

behind a tall

screen, the sheets and pil-

lows are upon it, his faded silk dressing-gown
is thrown across the foot, and his slippers still
sit beside it.
>
King Francis of Naples, not wishing to remain
at Rome after its occupation by the Italians,
will remove to Munich.
Ile
has
bought the
chateau of Garothshausen, in Upper Bavaria.

sult grass and bog meadows, that are often neglected from the abundance of other feed.
To be
sure there is not much nourishment in these
grasses, but there is some, and when run through
the cutter, and mixed with meal or roots, they
serve a good purpose. Carefully store the turLips. at have been sown between the corn rows,
slowly as she works, and as the months go by, or Ly themselves. It frequently happens that
she weaves in leaf, and flower, and bird, and a dry summer is followed by abundant fall rains,
with them many a faney that gives grace
to the which come in season to allow us to make a
outline with the flexible turning of a smile or a large turnip crop.—Am. Ag.
sign. By and by the carpet is finished, the child
is a young woman, and both the work and the
Corn Fodder.
artist are offered for sale. One buys the carpet,

A San Francisco paper says that Lady Frunklin will remain in California ten days, and then
return to England.
Her trip.to Alaska and the
far North is said to have been undertaken solely
for the purpose of approaching us near as possible to the country where Sir John Franklin died.
There is nothing equal to this in ancient or modern fiction, The story of Penelope spinning and
watching for the réturn of Ulysses, is tame .compared to it. Lady Franklin
for years moved
Heaven and the world with her prayers and
efforts for the
recovery of her lost husband.
When it was demonstrated beyond doubt that
he had perished, she mourned in silence for fit
teen years; and then, at the age of eighty, went
on a journey of ten thousand miles for the sole

purpose of coming
he died.

near the country in which

amounts

Snow-Sheds.
——

down be found that the chain and lock were
attached to & large wooden box. Not wishing

The snow-sheds on the Central Pacific Railrond, between Nevada and California, cover

reported

the

the exposures,

tuperior,

by

discoveries

circumstance
whem

any

to

his

furthér, he
immediate

| ermirsion
was obtainedt)

A Maelstrom

for the

St.

thirty-two

miles of track.

where

They

in Salt Lake.

be solved in the discovery of a subterranean outlet. In a voyage on the lake a schooner was
canght in the vortex of a maelstrom.
The ecaptain of the vessel states that, during the deten-
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The noise of the waters

as they

Fainting

/.
.

Tt

.

The treatment should be :

1. Place the person in a horizontal position
upon the back.
Do not bolster up the head,
but leave it on a level -with or a little below
the body.
2. Secure fresh air for him at once, and if possible, let it blow across his face, but if not, fan
him, Ifhe isin a close, crowded room, remove
Jn)
medi:
but keep him in the horizontal position while doing so.
3. Loosen all clothing about the throat, chest,
waist, and abdomen.
4, Dismiss every
person from the room, except such as can render the necessary assistance.
5. Sprinkle cold water upon the head
and
face. 1f that does not effect the desired result,
pour a stream of cold water from a hight of several feet upon the head.
When the patient can
swallow, a drink of cold water should’ De given.
6. Rub briskly and slap sharply the palms

of the hands

and

soles of the

feet, and, in obsti-

nate cases, do the same to the whole surface of
the body.
In most cases the horizontal position and pure
air are sufficient to restore the patient.
When
caused by drinking a large quantity of cold wi
ter, a liberal amount of hot water shpuld be given immediately.
When a person feels the premonitory symptoms of fainting, as many do, he

should

at once

This alone will
of Health.

place himselffflat on his. back.
usually

prevent

the fit.—Herald
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tion caused by the accident, the deck was far low-

descended denoted that some mighty, ajrless cavity below gave strength to the suction, and the
surging, frothy foam above was like the boiling
of a mammoth caldron. It is inferred that this
is the safety valve of the Great Salt Lake, and
that probably there may be other similar outlzts.
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TALLOW— Tto

PeLrs—with
5c a $125.
CALF

8to 8x¢;
{Country lots, 73%
, Country
lots 63 to 7c.

ight Dollars,

op-

‘ined,

lyeowdl

All bells

warranted,

An

illusihted Shislogne sent free
upon application to B., A, & G.
R. MENEELY, ,
;
West Troy, N.Y,

separately

Fifteen Dollars,
Thirty-three Dollars.
Fifty coples, one year, separately addressed (and the
SemiWeekly one year to getter up of club),

Thirty-five Dollars.
5

Fifty Dollars.

One hundred copies, one year, separately addressed
(and the Dally for one year to the getter up of club),

Sixty Dollars,

LJ

AND

STOCKS.

Nov. 23, 1870.
American Gold. ..coevvsrrenrniiinnsrsneiannnans
11%
U, 8. Five-Twenties, 1867...000000ess
Us 8.5208 Of 1868. vvusecssnsenrinrerssnnennnnes

100K

U.8.Ten-Forties.scccssssrariniiaisnnsssneranses

1064

U. 8, Coupons

Sixes, 1881

sesersrnscncansnssslld

19

$2
A DAY
MADE
AT
HOME!
40 entirely
new articles for Agents.
Samples sent free,
ddress, H. B. StI\
WV, Alfred, Me.
3m37

TREATISE.
The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference,

can now be had

on application, for 25 cents for each copy,
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for two or more copies.
Orders are solicited.

|
THE
SEMI-WEEKLY
SUN.
¥1ivo copies, one year, separately addressed,
J
’
Eight Doljars,
Ten copies, one year, separately addressed (and an
extra copy to getter up of club)
Sixteen Dollars.
s——
»
SEND
YOUR
MONEY
in Post Office Srders, Cnacie, s drafts on New Yor!
whereyer convenient.
not, tnen register th
ters containing money. Address
bo
Jeb
I. W. ENGLAND, Publisher, Sun office, New York.
4wi8

ALUABLE

THE COLDEN
0.

Song

ALL SIMILAR WORKS, 1m many
points essential
tw ap pular Instruction Book in Vocal Muse snd
Collection of Melodies for the young
Several Eri.

been ordered

the

Many

of

Songs have

and

the den and fn-

been

written

ex-

pressly for the work, and none of the songs are ol
and time-wo'n—sung through a dozen
Books, bu
NEW AND SPARKLING. ADAPTED TO ALL CWC CASIOAE
and Alive with the spioit of the Tiwes. Price 5 ots

aent post-paid.

descriptive circuAwis

{JOR ONLY 75 CENTS vou ean receive that wide.
awhke pa, er, the “ STAR SPANGLED BAN.

NER,” for a whole year, and also the new
unsurpas: ed

AMERICA

enuraving,

of style usually

elegant

“PIONEERS

” Itinl 1-2 x2 feet in size, plat

OF

paper,

sold a4 $3.00, avd we offer payer,

ngraving on roller, sno prepaid, all for only 75 cts,,
and If you fire not satisfied you can have your money,
STAR

SPANGLED

:

BANNER,

Hinwisle,

w

Radical Cure of Hernia or Rupture.

This NeW ROOK will bo found SUPERIOR TO

tions have already

stamp for full

.

References. by permigsion, to munv patients in
Boston and vicinity who have been Cunyp afier 20
years rufferirgg Also, applisnces tor Ciun Fi BT
ROW LEGS, SPINAL ( UKVRIURES and other DE-

ROBIN,

creases.

Send

.

PERKINS,
en

APPARATUS

ton- to determine their own condition) muil d tre ¢ on

receipt of $1,
lars,

«H.

HOME

PATENT

forthe cure of NERVOUS PROSIRATION
LOSS OF
VITAL POWER, &c.
Hivhly recommended Vy leading physicians
who jironounce it the most ‘simple
and effective remedy ever discovered,
ROBT.
E.
SEVERE
& CO., 280 Washingt n street, Boston,
Mass.
Ournew b ok on the
‘CAUSES, SYMPTOMS
and TR¥ATMENT”
of these Complaints, (¢nnbling per

Address

THE MUSIC BOOK
FOR THE YOUNG FOLKS AT

W,

(and

One hundred copies, one year, to one address (and
the Dally for one year to the getter up of club),

SKINS—16al8¢c,

GOLD

addressed

copy to the getter up of club),

lot

Containing Elementary Instructions, Attractive Ex-

which more huve been made at
this establishment than at all the
other found,
ies ln the county eom-

copies, one year,

an

to Se¢

wool $,87 tg: $1,00 each; country
AR

erciser and Sever | Hundred

of

(and an

Twenty

By

MENEELYS’ BELLS.
ELLS fyr c¢iurches, Acade-

TO CLUBS.

dressed beef.
WORKING OXEN—$125 to $240 per pair, or accord
ing to their value as Beef.
Handy Steers, $70 to $125
Mu.cH Cows—#$30 to $60; extra good, $65 to $1.00

PER WExK easily made by Agents, Ad
$75 SAGK MANUFACTUR'G Co. Conawall, ress

Melodies,

3!

>

TERMS

MARKET,

and

The

Y

y

Sa
All fruit- trees. but stone fruit may be set out
in the fall, soon after the leaves have decayed.
The ground is then in better condition than in
spring, and by transplanting now you avoid the
delay incident to that busy season with the risk
of wholly neglecting it. Do n’t buy of the peddlers or agents who take orders, but go to some
geod nursery that has been reared by an intelli.
gent and honest man, and select your trees on

are placed ‘in

portunity for throwiog them off to one side or the
other. In the construction of these sheds, timand valuable p aris, The value of the latter is bers are used 12x14 inches in gize, which, in
roughly estimated at five and a half lacs of rus some places where greater welghis of snow are
likely, are placed so close together as aimostto

§20 00

Press

has just been put into operation in the
Morning Star Office. This Press is the
best in use, and is, of course, capable
of doing most excellent work.
_ The Job type is entirely new, and
has been selected with great care from
type madeby first-class manufacturers

Cuba, Clayed..23 @. 30
do _sweet....00 @.
do Muscovado33 @.. 42
Cienfu

FISH.
Codilsh, large 6 00 @ 7 00

heavy snow banks might

be expected to gather, and where there is no

Goo 12
@.. 88
@.. 28

Good Urdinary 155% & 16

Great Salt Lake has been a sort of mystery
to scientific and
geographic explorers.
It has
been supposed that its waters were kept ata
uniform
level by the process of evaporation,
since no outlet was known, and yet it was fed
by many streams from the Rocky Mountains,
Recently, however, the mystery is thought to

bave the box disinterred aud opened. The box
was found to contain alternate layers of cotton

pees,

It is cliimed

Northern Pacific Railroad that it will not encounter like difficulties, as it will pass through
a latitude too cold and too dry for any heav,
snow-fall.
St, Paul, Minnesota,
for example;
has but little snow at any time.

Job Printing

MOLASSES,

Anthracite,.. 7 50 @ 8 50
COFFEE .
i
Ja PB
init @ 3

SOMETHING NEW!

discovered
a large iron lock fixedto
chain.
On
digging a little farther

to prosecute his

to $1,750,000 !

Pictols.ssee..6

injured as little as possible, and take them home
with you, carefully protected from wind and sun.
Don’t leave them for a future day to be set out,
but attend to it at once, and personally see that it
is done in the best manner.
Probably
more
trees are lost from want of care here than from
We have had a conversation with a farmer of any other cause.
In fact, it is the setting up
long and close observation, who has the reputa- in’ business, the starting in life of the tree, and
tion of being one of the best farmers in Kennebec it must have a fair amount of capital, or it will
County, and who for yeirs has devoted much off make a failure of it. A good deep soil, with a
his time to the production of butter for the Au- plenty of compost, froyn which every fiber of
gusta market,
the roots may receive ‘mtriment and strength,
‘“ Do you feed your cows?’ we asked. -.
is the tree’s capital.
The
winter’s snow and
“Yes,” is the reply; “I have fed them for rain will consolidate the earth about the tree,
nearly two weeks; ten days certainly. I give so that at the opening of spring it will be pre.
them fodder corn, and feed my working oxen as pared to start and go ahead as early and rapidly
good hay as I have in the barn.”
\
ag trees long established on their own roots. We
‘“ What was the eflect of feeding fodder corn advise, therefore, fall planting, as on the whole
to your cows?’ we inquired.
combining more advantages than that of spring.
“It increased the flow of milk at once, which for fruit trees.
for
a week kept much above what it had been
on pasture feed.
Now, getting no feed in the
pasture and feeding
them almost exclusively
on fodder corn (which is this year far less suc~
culent than usual) I find they just about hold
WORK
THE
their own.
Cows that are not fed fodder corn].
have shrunk fully one-half in the quantity of
ENTITLED
milk produced.
:

Isn’c this farmer’s statement as to the value
of fodder corn worth something? And should
A sentinel over the Nizain’s Palace,in India, not the present severe drouth admonish every
was amusing himself by making figures on the one to provide a good piece of it for another
ground, when his fioger came in contact with (year? Now is the time to think of such things.
— Maine Farmer.
something that seemed to have been embedded
in the earth. Curiosity induced him to ascertog
what it was; he removed
a portion of the
es\th, and
a
Massive

ties,

Saving Fodder.

Far off in Smyrna dr Caramania,where women
weave carpets for their dowries, the warp is
stretched between two trees, and the child, with
the colored worsteds that her mother gives her,
is calledto the place, and told: “ Weave now
acarpet that shall buy you a husband.”
The
figure is left entirely to her own
choice; and

the maiden, and carries far away from the loomtrees his bride.
But she never forgets her carpet, and the sighs that were woven with it. The
dreams and flattering hopes of love,~can she
forget these?

size of railroad

and these were crushed in. The cost of this work

it may not need gi few loads, and. the remainder
may go to the cofn-field, stubble-field or potato
patch, the patch of blackberries, if you have them,
and a few loads on the lawn about the house, all
of which should be spread at onee evenly over the
surface.
The practice of putting it in piles for
winter to spread in the spring, is a very bad one.
ti
In many localities the drouth has made a short We must use our manure: the changes in the
crop of hay, and though of excellent quality, it condition of the soil by culture, and the change of
It is both
will not suffice to carry the ordinary stock of | the atmosphere, demand the manure.
the farm through the coming winter.
Allthe | & plant-food holder and plant-food itself. The o'd
substitutes ever used for good hay will be want- | doctrine that the leaves of the plants absorbed
ed, and it becomes farmers to make the most of food from the atmosphere, should be ignored,and
them.
Oat and wheat straw that are often al- | the true theory, that all plant-food comes through
lowed to rot upon the ground, or are used for the soil, is taken up by the roots, and elaborated
bedding, make a vegy good fodder, and should ! by the leaves, taught in its place. This theory
be carefully stacked or stored in the barn at the | explains the reason why generous culfure and
time of threshing.
If cut and mixed with corn plenty of manure have such a beneficial effect on
meal or with wheat bran, cattle will thrive upon crops. Fall plowing, manuring, and draining,
the feed quite as well as upon good hay.
Those are essential to success in farming.

Many persons do not know that a newspaper
often answers the purpose of a temporary blanket, when a genuine blanket: can not easily be
obtained.
If one is cold at night, newspapers
spread under the upper cover of the bed will
serve as an additional blanket.
If one suffers
from
cold feet when traveling, a newspaper .who have sowed corn fodder abundantly,have
wrapped around them will often prove
a great a good substitute for hay. Save what is left from
comfort.
Paper is sufficienily
impervious
to the fall feeding.
Make the most of the fodder
keep the cold air outside and prevent the es- {from the corn-field, which is often damaged from
cape'of the warm air from the body.
careless stacking. Itis mot yet too late to cut

and the maiden has her dowry; the other buys

built of joists of the

hy

-

For the week ending, Nov. 23, 1870,

be strong enough for the purpose. The first sheds

fasten those black velvet bands with

room one’
martins,
Instead
cold, the
the little
next day

to the solid rock, and

THE MORNING STAR
JOB-PRINTING OFFICE.
A new Steam

Markets.

over and anchored

which ladies are so fond of relieving the whiteness of a handsome arm,
8 Che most fashionable colors in gloves thisseasun are amarantha, sultana, royal purple and
Mephistoplieles.
The long glove, with six buttons, is now selling as high as $3 and $4 a pair.
Evgland is beginning to acknowledge
New
York as tne leader of fashions,
The
London
JA London publisher, whose name is not given, publishers, to whom a prominent metropolitan
ig said to have offered £10,000 for the exclusive modiste has furnished steel fashion plates for4
rightof publishing the new English revision of some time past, advised her recently by cable
|
the Bible now in preparation.
to increase their original order one-third, in
|
Mont Plaisir, where Peter the Great died, is lieu of Parisian styles, American designs being
preferred
to
any
other,
a small villa, looking out on the bay.
In the
little room where he died,the iron bedstead still
A Kansas lady, on retiring to her
night, found it literally fjlled with
which had flown in during her absence.
of harshly turning them out into the
kind-hearted lady captured neariy all
creatures and had them served up the
in a pot-pie.

The

places they are sev-

roofis of corrugated iron. It yet remains to
be proved by trial whether even all this will

made wide, or half wide, with

tight undersleeves for day wear, and open lace
ones for evening.
A new style of sleeves is called the Duchesse.
Itis rather closg-fitting, open nearly to the elbow, and caught together with bows.
It may
be trimmed with lace or fringe.
Black and colored velvet ribbons are as much
used as bias bands for rimming.
Shaded velvets
and moss trimmings are very fashionable.
Grebe trimming will be very much worn on
cloth and velvet suits, and when mounted with
a seal-skin border, it makes an excellent and
durable trimming.
Fringes are in endless variety; plain, crepe,
and plaited, and beaded with gimp, passementerie, guipure or velvet. Many of the fringes
are very elegant.
!
Among the novelties in solid garniture are
medallions of every form for dress and
qloak
trimming=. Some of the passementerie trimmings
so much in vogue this fall are excedingly rich,
and can hardly be distinguished from silk embroidery.

has been

in other

BOSTON WHOSLSALE PRICES.

Bodices seem likely for the season to remain
ppen in front, either square or heart-shaped,

English embroidery

other;

mous strengthto the structure.
Where hedvy
snow-slides are likely to oceur, a wall is built
up on the outer side, and heavy timbers carried

the neck with narrow bias bands.
. Sleeves are now

each

wt

|

touch

eral feet apart, yet still so near as to give enor-

gs

Paragraphs.

Exe

Summary.

a1]

‘News

OLIV es R DITSON & CO.. Pi -

lirhera, 277 Washington «tact, Boron, OHAS. H
DITBON & CO., 711 Iron \way, New York.
Su

FORMITIES of Adul

» ar d ¢hidbe

,

Dr. GEO
LOTZ, A. Park St.
No charge for Professions] examination of case.
Jewett's Patent
admitt: d hy thos wha have worn
athe a to be
The Mest’
7 soldiers furnis hea wi the Govern.
% ment price. Send for circular to

GEO. B. FOSTER, Manufacturer,
A. Purk st, cc mer Tremont,

BOSTON,

